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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DEFINTIONS

The following used 
-the specifications.: 

a. Rated Power

A steady state 

b. "Thermal Power

terms are defined-:-for uniform interpretation " 

react6or. the.mal power of 2758 MWT.:

The total core heat--transfer 'rate from the fuel to the coolant.  

Reactor Operating Conditions.,."

1.2.1 Cold Shutdown Condition 

When the reactor istsubcritical by ):at least- 1%. Ak/k and Tavg is

1.2.2 Hot Shutdown Condition

When the reactor is subcritical,,---..-by. an. amount. greater than or equal 
to the margin as specified .in Technical: Specification 3.10 and. Tavg 
is >-2000F and. 5500 F.  

1.2.3 Reactor Critical 

When the neutron chain reaction is self-sustaining and keff. = 1.0.  

1.2.4 Power Operation Condition-, 

When " the reactor, is critical :. ,and' i:the neutron flux power range 
instrumentation indicates greater than 2%of rated-power.  

1.2.5 Refueling Operation Condition ..  

Any operation involving movement- of:.":core -components -when the vessel 
head is completely unbolted..:,. ,

Operable-Operability

A system, subsystem,, train,' component, or device .shall be operable or 
have operability when it is .capable of."performing its-intended safety 
function(s). Implicit in- this definition shall,- be the assumption 
that necessary instrumentation,,,. controls, •electrical power sources, 
cooling or-seal water, lubrication."or other. auxiliary, equipment that 
are required for the system.,. subsystem, train, component, or device 
to perform its safety, function(s) are also capable of performing 
their related support functions.. . .

Amendment No. ' ""
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1.4 Protective- Instrumentation Logic 

10..1 Analog Channel.  

An arrangement" of: compqonents iand modules. as required to generate a 
singl'e protective ;adtion,.!.signal',,when. required by. a plant, condition-.,' 
An analog channe loses:,: its identity where single action signals are 
combined.-..  

1.4.2 Logic Channel 

A group of relay contact, matrices. which' operate in response ,to the 
analog channels signals tos generate. a- •protective action signal.  

1.5 Degree, of Redundancy 

The diff erence .between the:onumber of operable channels and the number 
of channels which when, -tripped will 'cause an :automatic system trip.  

1.6 Instrumentation Surveillance 

1.6.1 Channel Check 
.A qualitative-. determination,, of : acceptable operability by observation 

of. channel behavior during.,- operation. .:.'This 7determination shall 
include comparison. -.of :the- channel'.with ..other independent channels 
measuring the -same ,variable.  

162 Channel. Functional Test 

Injection of a simulatted signal into the channel to verify that it is 
operable, including alarmt and/or trip initiating- action.  

1.6.3 Channel. Calibration .  

Adjustment-of channel output' such-,, that : it, responds,. with acceptable 
range, and accuracy, ,to known., values.. of the parameter which the 
channel- measures. Calibration shall: encompass the entire channel, 
including alarm or ': t 4 ' - and - shall be, deemed to include the channel 
functional test . '.  

1.7 Cntainment Integrity 

Containment integrity" is defined to- exist when: 

a. All non-automatic;. c,€ontainment - isolation .-valves which are not 
required to w-be .. open, during _accident, .conditions, except those 
required: to be -o.-Pen for, 'normal plant", operation or testing as 
identified in -Specification , 3..6.1, are closed and blind flanges, 
are: installed: where reued.  

b.. The equipment, door lis ' properly closed and sealed by the Weld 
•.:•Channel :and. Penetration. 'and ,Pressurization System.  

Amendment No. ,-2



C. Atleast one door-in each personnel airl ock, -is properly, cl6sed.  
d. All -automatic containment:-isolation-v. aves , areieither operable 

-or in the closed .position, or. isolated b , clsedmanual valve 

or flange that meets the same odesign critieria as -the :isolation 
valvee.  

e. Containment leakage-has been' verified .in accordance with., the 
surveillance requirementsi¢:i of . Specif ication ' 4.4, and. the, 
requirements of Specification3.3.D" are being satisfied.  

.1.8 Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio..  

The quadrant power tilt .rati6 -shall. -ibe 'the ratio of maximum upper 
excore detector calibrated output to,:, the. average ,'of the upper excore 

* detector -calibrated outputs , or the ratio of the maximum.- lower excore 
detector calibrated output to: the-i. average o 0f the lower- excore.  
detector calibrated outputs, whichever .'is greater. With one excore

detector inoperable, the remaining three ,detect r, shall be used for 
computing the average. .  

1,9 Surveillance' Intervals..  

Unless otherwise noted, in :_an. ,individual: surveillance requirement,: 
* ' surveillance intervals- -shall:,"be as specified' in Table 1-1 with." 

extensions as, provided. -in>1.10,- below. ., The :'extensions provided in 
1.10 below also apply to surveillance intervals ,not listed in Table, 
1-1 unless the extensions are specifically. not allowed." 

1.10 Surveillance Interval Maximums 

Each surveillance requirement- shall be performed within. the specified 
time interval with: 

a. A maximum allowable:' extension,. not to exceed 25% of the 
surveillance interval, ;.,and 

b. A total maximum combined interval. time for any 3 consecutive 
surveillance intervals;:.not to exceed 3.25 times the- specified 
surveillance interval. ,, 

1.11 Pressure Boundary Leakage...  

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE shall. be %leakage (except:- steam generator 
tube leakage) through a; non-isolatable.. fault in a Reactor Coolant 
System .component body, pipe wall. or vessel. wall,.  

1.12 Identified'Leakage 

IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be: -

a. Reactor coolant systemw; leakage.,- into _closed systems such. as pump 

seal or valve packing leaks that , are,.captured-and conducted to a,'.  

collecting tank, or ' 

Amendment No-. 13



b. ' Reactor coolant system leakag;- through..a steam 
secondary'systemi,or

c Reactor coolant system leakage 
isolation Valves, or...

through. the

generator t the 

RCS/RHR pressure

d. Reactor coolant. system. leakage i nto: --the, -!.containment f-ree. -volume 
from sources that are both : specifically .Iiocated and known1,either 
not- 'to interfere with .., the operation: of: required leakage 
detection systems or not to, be;. PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.  

Unidentified Leakage

UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE shall be ., all 
which is not IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE...

reactor ,,coolant system: leakage

1.14 Dose Equivalent 1-131

Dose Equivalent 1-131 shall: -be that • concentration of 1-131 which 
would produce the -same thyroid dose as the quantity and -isotopic 
mixture of 1-131, 1-132,1 1-133, 1-134 and 1-135; actually present. The 
thyroid dose conversion factors shall, be those listed in Table III of 
TID-14844, "Calculation of Distance., Factors -for -Power and Test 
Reactor Sites."

Amendment No. 1-4
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Table! 1' 

FREQUENCY7NOTATION.  

Notation Tet .. Te Plreency/Requirements.  

Shift S At least twice percalendar day,, 

Daily D At least :once per calendar day 

Weekly W. At least once per week:- - " 

Monthly M At least once per month_ 

Quarterly Q At Least once-per three months 

Semi-Annualy SA, -'At' least once .per."six months 

Annually A At: least -once -per 12 months 

Refueling R At teast once, per 18 months 

S/U or P Priodr to each treactor startup.  

N.A. Nt Applicable

Surveillance 
Interval 

N1.A.  

N.A, 

7 days 

31 days 

S2 days.  

-6. months 

.12 months.  

18S months

Amendment No.



SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING!" SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

SAFETY LIMIT, REACTOR CORE'.",.," :." 

.lity

Applies;-to the limiting combinationS- of::thermal: power, Reactor 
pressure and temperature.  

2bj~cive: 

To maintain the integrity of the cladding.: . .  

Specification

Coolant System,

The combination of thermal power- level, coolant pressure, and coolant 
temperature shall not exceed the- limits' shown in Figure 2.1-1. The safety 
limit is exceeded ifl the point defined:,by the combination of Reactor Coolant 
System average temperature and. power level is- ..*at any time above -the 
appropriate pressure line. 

The Region 1 fuel residence tize shall be lmited-,to .21,000 effective full 
power hours (EFPH) under designv operation -conditions. The licensee may 
propose to operate individual assemblies from Region I.- in excess" of 21,000 
EFPH by providing an analysis which- includes the effect-of. clad flattening or 
a change in operation conditions. :Any such analysis, if proposed, shall be 
approved by the Regulatory Staff prior to operation in excess of 21,000,EFPH.

IBasis

To maintain the integrity of the fuel:-cladding and: prevent fission product 
release, it is necessary to prevent, overheating of the cladding under all 
operating conditions. This is accomplished by operating the hot region of the 
core within the nucleate boiling regime of heat transfer, wherein the heat 
transfer coefficient is very large :.and the clad surface temperature is only a 
few degrees Fahrenheit above the.: coolant saturationI temperature. . The upper 
boundary of the nucleate boiling -_regime *is termed departure from nucleate 
boiling (DNB) and at this point-, there is a sharp reduction of the heat 
transfer coefficient, which would - result in :high clad temperatures and the 
possibility of clad failure. DNB 'is not, however,,' an observable parameter 
during reactor operation. Therefore the observable parameters: thermal 
power, reactor coolant temperature -and pressure have been related to DNB 
through the W-3 DNB correlation.: The,W-3 DNB correlation has been developed 
to predict the DNB flux and theilocation of DNB for axially uniform<° and 
non-uniform heat flux distributions. The,::loca-- DNB heat:, flux ratio, DNBR, 
defined as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular 
core location to the local heat flux,, is indicative of the margin to DNB. The 
minimum value of the DNBR during steady state operation, normal operational 
transients, and anticipated transients is' limited to. 1. 30. This corresponds

Amendment No.
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to a 95% probability at a 95% confidence level that DNB .--willnot occur and is 
chosen as an appropriate margin to DNB .for all operating conditions. (i) 

The curves in Figure 2.1-1- represents the , loci *of points of thermal .power, 
.coolant ,system pressure and average temperature.for, which. the .DNBR':is' no 'less 
than 1.30. The -area where clad integrity 'is' assured' is below these lines.  
The curves are based on the following nuclearzhot channel: factors (2): 

qF 3.12

These limiting hot "channel factors are higher .than ithose calculated at full 
power for the range from all control, rods[ fully withdrawn to maximum allowable 
control rod ;insertion. (3 ) -The control rod insertion limits are covered by 
Specification 3.10. Higher hot channel factors could occur at lower power 
levels because additional control rods: are in the core. However, the control 
rod insertion limits dictated by Figures 3.10-3- and ,3.10-4 insure that the 
DNBR is always greater at partial power than' at full power.: 

Rod withdrawal block and load runback occurs if reactor trip_ setpoints are 
approached within a fixed limit.

The Reactor Control and :Protection System is designed to 
anticipated combination of transient conditions.'that would result 
less than 1.30.(4)

prevent. any 
in a DNBR of

References

1. FSAR Section 3.2.2 

2. FSAR Section 3.2.1 

3. FSAR Technical Specification 3.10 

4. FSAR Section 14.1.1

. Aendment -No.21- 2.1-2
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3 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.0 .Compliance with the limitng conditions for. operation (LCO) conta ned 
Sin the-succeeding Specifications-:is -required ,when ,the unit,,is in -the 
condition designated in the particular specification. When ia LCO is 
not met, except. as provided in the individual specification, -action 
shall be: initiated' within- one Cl) hour-) to place the unit in :a 
-condition in which the specification is satisfied.

Reactor:.Coolant System.:3.

Aplicability: 

Applies to the operating status: of the--Reactor Coolant System.  

Objective 

To specify those limiting conditions for operation of the Reactor, 
Coolant System which must be met to ensure safe reactor operation.

A. Operational Components

1.: Coolant Pumps

a. Except as noted in 3.1.'A.l.b. below, four reactor 
coolant pumps shall.." be. in operation during power 
operation.  

b. During power operation, one reactor coolant pump may 
be out of service. for testing-or repair purposes for a 
period not to exceed four hours.  

c. During shutdown conditions with fuel in the reactor, 
the operability requirements for reactor coolant 
and/or residual heat removal pumps specified in Table 
3.1.A-1 shall be met....  

do. When RCS temperature :is less than or equal to 3109F, 
the requirements of .-Specification 3.1.A.4. regarding: 
startup of a reactor coolant:. pump with no 'other 
reactor coolant pumps operating shall be adhered to.  

2. Steam Generators 

Two steam generators shall be capable -of performing their 
heat transfer function whenever- the- reactor coolant system 
is above 3509F.  

Amendment No. 3.1.A-l
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. Saety Va~e Val 

a. .At " least one;-: pressurizer code safety valve shall be 

.operableF. or an iopening greater than. or equal-to the, 
size df onecode safety valve flange shall, be provided 
.to allow f pressure relief, whenever the reactor 

head& is on , the%: vessel -.-"except for -hydrostatically 
•' _testing 4-the,.' RCSin accordance with- the applicable 

version -of' Section XI. of.-the ASK;EBoiler and Pressure 

b. :.,:.Allo '.pressutrizer ;code safety:, valves shall be -operable 
whenever. the reactor-is critical.  

c. The pressurizer code safety, valve lift settings shall 

be .set at 2485 psig with +1% allowance for error.;* 

4. .Overpressure Protection, System (OPS) 

a . Except. as permitted by Table 3.1.A-2, the.OPS shall be 
aimed -and.,-operable when the- RCS temperature is 
310oF. When. OPS. is. required .to be operable, the 
PORVs shall have_ settings .within the 'limits shown in 

'b.- The requirements of, 3.1.A.4.a may be modified to..  
-permit one-,, PORV and/or its associated motor operated 
valve:- to -be ,inoperable for a maximum of seven (7) 
consecutive ,days.' If the PORV .and/or its series motor 
operated valve is not. restored to operable status 
within this--"seven -(7) day periof, or if both PORVs or: 

their .associated block valves are inoperable, action: 

shall be initiated. immediately.-o, place the reactor in 
a condition where OPS operability is not required.  

C. In. the event either a PORV(s) or a RCS8vent~s) is used 
to ' mitigate : an RCS pressure transient, a Special-.  

Report shall be prepared and sn.mitted to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission within .30 days pursuant to 
Spmec ification, 6.9.2.f. The report shall describe the 
circumstances initiating --the trmnsient, the effect of 

the PORV(S) or vent(s), on tbe transient, and any 
corrective action, necessary to.prevent recurrence.  

5. Power Operated ..Relief -:Valves (P0:)OR /Block Valves (for.  

operation above 350 0 F) 

.... a.. Whenever the -reactor' coolant ','zstem -is above, 35007F 

the PORVs, and their 'associated: block valves shall be 
..operable with the block valves e ther open or closed...  

Amendment No. ' 3.l.A-2



Pressurizer Heaters

a. Whenever the .reactor coolant- system is above: 350°F, 
the pressurizer shall be operable with at least 150kw 
of pressurizer heaterso.. .  

b. If the requirementsof specification -:3.l.A.6.a cannot 
be met, restore the, required pressurizer heater 
capacity .to, operable, status within 72 hours or the 
reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown condition 
within the next six(6) hours ;and subsequently cooled 
below 3500 F..

Basis 

When the boron concentration- of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). is to be 
reduced, the process must be uniform to prevent sudden reactivity changes in 
the reactor. The requirement for at least one, reactor coolant pump or one 
residual heat removal pump to be in operation is to provide flow to remove 
core decay heat, ensure mixing, prevent, stratification, and produce: gradual 
reactivity changes during boron concentration reductions in the Reactor 
Coolant System. Below 3500 F,- a single reactor coolant loop or RHR loop 
provides sufficient heat removal capability for removing decay heat; but 
single failure considerations require that at least two loops be operable.  
The reactivity change rate associated with boron reduction will, therefore, be 
within the capability of operator recognition and control.  

The: residual heat removal pump will circulate - the primary system :volume in 
approximately one half hour. The pressurizer is of no:concern because of the, 
low pressurizer volume and because the pressurizer boron concentration will be 
higher than that of the rest of the reactor coolant system., 

Heat transfer analyses show that reactor heat equivalent to 10%,of rated power 
can be removed with natural circulation'only (I);, hence, thespecified upper 
limit of 2% rated power without operating. pumps provides a substantial safety 
factor.  

The specification that all reactor: coolant' pumps be operational during power 
operation is to assure that adequate core.cooling will be provided. This flow 

will keep the minimum departure from nucleate boiling ratio above l.30; 
therefore,,!,cladding damage and release of fission products will not- occur.

Amendment No.

b. If a PORV becomes 'inoperable: when above 350OF, its 
associated block valve shall be maintained. in the, 
closed position.  

c. If a PORV block valve becomes inoperable jwhen -above.  
350°F, the,..:. block' 'valve.' shall be .closed and 
deenergized.  

d. If the requirements.' oft ..,specification 3.l. A.5.a,-..  
3.l.A.5.b or ,3.l..A.5c ':,above -,cannot be satisfied, 
compliance shall be .established within - four (4) hours, 
or the reactor' shall -be -placed in the hot shutdown 
condition -within, .the next.- six - (6) hours- and 
subsequently cooled below 350oF.

3. • .A-3



is deige to reiv the • 

The Overpressure Protection System:- (OPS) isdesigned. to relieve the RCS 

pressure for certain unlikely,, overpressure ' 'transients to ' prevent these 

incidents from causing,.a peak- RCS 'pressure.. exceeding 0CFR50, .Appendix. G 

limits. iWhen the OPS is "armed", MOVs 535 and: 536 are in the open position', 

and ;the ,PORVs will -eopen upon receipt of. the ,iapproprate signal., -This I OPS 
arming can. be accomplished either automatically.. by i ,the OPS when the- RCS 1is 
below a prescribed temperature or manually by t heoperator.  

The oPS will be set-to cause the PORVs to.. open.: at a pressure sufficiently- low 

to prevent exceeding the AppendixtG limits for the following events: , 

1. Startup: of a reactor coolant .pump with no other reactor coolant pumps 

running and' the steam. generatr.'. secondary side water- temperature 
higher than the RCS water temperature.  

2. Letdown isolation with three charging'.pumps operating.  

3. Startup of one safety injection pump., 

4. Loss of residual heat . removal: causing pressure rise from heat 
additions from core decay heat or reactor coolant pump heat.  

5. Inadvertant activation: of the pressurizer heaters.• 

Consideration of the above events' provides, bounding PORV setpoints for other' 
potential overpressure conditions -caused by heat or mass •additions "at low 
temperature.  

The RCS is protected against overpressure transients when RCS temperature is 
less than or equal to 3100 F by:: (1) restricting the number of charging and 

safety injection pumps that can be energized to that-which can,be accommodated 
by the PORV's or the gas space' ', in'- the pressurizer, (2) providing 
administrative controls on starting of a reactor; coolant pump when the primary 
water temperature is less than the . secondary water temperature, or (3) 
providing vent area from the: RCS to containment for, those situations where 

neither the PORV's nor the available pressurizer gasL space are sufficient to 
preclude the pressure resulting from postulated transients from exceeding the 
limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix. G.  

The restrictions on starting a reactor coolant pump: with the secondary side 
water temperature higher than the..... primary; ' side will prevent 'RCS 
overpressurizations from the resultant volumetric swell into the pressurizer 

that is caused by 'potential heat. additions from the startup of' a reactor 

coolant pump 'without 'any other reactor, ',coolant : pumps operating. When 
pressurizer level is between- 30 and 85% of span, !"protection is provided 
through the use of the PORV's. -When pressurizer level it less than 30% of 
span additional restrictions on :pressurizer, pressure make 'reliance, on the 
PORV's unnecessary since the gas compression, resulting from :the insurge of 

liquid from the RCS pump start is insufficient. to cause RCS pressure to exceed 
the Appendix G limits. The same method, i-e., control:of pressurizer pressure 
and level, is used to accommodate, the mass insurge into the pressurizer from 
safety injection and chargingpump starts when the PORV's: are not operational.  

Amendment No. 3.'.A-4



An additional ,restriction is put on the reactor .coolant:; pump, start when the 
-secondary system water te tprature is, less than- or equal to 40°F higher than 

* the primary -system water toplierature and the-pressurizer level is greater. than 
30%. This restriction is t- prohibit starting the first reactor ,coolant pump 

.when :the 'RCS temperature: Ls, ,between --282F and:- 310°F. The purpose of the 
restriction. is to assurethat ."the .temperature rise resulting from the 

transient will. not be outs e ..the-.,temperature, limits for OPS actuation.  

When comparAison.' to'-the ,Appendix-G limits is-made,,:t he comparison..is to the 
isothermal. Appendix G cu , Other. than the.., delay :time associated with 
opening the -PORVs. and th-e 'error.J caused-by n0n-uniform RCS metal and water 
temperatures during- heat addition :transients, the : analysis, does not make any 
allowance for instrument-e"rrror.-, ,Instrument error will be. taken into account 
when the OPS is: set; .i.e.o 'the instrumentaion, will be set so - that the''PORVs 
will open at less than the - required, -setpoint-. including allowance for, 

instrument errors.,, .  
The determination• of reacor. coo ant temperature may be made from the Control 

-Room instrumentation. The determination of the -steam generator water
temperature may- he made- ina-.,the. following ways:.  

(a) Assumirng- that tihe ,.secondary side water, temperature 'is *at the 
saturation temperature,- corresponding to., the secondary side steam 
pressure indicated on the Control Room instrumention, or 

(b) Conservatively assuming that the secondary side water temperature is 
at the reactor coolant temperature at which the last RCP was stopped 
during, cooldown,-,,or 

Cc) Actual. or inferred:measurement of. the secondary side steam generator, 

water temperature at +those times it.. can be measured (such as return 
from a refueling (outage).  

Each of the pressurizer cmde safety.valves is designed to relieve 40.8,000 lbs.  
per hr. of saturated st eam., at the valve set point. Below approximately 
350°F and 450 psig in the Reactor Coolant System, the Residual Heat Removal 
System can remove, decay -heat and thereby control system temperatures and 

pressure. (2) 

If no residual heat were 'removed by the. Residual Heat -Removal System the 
amount of steam which could be generated .at safety valve relief pressure would 

-e.. . - .



be less than half the capacity of-a single valveo One"valve therefore 

' Provides' adequate protection for overpressurization .  

The combined capacity of the three pressurizer. Safety-:.valves.-is greater than 

the maximum- -surge . rate resulting 'from complete loss of load,. (3 ) --without' a 

direct trip or any other control.  

Twd, steam -generators capable of 'performing' their heat transfer function will.  

provide. sufficient heat removal, :capability, t i' .remove decay heat. after : a 

reactor, shutdown.  

.All •pressurizer heaters are supplied electrical, power from. an emergency bus.  
The requirement that 150kw of pressurizer heatersi and.their associated 

-controls be operable • when the reactor ,coolant system is - above 350°F provides 

.:assurance that: these: heaters will be available, and canr:be energized during, a 

loss of offsite power condition to assist in, maintaining natural circulation 

,at hot shutdown. . ' , .  

'The power operated relief valves (PORVs) can operate::.to relieve RCS pressure.  

below the setting of the pressurizer code safety valves.- These relief valves 

have remotely operated. block valves, to provide'a positive shutoff capability 

should a relief valve-become inoperable. - The electrical power for both the 

relief valves and the block valves. is capable of being supplied from an 

emergency power source to provide. a relief path when ,desirable. and to ensure 

the ability to seal off possible RCS..leakage paths. Both the PORVs and the

PORV block valves are subject to periodic valve testing foroperability in

accordance with the ASME Code Section XI as specified in the 'Indian Point Unit 

, No. 2 Inservice Inspection and Testing .Program.  

Reference:.  

1) FSAR Section 14.1.6 

'2) FSAR Section 9.3.1.  
3) FSAR Section 14.1.10 

Amendment No. 3.1.A6



Reactor Coolant (RC) Pumps/Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump(s) Operability/Operating 
Requirements for Decay Heat Removal and Core Mixing

(1) 
Reactor 

Condition

(2) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operating

(3) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operable 
(including oper
ating pump)

(4) 
Action Required 
if Condition of 

Column (2) or (3) is 
not met

Hot shutdown 
Tavg.*%-350 0 F 
(Excluding 
loss of off
site power)

One RCP Two RCPs The requirement to have at 
least one reactor coolant 
pump in operation may be 
suspended for up to one hour 
provided: (1) no operations-are 
permitted that would'cause 
dilution of the reactor cool
ant system,-and (2) RCS 
temperature is maintained at 
least .100 F below saturation
temperature.

With only one RCP operable, 
restore a second RCP.-to: oper
able status within 72 hours 
or bring the RCS temperature 
to 3509F. .  

Except for testing., with no 
RCPs operable, immediately 
initiate. action to bring RCS 
temperature to 3500 F.

Amendment No.

$-' ~
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Table 3.1.A-1 (2 of 4)

Reactor Coolant (RC) Pumps/Residual Heat Removal (RHE) Pump(s) Operability/Operating 
Requirements for Decay Heat Removal and Core Mixing

(1) 
Reactor 
Condition

(2) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operating

(3) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operable 
(including oper
ating pump)

(4) 
Action Required 
if Condition of 

Column .(2) or (3) is 
not met

Hot shutdown 
Tavg4350°F

One RCP or One RHR pump Two RCPs 'or Two RHR 
pumps or one RCP and 
one RHR pump

The requirement to have at 
least one RCP or RHR pup . .  
in operation may b suspended 
for up to one hour provided: 
(1) no operations are per

.*mitted that would cause dilu- .  
tion.of the reactor coolant 

system, ad (2).RCS: 
.temperature is maintained at;: " least 10 0 below saturation
' temperature. .. ,r . .  

With only. one. pump (RHR or 
RCP) operable, either' re

" :store .a .. second pump to opera
ble status or be.in cold shut-'.  
down within 20 hours.

With no pumps operable, sus
pend all operations involving 
a reduction in boron.concen
.tration and immediately ini
tiate action to restore at 
least one 'pump to operable 

* status.
Amendment No.

I



Table 3.,.A-1 (3 of 4)

Reactor Coolant (RC) Pumps/Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump(s) Operability/Operating 
Requirements for Decay Heat Removal and Core Mixing

(2)(1) 
I~eactgr

0on4$l4Qn '. Q~ ~z~pp O~rati~~

(3) 
Requrec Not..  

of Pumps Operable 
(including oper

* ating pump).

,, -. (4); 
Action. Required' 
i f nncPition of 

Column (2) or. (3) is 
not met

'Cold shut
down.

One RCP or One RHR pdmp Two RCPs or two RHR The requirement to have at 
pumpsor one RCP and, eastone reacto "cbolnt 

one RHR pump pump or RHR pump in oper

Sation may be suspended for..  

up.to one hour provided: 
(1) no operations are 

permitted that would 
'cause dilution of.the reactor 

.coolant system,:,and (2).  

RCS temperature is. main
tained -at least 1 0 

below saturation temper
-' ature.

With only one pump operable, 
stay in cold shutdown until 

.-.a second pump is restored 
to operable status.;

Amendment No.

. ~.
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Table 3.1.A-1 (4 of 4) 

Reactor Coolant (RC) Pumps/Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump(s) Operability/Operating 
Requirements for Decay Heat Removal and Core Mixing

(1) 
Reactor 
Condition

(2) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operating

(3) 
Required No.  

of Pumps Operable 
(including oper
ating pump)

(4) 
Action Required 
if Condition of 

Column (2) or (3) is 
not met

The requirements of columns 
(2) and/or (3) may be sus
pended during maintenance,.  
modifications, testing, 

inspection or repair.  
During operation. under 
this pr6vision,..the 'following, 
shall aply: 

(l)an alternate means of decay 
heat removal shall beavail

"-,able and 'return f the, system, 
within sufficient timeto:pre
vent exceeding Cold-shutdonwn 

* requirements, shall be assured.  

(2)RCS temperature anid the.  
source range detectors shall 
be monitored hourly.  

(3)no operations are permitted 
that would cause dilution:of 
the reactor coolant system,

- - ' ..-7 , 

.,i, i

Refueling See Specification 3.8 See Specification 3.8 See Specification 3.8

.Amendment No.

Cold Shutdown 
(Cont'd)



(1 of 2)0
Table .3. 1.A-2 

OPS Operability Requirements 

Reactor Coolant Pumps

With OPS operable at or below 3100F, a reactor coolant pump can be started (or jogged) with no other re 

coolant pumps operating if: 

(1) The temperature of all steam generators is less than or equal to the RCS temperature; or, 

(2) The temperature of all steam generators is less than or equal to 40°F higher than the RCS 
temperature and: 

o ICS temperature is less than or equal to 282°F, 
o Pressurizer level is between 30 , 85% of span; or 

(3) The temperature of all steam generators is less than or equal to 100°F higher, than 1CS 
temperature and: 

RCS pressure less than or equal to 450.psig,.  

o RCS temperature is greater than or equal to 145°F, 

.o Pressurizer level is less than or equal to 30% of span.  

0 With OPS inoperable at..or below 310 F, a reactor coolant pump can be started (or jogged) with no other 
reactor coolant pumps operating if: 

(1) The temperature of all steam generators is less than or equal to the RcS temperature; or, 

(2) The temperature of all steam generators is less than or equal to 100 F higher than RCS 
temperature and: 

o ICS pressure is less than or equal to 450 psig,

o RCS temperature is greater than or equal to 145°F, 

o Pressurizer level is less than or equal to 30% of span.

actor,:

: nennent No.

0.



Table 3.!.A-2 (2 of 2)

OPS Operability Requirements 

Safety Injection and Charging Pumps

With OPS operable at or below 310 0 F, no more than one (1) safety injection (SI) and three 
charging pumps may be energized, 

OPS is not required to be operable at or below 310°F, if either the conditions of Column I or 
conditions of Column II below are met for the specified conditions:

(3) 

the

Maximum Number 
of Energized 
Pumps (SI and/or 
charging)

SI.  

1 

3

Charging 

3 
3

I 

Operating Restrictions 
(pressurizer pressure, 

pressurizer level, and 
RCS temperature) 

s See Figure 3.i.A-2.  
See Figure 3.1.A-3

II 

Vent Area to Contain
ment Atmosphere 
-(square inches)

2.00 
2.00 
5.00

Amendment No.
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B. Heatup and Cooldown.  

Specifications. 

1. The reactor coolant' temperatureL and' pressure -and system.  
-. heatup and.cooldown.rates averaged.;over one -hour (with. the 

exception. of. the pressurizer) shall be limited., in 
accordance with rFigure . 3.i,.B-I--l and. -Figure,. 3.1.B-2 --.for ,the 
service period: up, to j.,-7 effective- full-power years.., The.  
heatup or cooldown' rate shall not- exceed 100OF/hr..*.  

a. Allowable combinations of pressure and temperature for...  
specific" temperature:,change rates .are below and to the " " 
right of. the :,limit lines,- shown. -Limit lines for 
cooldown -rates between; those- present :.may be obtained 
by inte rpolation 

b.. Figure 3.1.B-1 and Figure 3.1.B-2 define limits to.  
assure prevention," of non-ductile failure only. For 
normal operation other :inherent plant characteristics, 

.. eog., -- pump heat .  addition and pressurizer- heater.  
capacity may limiti the- heat up and :cooldown rates that.  
can be achieved over certain... pressure-temperature 
ranges.  

2. The limit lines shown, in:-Figure 3.l.B-l and Figure 3.1.B-2 
shall be recalculated periodically, using methods discussed 
in WCAP-7924A and results of surveillance specimen testing 
as covered in WCAP-7323( 7) -and as specified in 
Specification 3. i. B. 1.,3 ' below. . The.". order of specimen 
removal may be modified based on the results of testing of .  
previously removed- specimens,., The NRC will be notified in 
writing as to any, deviations from- the recommended removal 
schedule no later than :, six months prior -to scheduled 
specimen removal.  

3. The reactor vessel surveillance program** includes six 
specimen capsules to evaluate , radiation .damage based on 
pre-irradiation and post-irradiation tensile and charpy V 
notch (wedge open loading)% testing of -specimens. The 
specimens will, be removed- and examined at the following 
intervals: 

* Pending NRC approval of 100°F/hr heat up. curves,. ,reactor coolant system 

..heat up. rate shall not exceed 0.60°F/hr.-.,- . .

• Refer to FSAR section 4.5, _WCAP-7323, and Indian., Point Unit No. 2..  
- "Appllcation for Amendment to Operating License" :.sworn to on February 3, 
1981.  
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Capsulel .i End of . Cycle 1. operation.  
Capsule: 2 ,End of Cycle 2 operation 
Capsule . End of Cycle 5 operation 
Capsule4 "'End of Cycle 8 operation 
Capsule 5, End-.of Cycle 16 operation., 
Capsule 6- Spare..  

S.The ,secondary,,,sidEof the steam generator shall not be 
pressurized above', 200- psig if 'the temperature of .the steam' 
generator'--.is. belw ,.700 F..  

5. The pressurizer,.heatup . and cooldown, rates averaged over one 
hour..- * shall.- not.: -'exceed.:. 100°F/hr .  and 200°F/hr, 
respectivelY. The spray shall not:: be used if. the 
..temperature .-.idifference. between the .-pressurizer and the.  
spray fluid; is greater; 3200 F.

6 R. eactor 13oolant - System. integrity, tests shall be 
in :, accordance , with." Section -4.3 -) of the 
Specifications.  

....... . . . ... s..-

Fracture Toughness, Properties

performed 
Technical

All components-. -in'. the -Reactor. Coolant, System are designed to withstand the 
effects of the. cyclic. loads -due to .reactor .system temperature ..and pressure 

• changes. (,) These cyclic . loads are" introduced by. normal unit load 
transients:,, reactor .trips, and startup and' shutdown operation. The number of 
thermal and: loading cycles used for design, purposes are shown in Table 4.1-8 
of the FSAR. During unit -startup 'and shutdown,, the rates of temperature and 
pressure changes. are limited.., The maximum-plant heatup and. cooldown rate of 
100OF per hour is consistent'v..With the design number of cycles and satisfies 
stress -limits for cyclic. operation.(2 ) ., 

The reactor- vessel plate opposite, the core/ has: been purchased to a specified 
Charpy V-notch, test , result .of: 30. ':ft-lb 'or greater at a nil-ductility 
transition temperature- (NDTT)'- of 400F.'or less.1 The material has been tested 
to verify conformity to specified requirements and a NDTT value of 20°F has 
been determined.. In addition,this plate has been 100 percent volumetrically 
inspected by, ultrasonic :test using both-'longitudinal and shear wave methods.  
The remaining material in the:":reactor •vessel,. and other Reactor Coolant System 
components, meet -the appropriate design code requirements and specific 
component functon.(3 ) .

As a result. of' fast neutron irradiation in the :region of.the core, there will 
be an increase in -the ' Reference.,': Nil-Ductility Transition Temperature.  
(RTNDT), with.. nuclear operation.,'. The.' ".techniques used- to measure and predict 
the integrate&d fast neutron -.(E. AbA 1 "Mev). fluxes at the sample location, are 
described in-, Appendix 4A of -the .FSAR. The calculation method used. to obtain 
the maximum -neutron (E .1 Mev) eposure 'of.the -reactor vessel is identical to 
that described' -for the irradiation-,samples.  

Amendment No. . 1" .lB-2
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tSincethe neutron spectra at -the samples and vessel inside radius are 
identical, the measured transition shift for a sample. can be appled wi-th 
confidence to the adjacent section of reactor vessel for some. later 't age in 
.plant life. The maximum exposure of' the- vessel.. will be obtained *from the 
..measured sample -exposure• by appropriate: application of the calculated 
azimuthal neutron flux variation..  

An approximation of the -maximum integrated '.fast neutron- (E l Mev) exposure 
is given-by Figure 2-4 of-WCAP 7924A( 4 ). Exposure of the Indian-Point.Unit" 

No. 2 vessel will be less than that, indicated by this-figure.  

The actual shift in, RTNDT will be established, periodically. during plant, 
.operation by testing, vessel material..samples which are, irradiated cumulatively 
by securing them near the inside wall of the vesselin:, the core area. These 
samples are. evaluated according to- ASTM,. E85.(6 )  To compensate for any
increase in the RTNDT caused, by irradiation " the limits on the 

pressure-temperature' relationship are periodically. changed to stay within..the 
stress limits, during heatup and cooldown,-in accordance with the requirements-....  
of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code,. 1974: Edition,. Section III, Appendix • 
.G, and the calculation.methods described in-WCAP-7924A(4 ).  

The-first reactor vessel material, surveillance capsule -was removed during the 
1976 refueling outage. That capsule was_ tested .by Southwest. Research 
Institute (SWRI) and the-results 'were evaluated 'and reported.(8) (9) The 
second surveillance capsule was removed during the.'1978 refueling outage.  
This capsule has been. tested by SWRI'and: the results:. have been evaluated and 
reported.(I0) -Based on the SWRI .evaluation,. heatup and cooldown curves 
(Figures 3.l.B-l and 3.l.B-2) were developed for up .to seven (7) effective 
..full power.years (EFPYs) of reactor operation.  

The maximum shift.. in RTNDT after 7 EFPYs of operation is projected to be 
1300 F at the 1/4T and 65°F at the.." 3/4T vessel wall locations, per' Plate 
B2002-3 the controlling plate. Ther initial value of RTNDT for the IP2 
reactor vessel was 60°F based on Plates -B2002-1 and B2002-3 as shown in 
Table 3.1.B-1. The heatup and cooldown curves for 7 EFPYs have been computed 
on the basis of the RTNDT of Plate B2002-3 because.,.it, is anticipated . that 
the RTDT of the reactor vessel beltline material will be highest for Plate 
B2002-3 at least through that. time period., 

Heatup and Cooldown Curves 

Allowable pressure-temperature relationships- for various heatup and cooldown 
rates are calculated using methods derived from Non Mandatory Appendix G in 

.Section III 1974 Edition of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code - and 
discussed in detail in WCAP-7924A.(4) 

The.,approach specifies that the allowable total, stress- intensity factor (KI) 
at any time during heatup or cooldown cannot be. greater thanthat shown on the .
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KI curve(5 ) for the metal temperature at that time. -Furthermore, the 
.,approach applies an explicit safety" f actor. of 2.0 on the stress intensity . . factorinduced by-pressure gradients. Thus, the governing .equation for the 
heatup-cooldown-analysis is: 

-:. .- . . 2 K m - Kit. K R.( )" " 

S where: 

Kimis.the stress intensity factor caused by. ,membrane (pressure)
stress 

.: KIt is the stress intensity factor caused by the, thermal gradients 

KIR is provided by the code as a function of ,temperature relative 
to the RTNDT of the material...  

During - the heatup analysis, Equation (1) is evaluated for two distinct 
situations.  

First, allowable pressure-temperature relationships are developed for steady 
state (i.e., zero rate of change of- temperature)- conditions assuming the 
.presence of the code reference 1/4 T deep flaw at the ID of the pressure 
vessel. Due to the fact that, during heatup, the thermal gradients in the 
vessel'wall tend to produce compressive stresses at the 1/4 T location, the 
tensile stresses induced by internal pressure are somewhat alleviated. Thus, 

.. a pressure-temperature curve based on steady state condition (i.e., no thermal 
stresses) represents a lower bound of all similar curves for finite heatup 
rates when the 1/4 T location is treated as the governing factor.  

The second portion of the heatup analysis concerns the calculation of pressure
temperature limitations for the case in which the 3/4 T location becomes the 
controlling factor. Unlike the situation at the 1/4 T location, at the 3/4 T 
position (i.e., the tip of the 1/4 T deep O.D. flaw) the thermal gradients 
established during heatup produce stresses which are tensile in nature;-and, 
thus, tend to reinforce the pressure stresses present. These thermal stresses 
are, of course, dependent on both the rate of heatup and the time (or water 
temperature) along -the heatup ramp. Furthermore, since the thermal stresses 
at 3/4 T are tensile and increase with increasing heatup rate, a lower bound.  
curve similar to that described in the preceding paragraph cannot be defined.  
Rather, each heatup. rate of interest must be analyzed on an individual basis.  

Following the generation of pressure-temperature curves for. both the steady 
state and finite heatup rate situations, the final limit- curves are produced 
in the following fashion. First, a composite curve is -constructed based on a 
point by point comparison of the steady state and finite heatup rate data. At 
any given temperature, the allowable pressure 'is taken to be the lesser of the 
two values taken from the curves under consideration.: The composite curve' is 
then adjusted to allow for possible errors in the pressure and temperature
sensing instruments.
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The use of the-composite curve' becomes mandatory in setting heatup limitalions 
because it is possible for conditions: to exist such that over the coukse7. of 

* the heatup ramp- the: controlling analysis switches from the O.D. to the' I.D.  
location; and" the. pressure limit:must, at all-times, be based on the most 
conservative case.;: 

The cooldown, analysis . proceeds' in ,the same ffashion ,as, that for heatup, with 
the exceptio. that. the-. controing-. location'. is always.. at 1/4T. The thermal 
gradients induced during cooldown tend" to. produce tensile stresses ,at the 1/4T 
location and. compressive-stresses- at -the 3/4 T position. Thus,. the ID. flaw is 
clearly the worst case._.  

As in the, case of heatup, allowablepressure temperature relations are 
generated for both steady 'and finite- cooldown rate situations. Composite 
limit curves; are -then constructed for each cooldown rate of interest. Again 
adjustments: are. made to account for pressure- and temperature instrumentation 
error.  

The use of the composite curve in the cooldown' analysis is necessary because 
system control. :is based.- on a measurement.. of reactor coolant temperature, 
whereas the- limiting pressure is calcuated using- the material :temperature at 
the tip of the assumed reference flaw. During cooldown, the 1/4 T vessel 
location is at. a higher temperature than the fluid adjacent to the vessel 
I.D. This condition is, of course, not true for the steady-state situation.  
It follows that the AT induced during cooldown results in- a calculated higher 
allowable KIR, for finite cooldown rates: than for steady state under certain 
conditions.  

Because operation control is on- coolant temperature,., and cooldown rate may 
vary during: the! cooldown transient, the-limit curves shown in Figure 3.1.B-2 
represent a.. composite curve consisting of the more conservative values 
calculated for' steady, stateand 'the -specific cooling rate shown.  

Details of these, calculations are provided in WCAP-7924A(4 ).  

Pressurizer Lmits 

Although the pressurizer operates at temperature ranges above those for which 
there is reason" for concern -about brittle fracture, operating limits are 
provided to assure compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis 
performed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and. Pressure Vessel Code, Section 
III, 1965 Edition and associated Code Addenda through the Summer 1966 Addendum.  

References 

(1) Indian Point. Unit No, 2..FSAR,' Setion 4,1.5.  

(2) ASME BoiL &: Pressure -Vessel Code, Section III, Summer 1965, N-415, 

(3) Indian Pint. Unit No. 3 FSAR, Section 4.2.,5.  
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(4) WCAP-7924A. " sis for Heatp and -Cooldown Limit Curves," W.S. Haielton, 
S. L. Anderson,. S. -. Yanichko, April' 1975..  

(5) ASME Boiler :and Pressure .Vessel Code, Section III, 1974 Edition, Appendix 
G., 

(6) ASTH E185:-79,- Surveillance Tests-, on Structural Materials in Nuclear 
Reactors.; 

(7) WCAP-32%,, "Consolidated Edison :Company, Indian Point Unit No. 2 Reactor 
Vessel*; R8dation, Surveillance -Program", S . E.: Yanichko, May 1969.  

(8) Final Reprt - PSWR tProject No. 02-4531 - "Reactor Vessel- Material 
Surveillance Program ,for Indian Point Unit. No. 2 Analysis of Capsule T,," 
E.B. Norrist-,' June .30 1977. .  

(9) Supplement- to Final Report - SWRI .Project No. 02-4531- "Reactor Vessel 
Material Surveillance Program for- Indian Point Unit No. 2 Analysis of 
Capsule: T.," E.B., Norris, December 1980.  

(10) Final Report - SWRI :Project No.: 02-5212 - "Reactor. Vessel Material 
Surveillance. Program for Indian Point Unit No. 2 Analysis of Capsule Y," 
E.B. Norris, November 1980.
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TABLE 3.l.B-l 

Indian Point Unit No. 2

W , V. * Van

Plate 

B 2002-1 

B 2002-2 

B 2002-3 

HAZ 

Weld Material

Copper 
Content(l) 

0.25 

0.14 

0.14.

Lowest Temperature 
50 ft. lb. Charpy 
(Longitudinal)- (2)

60OF 

62 0 F 

75OF 

-45OF 

-10 0 F

Lowest Temperature.  
50 ft. lb. Charpy 
(Transverse) (3) 

120OF 

1120F 

120OF 

5OF 

15OF

Reference: Letter No. IPP-75-50, Westinghouse to Con Edison Dated May 16, 1975.; 

Reference: WCAP-7323, "Con Edison Indian Point Unit*- No. 2 Reactor.bVessel Radiation 
Surveillance Program", Dated May 1969.  

Estimated from Longitudinal Data for 77 ft.' 'b/54 Mil Lateral Expansion. (In All Cases,, 
Expansion Data Exceed. Requirements).  

Reference: ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 1974 Edition Appendix G,.  
RTNDT = Tcv - 60OF 

Tcv = Transfer Charpy Temperature at 50 ft. lb energy
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Assumed 
RT NDT(4) 

60 0 F 

520F 

60OF 

-550F 

-45OF
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C. MINLMUM CONDITIONS :FOR CRIT!CrAITY" 

1. Except: during low power ,physics tests, the"reactor shall not -be: made 
critical. at, any temperatre ,.above , which :the moderator temperature 

coefficient is" positive... .  

2. In no,-case -shall the xeactor :be madecritical below the temperature 

and pressure limits' shown..in Figure 3..B-l.  

3. When the react6r coolant temperature .is . elow the, minimum temperature 
specifled in .1 above,. the reactor: shall be subcritical by an amount 
greater than the potental, -reactivity insertion due to 
depressurization-~ 

4. The, reactor shall be mairtafned: subcrtcal by at least 1% until.  
normal water.level is ,established in the pressurizer.  

Basis .. ..  

During the early part of--the initial fuel :cycle, the moderator temperature 
coefficient is: calculated to 'be.slightly positive -at- coolant - temperatures 
below the power- operating range.(1 ) 2 )The moderator coefficient at low 
temperatures will be most positive at the beginning of life of the fuel cycle, 
when the boron concentration -in- the, coolant .is the:,greatest. Later in- the 
life of the fuel cycle, the boron concentrations .in the coolant will: be lower'' 
and the moderator coefficients will. be either less positive or will be 

negative. At.. all times, the moderator -coefficient is negative in the power 
operating range.(i)( 2 ) Suitable. .physics measurements of moderator 
coefficients of reactivity -will be. made as part of the startup program to
verify analytic predictions.  

The requirement, that -the- reactor-is-not to be made critical when-the moderator, 
coefficient- is positive- has een. imposed to prevent any unexpected power 
excursion during normal, operations as a result of either an increase of 
moderator temperature or decrease Of coolant pressure. This requirement is 
waived during lower, power physics tests" to permit measurement of reactor 
moderator coefficient, and other ,physics design parameters of interest.. During 
physics tests, special operating precautions will be-taken..  

The requirement that the reactor is not to be made critical below the 
temperature and pressure limits shown in Figure 3.l.B-1 provides increased 
assurance that the proper relationship between reactor coolant pressure and 
temperature will be maintained during system heatup and pressurization in 
accordance with the requirements of'lOCFR5O' Appendix -G, as amended February 2, 
1976. Heatup to this temperature will 'be accomplished by. operating the 
reactor coolant-pumps.  
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If the shutdbwn! marg in pecif fed in 3.l.1.3 is maintained, there is no 
possibility of: an accidental;riticait-..as a result of a decrease of "coolant.  
pressure.., 

The requirement: for bubble -,fo rmation in the pressurizer when the, reactor has 
passed the thresholdof 12 _subcriticality will assure, that the Reactor Coolant 
System will. not- be solid ven criticality' is achieved., 

References ' , 

1. FSAR Table, .2.1-1 

2. FSAR Figure:: 3.2.1-9
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D. R-XIMUM REACTOR COOLANT ACTIVITY* .  

O Specififcation 

1. The total specific activity of the reactor coolant,, excluding tritium,- due 
to nuclides with half-lives of more than 30 minutes, shall not exceed 

... VO/.Ci/cc, whenever the reactor is critical or the' average reactor 
v coolant' temperature is greater than 5000 F.,' (' is the weighted average 

of, the beta and gamma energies per disintegration'in Mev.)' 

Bas 

The :specified limit provides protection to the public against the potential 
release of reactor coolant activity to the atmosphere, as demonstrated by the 

following analysis of a steam generator tube rupture accident.  

Ru-ture of a steam generator tube -would allow' a portion of the reactor coolant 
activity to enter the secondary system. The major portion of this activity is 
nob1e gases which are diverted to the containment within a few seconds after 
the air ejector monitors high. activity signal. The activity release to 
atmosphere is not significant.  

In the event the air ejector discharge is not diverted to the containment a 
portion of the reactor coolant noble gas. activity would, be released to the 
atmosphere through the secondary system. .Activity 'could continue to be 
released until the operator would reduce the primary system pressure below the 
lowest setpoint of the secondary relief valves and icould isolate the faulty 
steam generator. The worst credible set of circumstances is considered to be 
a double-ended break of a single tube, with the air ejector discharging to the 
atwosphere, followed by isolation of the faulty steam generator by the 
operator within 30 minutes after the event.:. During that time approximately 
one-eighth of the total reactor coolant could be released to the Steam and 

Feedwater System.(1 ) 

The limiting off-site dose is the whole-body dose resulting from immersion in 
the icloud containing the released activity. Radiation would include both 
gamma and beta radiation. The gamma dose is -dependent on the finite size and 
configuration of the cloud. - However, the analysis will employ the simple 
moarel of a semi-infinite cloud, which gives an upper limit to the potential 
gamma dose. The semi-infinite cloud model is applicable to the beta dose, 
because of the short range of beta radiation in air. The effectiveness of 
clo thing as shielding against beta radiation is neglected and therefore the 
analysis model also gives an upper limit to-the potential beta dose.  

*See specification 3.4 for activity limits on the secondary side._
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The combined gamma and beta dose from a semi-infinitecloud is given by:' 

Dose (rem) = 1/2 [E . A • V X/Q,.(3.7 x% 1 0 10) ' (1.33 x 10-11)] 

Where: = weighted average energy of betas and gammas per disintegration 
.(Mev/dis) 

A primary coolant activity,(Ci/m3 ..  

V. ,= primary coolant volume released to the secondary, side (44.5 m3 ).  

X/Q 7.5 x 10 - sec/m3, the 0-2 hr.; dispersion coefficent at the 

site boundary(
2) 

3.7 x 1010 dis/sec - Ci 

1.33 x 10-11 rem/Mev/m
3 .  

The resulting dose is 0.5 rem at the site boundary.when A is equal to 

60/!, which is the expression used ih this specification.  

If the air ejector discharge is diverted: to the containment, the only activity 

released to atmosphere is that contained in the steam flow to the turbine 
gland seal (5000 lb/hr). For this case the activity release to atmophere 

during the 30 minute period would be 1.1% of the values given above. It is 

concluded that a tube rupture' accident would, not result in significant 
radiation exposure.  

The basis for the 500°F temperature contained in the specification is that 
saturation pressure corresponding to 500 0F, 680.8 psia, . is well below the 

pressure at which the atmospheric relief Valves on the secondary side would be 

actuated.  

Calculations required to determine *E will consist of the-following: 

1. Quantitative measurement in units of A4Ci-/cc of radionuclides with half 

lives longer than 30 minutes making up at least 95% of the total activity 
in the primary coolant.  

2.-A determination of the beta and gamma decay energy per disintegration of 

each nuclide determined in (1) above-by applying known decay energies and 

schemes. (Table of Isotopes, Sixth Edition, March 1968).  

3. -A calculation of by appropriate weighting of each nuclides beta and 
gamma energy with its concentration as determinedin (1) above.  
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References 

(1) FSAR Table 9.2-5 

(2) FSAR Section 11.1.3 

(3) FSAR-Table 14.2.4 

(4) FSARTable 2.7.3
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." E MAXIMUM REACTOR COOLANT OXYGEN, CHLORIDE AND FLUORIDE CONCENTRATION 

%-..Specification

1. Concentration of contaminants in the reactor shall. not exceed the 

following limits when the reactor coolant:is above 2500F: 

Normal Steady-State,-, Transients not to;Exceed 

. Contaminant Operation (PPM) 24-.Hdurs (PPM)

a. Oxygen 0.10 1.i00 

b. Chloride 0.15 1.50 
c. Fluoride 0.15 . 1.50 

2., If any of the normal steady-state operating limits as specified in 3.1.E.1 
above are exceeded, or if it is anticipated that they. may be exceeded, 
corrective action shall be taken.immediately,.  

3. If the concentrations of any of the contaminants can not be controlled 
within the limits of Specification 3.1.E.I above, the- reactor, shall be

-brought to the cold shutdown condition, utilizing normal operating,, 
procedures, and the cause of the out-of-specification operation 
ascertained and corrected. The reactor may then,*be restarted and 
operation resumed if the maximum concentration-of any of. the contaminants.  
did not exceed the permitted transient values. Otherwise, a safety :review 
is requiredbefore startup.  

4. Concentrations of contaminants in the reactor,. coolant shall not exceed the 
following maximum limits when the reactor coolant temperature is below, 

2500 F:

Normal Concentration 'Transient not to-Exceed 
Contaminant (PPM) 48 Hours (PPM) 

a. Oxygen Saturated -'Saturated 
b. Chloride 0.15 " .5 
c. Fluoride 0.15 1.5 

If the limits above are exceeded, the reactor shall be immediately brought 

to the cold shutdown condition and the cause of the out-of-specification 
condition are ascertained and corrected.  

5.: For the purposes of correcting the contaminant-- concentrations to meet 
.specifications 3.1.E.1 and 3.1.E.4 above,, increase in coolant temperature 

consistent with operation of reactor coolant pumps for a short period of 
time to assure mixing of the coolant shall be permitted. This increase in 
temperature to assure mixing shall, in no case cause the coolant 

temperature to exceed 2500 F.
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. Basis, 

By. maintaining the oxygen, chloride and fluoride concentrations in the reactor 

coolant 'below, the. limits as specified in 3.l.El and: 3.l.,E.4 the integrity of 
the reactor coolant system is assured-under-all"operating conditions.

(I ) 

If these limits are exceeded,. measures can be taken to correct the condition, 
e.g., replacement of ion exchange resin or, adjustment- of the- hydrogen.  

:'concentration in the volume control tank 2 ), and further because of the time 

-dependent nature of any adverse effects arising '.:from oxygen, chloride, and 

fluoride concentration in excess of the limits, it is unnecessary to 'shutdown 

immediately since the condition can be corrected. Thus the period of -24 hours 

for corrective action to restore concentrations within the limits has been 

established.. If the corrective action has not been effective at the end of 

the 24 hour period, then the reactor will. be brought to the. cold shutdown 

condition and the corrective action will continue.

The-effects of contaminants in the reactor .coolant are temperature -dependent.  

It is consistent, therefore, to permit a transient concentration to exist for 

a longer period of time and still provide the assurance that the integrity-.of' 

the primary coolant system will be maintained.  

In order to restore the contaminant concentrations ltb within specification 

limits in *the event such" limits were exceeded, mixing of the primary coolant 
with the reactor coolant pumps may be' required.'. This will result in a small 

heatup of short duration and will not increase the average coolant temperature 
-above 250 0F.  

References: 

(1) FSAR Section 4.2 

(2) FSAR Section 9.2
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3.I.F. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE AND LEAKAGE 

INTO THE CONTAINMENT FREE VOLUME 

Specification 

1. LEAKAGE DETECTION AND. REMOVAL SYSTEMS: 

a. The, reactor shall not be brought: above.7 co1'd:ld shutdown unless the 
following leakage detection and removal systems are .operable: 

(1) Two containment sump pumps.  
(2) Two containment sump level monitors. .  
(3) A containment sump discharge line flow monitoring system.  
(4) Two recirculation sump level monitors.' 
(5) The reactor cavity cont "omTevel monitoring system and an 

independent reactor cavity level alarm.  
(6) Two of -the following three systems: 

(a) A containment atmosphere ,gaseous, radioactivity. monitoring 
system.  

(b) A- containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity 
monitoring system'.  

(c) The containment% fan cooler condensate flow- monitoring 
system.  

b. When the reactor is above cold ,shutdown, the requirements of 
specification 3.l.F.l.a. may be modified as follows: 

(1) One containment sump pump may bew inoperable for a period 
not to exceed seven (7) consecutive days provided, that on a 
daily% basis the other containment sump pump is started and 
discharge flow is verified. 

(2) One of the two required containment sump level monitors may 

be inoperable for a period not to. exceed seven (7) 

consecutive days.

(3) The containment sump discharge line flow monitoring system 
may be inoperable for a, period not to exceed seven (7) 

consecutive days provided :a detailed Waste Holdup Tank 
water inventory balance isperformed'daily.  

(4) One of the two required: recirculation sump level monitors 
may be inoperable for a, period not to exceed fourteen (14) 
consecutive days...  

(5) Either the reactor cavity continuous level monitoring 
system or the required independent reactor cavity level 
alarm may be inoperable for a period not to exceed thirty 

(30) consecutive days. - -
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O(6) Two of the three monitoring systems Jspecified in 
specification 3.l.F.l.a.(6) may be inoperable for a J priod 
not to exceed thirty i(30) consecutive days. -.If both 
radioactivity monitoring systems specified in specification 
3.l.F.l.a.(6) are inoperable, operation may -continue for a 
period.not to exceed thirty (30) days,.provided grab samples 
of the containment 'atmosphere are obtained and analyzed 
daily. 1...  

c., If the conditionsofo specification 3.l.F.l.b cannot* be met or an 
Inoperable, system(s) isnot. restored to operable status within 
the time period(s), specified therein, then, either perform a 
visual.- inspection -of containment once a shift, or place. the 
reactor in the hot shutdown condition within the next 6 hours 
and, if the inoperability continues, place the reactor in the 
cold shutdown condition within the following 30 hours.  

2 e OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE LIMITS 

a. Primary to Secondary Leakge: 

(1)' Primary to secondary leakage through the steam generator 
..... 4: -tubes shall' not exceed 0.3 gpm in any steam generator.  

With any steam generator tube leakage greater than this 
limit, the reactor shall be brought to the cold shutdown 
condition with 24 hours.  

(2) If leakage from two or more steam generators in any 20-day 
period is -observed or determined,~ the reactor shall be 
brought to the cold ishutdown condition within 24 hours and 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission approval shall be obtained 
before resuming reactor operation. If two -steam generator 
tube .eaks attributable to the tube denting phenomena are 
observed after the reactor is in cold shutdown, Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission approval shall be obtained before 
resuming reactor operation.  

(3) Whenever the reactor is. shutdown in order to investigate 
steam generator tube leakage and/or to plug or otherwise 
repair a leaking tube, the NRC shall be: informed before any 
tube is plugged or, if no tube is plugged, before the steam 
generator is returned to service.  

b. RCS/RHR Pressure Isolation Valves Leakage: 

C) Whenever the reactor is above cold shutdown, leakage 
through each of the RCS/RHR pressure isolation valves 897A, 

- B, C & D and 838A, BU C & D shall satisfy the following 
acceptance criteria: 

(a) - Leakage rates less than or equal to 1..Ogpm are 
acceptable.. -
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(b) Leakage rates greater -than 1.0 gpm but less than or 
equal to 5.0 gpm are acceptable If the: latest measured 
rate has not .exceeded t.the : rate determined,' : by the 
previous testi 'by an amount that reduces, the margin 
between the measured 4 leakage rate and," the maximum.  
permissible rate of 5. 0 gpm by 50% or greater.  

(c) Leakage rates- greater than 5.0 gpm are unacceptable.  

(2) If any RCS/RHR pressure- isolation - valve. listed in 
specification 3.l.F.2.b.(l) is. determined tobe inoperable 
based on the acceptance/ 'criteria presented therein,. an 
orderly plant shutdown shall be initiated and the. reactor 
shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition within 24 
hours.  

c. Total Reactor Coolant System Leakage: 

(1) Whenever the reactor is above. cold shutdown, reactor 
coolant system leakage shall be limited to: 

(a) No PRESSURE, BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, 

(b), 1 gpm UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE, and 

(c) 10 gpm IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.: 

(2) With, any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, the reactor must 
be placed in hot shutdown within 6 hours and in cold 
shutdown within the following, 30 hours..  

.(3) If the Reactor Coolant .,System leakage exceeds the.  
limits in. either c.(l)(b) or c.(1)(c) above, the 
leakage rate must be reduced to within limits within 4 
hours or the reactor must be placed in hot shutdown 
within the next 6 hours and in; cold shutdown within 
the following 30 hours.  

d. Leakage Into The Containment Free Volume: 

(1) Wenever the reactor' is above cold shutdown, the total 
leakage .into the containment free volume from both 
reactor coolant '.and non-reactor, coolant sources 
combined shall not exceed:10 gpm, ., 

(2) Notwithstanding the, action which-may be required by 
specification " 3.I.F. 2.d. (3) below, -with the combined 
leakage into: the containment free volume greater than 
the above: limit,, the:' leakage :rate must: be reduced, to' 
within the i. specified limit within 12 hours or the 
reactor must:t be placed, in cold shutdown within the 
following 36 hours.

Amendment No.,
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(3) If. water level..in the containment sump reaches EL. .45' 
or the.water -level- in the -recirculation- sump reaches 
1L., '351, or the water level inthe reactor cavity 

" readhes EL.-20',the reactorshall be-placed in a cold 
shirtdown condition within the next 36 hours un-less the 
waer :e.vel(s) is reduced below..the specified limit (s).  

(4):-If ": the -water level 'in -the containment sump ,increases 
_ abmove,EL. 45'_.and the water ,level .in the- recirculation 
-sum.pincreasesabove EL. 391 -9"', or the-water .level...  

im- "the .reactor cavity increases" above EL. 20' -5", 
immediately,, place..-the reactor in a subcritical 

condition and-initiate an expeditious cooldown of the 
',reactor.- to the cold shutdown condition.  

Basis.
Water inventory balances;, :monitoring :eipment, radioactive tracing, boric 

acid crystall.ine deposits, .and physical inspections- can disclose reactor 
coolant leaks.. Any lemk .of 'radioactive fluid, whether from the reactor 
coolant system- primary bmundary..or not can. be%- ..a serious problem with respect 
to in-plant radioactivity- 'ontamination and cleanup or it could develop intoa 
still more .serious- problm'; -and therefore, first indications of such leakage, 
will be followed. up, as sanas .racticable.  

Although some:' leak ratitson -the 'order of gpm may -. be tolerable from a dose 
point of view,.. especiallyl.:if.: they are to closed systems, it must be recognized . that leaks on the-order- (of :drops per minute through any pressure boundary of 
the primary system' could 'be -indicative of materials failure such asby stress 
corrosion cracking. If' depressurization,. isolation and/or other safety, 
measures are not- taken. pmnomptly, these small leaks could -develop into much 
larger leaks, possiblyinto a gross.pipe rupture.

If leakage is to- the-con ainment, it may be -identified by one or more of the 
following methods:.  

a. The cxrtainment -;air particulate monitor is sensitive to low rates.  
The rates. of, .rpeactor -coolant leakage to: which the instrument is 
sensitive are (O'25.. gpm to 'greater than 10 gpm, assuming corrosion 
product activit and'no fuel cladding leakage. Under these 
cond tons, an- imcrease .inm reactor coolant system leakage of 1 gpm is 
detectable withji_:.-l ,minute.'after it occurs. .  

b. The containment ..,radiogas monitor is less sensitive than the air 
particulate momritor. The: - sensitivity range of the instrument is 

lO 3 AkS/cc to l a C.cc.  
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c. A, leakage detection system collects and measures moisture 
condensed from the containment atmosphere --by cooling coils of 
the main air recirculation units including leaks -from the 
cooling coils themselves. This system provides a dependable and 
accurate means of measuring the total' leakage ,from these, 
sources. Condensate flows from approximately 1 gpm to 15 gpm 
per detector can be measured by this system. Condensate flows 
greater- than 15 gpm, can be determined using weir calibrations.  
curves. Condensate flows less than 1i gpm may be determined by 
periodic observation of the water accumulation in the standpipes, 
of the condensate collection system.  

d. Leakage detection via the containment sump* -level and discharge 
flow monitoring systems will determine leakage losses from all 
fluid systems to the containment free volume. Water collecting 
on the containment floor will normally be delivered to the 
containment sump via the containment floor trench system. Level 
monitoring of the containment sump is in part provided by two 
level switch assemblies which actuate control room :lights at 
discrete sump/containment water levels and.-provide an audible 
alarm for certain discrete levels within -the containment sump.  
In addition, another level transmitter provides a continuous 
level readout in the control room. When the water level in the 
containment sump reaches predetermined levels, one or both 
containment sump pumps will automatically start and pump the 
fluid out of containment to the liquid waste disposal system.  
Flow in the containment sump pump discharge line from 
containment to the Waste Holdup Tank -is monitored on a 
continuous basis. Thus, monitoring- of both the containment sump 
inventory and discharge via level and flow, indication systems., 
will provide a positive means for determining leakage into the 
containment free volume.  

e. Water may also collect in' the recirculation sump and/or the 
reactor cavity depending on the size and location of the leak.  
However, under most circumstances, the containment sump will be 
filled prior to the recirculation sump filling and both sumps 
will be filled prior to water level. increasing on containment 
floor (EL. 46') sufficient to initiate filling of the reactor 
cavity. Level monitoring of the recirculation sump is provided 
by two level switch assemblies which actuate control room lights 
at discrete sump/containment water levels and provide an audible 
alarm for certain discrete levels within the recirculation 
sump. In addition, another level transmitter provides a 
continuous level readout in the control room. Level monitoring 
of the reactor cavity is provided by a level transmitter which 
provides a continuous level readout in the control room and two 
float switches each of which actuates an audible alarm in the 
control room.
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Total reactor coolant 'leakage can be determined --by means of 
....periodic water inventory balances. lf leakage is into another 
-closed systemi -it will. be.. detected by the* plant radiation 
monitors and/or4 inventory... balances.. Determined leakage rates 
are an average over the, applicable surveillance' interval.: 
Industry;* experience has shown that while a ,-limited amount of 
leakage ,is .expected from':,,the RCS, the UNIDENTIFIED portion' of 
this leakage: can be,- reduced-- to a threshold Value of less than -1 
gpm. Tula -threshold < value, is sufficiently low: to ensure 
detectionof ._additional leakage.  

The 10 m* IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,'limitation provides allowance- for 
a limited amount 'of leakage from-known sources whose presence 
will. not interfere. with' the detection of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. by 
the leakage. detection systems.  

PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE of any magnitude is .unacceptable since
it, may .'be indicative of an impending gross failure of the 
pressure boundary. Therefore-, the presence of any PRESSURE._ 
BOUNDARY LEAKAGE requires the unit to be promptly placed in cold 
shutdown.. Primary. system leakage through packing, -gaskets, seal 
welds; or mechanical. joints :is not considered to be PRESSURE 
BOUNDARY LEAKAGE.  
Theleakage.: limit and surveillance testing for RCS/RHR Pressure 

Isolation Valves provide added assurance of valve integrity 
thereby reducing -the probability of gross valve failure and 
consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS/RHR Pressure 
Isolation Valves is IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and- will-be considered as 
a portion ;of the allowed limit.  

The' plant is expected to be operated in a manner such that the 
secondary coolant. will be' maintained within those limits found 
to result in negligible corrosion of the steam generator tubes.  
If -stress corrosion cracking occurs, the extent of cracking 
during plant -operation would be limited by limitation of steam 
generator leakage between, the reactor coolant system and the 
secondary coolant system., Leakage in excess of 0.3 gpm for 'any 
steam generator will require plant shutdown and the leaking 
tube(s) will be located and plugged., 

The 10 "gpm limit for combined reactor 'coolant and non-reactor 
coolant .leakage into the containment free volume provides 
allowance .for .a limited amount- of leakage- from sources other 
than the, reactor coolant system within containment while 
conservatively limiting total leakage-into the containment free 
volume, to the 'same limit (i.e., _10 gpm) for identified reactor 
coolant leakage-. alone. This leakage is within the capabilities 
of -the Leakage,- detection and waste processing system and will 
not interfere with the detection of independent unidentified 
reactor coolant,system leakage.  
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For those circumstances. 'where high 'energy line-'Ifailures occur 
inside containment resulting i;,n' flooding of the containment 
building: sumps and/or floor,. automatics/actuation of reactor 
protection, safety injection , and/or containment spray systems.  
places the plant in a safe condition and., in some cases, 

provides intended flooding .of the containment building.  

However, for those circumstances resultingl from leakage or, 

failure of: low -energy systems: such as service:water or component 
cooling inside containment, . operator. action is necessary to 

prevent accumulation., ofwateron the.,' containment floor to 
undesirable levels.  

If the water level- in the: containment sump reaches EL. 45.' or 
the water level in the recirculation sump. reaches EL. 35' or the 
water level in the reactor-c ivty reaches zEL. 20'. the reactor 

is placed in cold shutdown. within the next 36 hours. If the 

water level in the containment sump increases above EL. 45' and 
the water level in the recirculation sump increases above EL.; 
39'-9", or the water level in-the reactor cavity increases above 

EL. 20'-5", the operator will immediately bring the reactor 

subcritical and initiate an.expeditious cooldown of the plant.  

The above actions are necessary to: -, (1) preclude accumulation 

of water inside containment such that :if a LOCA were -to occur 
safety-related equipment would not become submerged, (2) prevent 

the reactor cavity from becoming filled with water, (3) prevent 
the reactor vessel from being. wetted while it is at an elevated 
temperature, and (4) prevent the immersion of the in-core 

instrument conduits. The amount of water estimated to be inside 

containment after actuation of the emergency core cooling system 
following a loss of coolant accident,. is approximately 423,000 
gallons. This amount of water would, by itself, reach 

approximately EL. 50'-i". An additional 28,000 gallons (a total 

of approximately 451,000. gallons) would have to accumulate 
inside containment before, any-! safety-related electrical 

component would be submerged (approximately EL. 50'-5"). The 
combined volume of the containment sumpi the recirculation sump 
and the containment floor trenches is approximately 18,000 

gallons. Since operator , action is required by these 
specifications to shut the reactor down before these volumes are 
filled, sufficient margin between the water level inside 

containment following: a loss. of coolant accident and the level 
at which a safety-related-." electrical component may become 
submerged is maintained.• Furthermore, -since both sumps, the 

floor trenches and the containment floor up to EL. 46'-5 3/8"
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mustbe flooded. (,., .,, approximately 50,000. gallons) prior to 
the. water level being isufficiently high to flood over the curb 
leading .- to 4-the ',- reactor' :.cavity,. the forementioned operator 
actions'. taken to preclude excessive flooding plus LOCA water 
levels will 'conservatively preclude flooding .'of the reactor 
.,cavity- and subsequent, wetting of the reactor vessel at an, 
elevated temperature.  

References 
FSAR Sections,6.7, 11.2.3 and 14.24 
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G. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE, 

TEMPERATURE, AND FLOW RATE 

Specification,.  

1. During four -loop steady state operations at:power levels greater-than 98%, 
the following conditions shall be met:) 

(a) Reactor Coolant •System-Tavg 4573-.5°F 

(b) Pressurizer pressure a 2200. psia; except-° during ', a thermal power 
change in. excess of 5% of rated. thermal power, or a thermal power 
step change in excess of 10%-of rated thermal: power 

(c) Reactor Coolant System total. flo -.-Tate 340,800 gpm 

2. Should the reactor coolant system temperature or pressure fall outside of 
the limits specified: in 3.l.G. iabove, the parameter(s) shall be- restored 
to its applicable range within two- hours or immediately proceed to hot 
shutdown using normal operating procedures'* ,: 

Basis, 

The ranges on reactor. coolant system temperature, pressure and loop coolant 
flow (1 ) during steady-state four-loop power operation are specified to 
assure that the values assumed in, the accident analysis are not exceeded 

during normal operation.  

Compliance with the specified ranges on RCS temperaturel and pressurizer 
pressure is demonstrated by verifying that the parameters are within their 
applicable limits at least once each 12 hours-.  

Compliance with the specified range on RCS, tota' flow is demonstrated by 
verifying the parameter is within its range at refueling intervals.  

Reference: 

(1) "Analysis and Evaluation of Non-LOCA Transients for Operation with 95% RCS 
Thermal Design Flow and with 25% Uniform Steam, Generator Tube Plugging," 
dated April, 1980.:
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3,2 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME' COUITROL SYSTEM 

Applicability 

Applies to the operational, 'status -of the Chemical and Volume Control System.  

Objective 

To define those conditions oof, the Chemical and, Volume Control System necessary 
to ensure safe reactor operation. '

Specification 

A. When fuel is; in ithe meactor there shall ,bel at, least, one flow path to the 
core for borc acid frjection.,. -- • 

B. The reactor shall. not .be made critical unless the following Chemical and 
Volume -Control, System conditions. are met.._ 

1. Two crarging pumps shall be- operable.  

2. The boric acid storage system- shall contain a minimum 'of 4400 gallons 
of 11 1/2% to 13% by. weight (20,000 ppm to .22,500 ppm of boron) boric 
acid salution at -a temperature of at least 1450 F, and at least one 
boric acid. transfuer pump shall be operable.  

3. System piping and .valves shall be operable to the extent of 
estabIshing- one flow path from the boric acid storage system and one 
flow path from the -refueling water storage tank (RWST) to the Reactor 
Coolant System.  

4. Two channels of Fheat -tracing shall be operable for the flow path from 
the borIc acid storage system.  

C. During power operation, the requirements of 3.2.B may "be modified to allow 
any one of the follmowing components to be inoperable. If the system is 
not restored, to meet ,the requirements of 3.2.B within the time period 
specified, the -reactor' shall be placed in the hot shutdown condition.....  
utilizing normal opexrating procedures. If the requirements of 3.2.B are 
not satisfied within' -an ;additional 48 hours, the reactor shall be placed 
in the col& shutdown.condition utilizing normal operating procedures.  

1. One of- the two p perable charging pumps' may be removed from 'service 
providdi a secomd charging pump is restored to operable status within 

24 hous:.  

2. The boric acid :storage system. (including the, boric acid transfer.  
pumps* may be fnoperable provided the RWST is :operable and provided 
that. the boric acid storage -system and at least' .one boric acid 
transfer pump is restored to operable status within 48 hours.
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3. One channel of heat tracing for the flow path from the boric acid 

storage system to the Reactor,. Coolant System :tay be out of :service 

provided the failed channel is- restored to an operable status within 

7 days and the redundant channel::is demonstrated to be operable daily' 

-during that:period.  

.4. Both channels of heat tracing for the flow path from the boric acid 

storage system to the Reactor Coolant System. may be out of service 

provided at least one channel -is restored toi operable- status within 

48 hours, the required flow path is.'shown;,to be clear, of blockage, 

and the second channel is restored,. to" operable status within 7 days.  

D.:, When RCS temperature is less than' or equal to .3100F, the requirements, of 

Table 3.1.A-2 regarding the number charging pumps allowed to be energized 

shall be adhered to.  

Basis 

The Chemical and Volume Control System provides control of the Reactor Coolant 

System boron inventory. This is normally accomplished by using any one of the 

three charging pumps in series with either one of the two boric acid transfer 

pumps. An alternate method of boration will be to use the charging pumps 

taking suction directly from therefueling water storage tank.  

A third method will be to depressurize and use the safety injection pumps., 

There are three -sources of borated water available -for injection through 3 
different paths.  

(1) The boric acid transfer pumps can deliver the contents of. the boric acid 
storage system to the charging pumps.  

(2) The charging pumps can take suction from the refueling water storage 

tank. (2000 ppm boron solution). Reference is made to Technical 4 
Specification 3.3.A. .. I' 

(3) The safety injection pumps can. take their suction- from either the 

refueling water storage tank or the boron injection tank.  

The quantity of boric acid in storage from either the boric acid storage 

system or the refueling water storage tank' is sufficient to borate the reactor 

coolant in order to reach cold shutdown-at any time during core life.  

Approximately 4000 gallons of the 11 1/2% to 13% by weight (20,000 ppm to 

22,500 ppm of boron) of boric acid are required 'to meet cold shutdown 
conditions.  

Thus, a minimum of 4400 gallons in ithe boric+ acid storage system is 

specified. An upper concentration limit of 13%: (22,500 ppm of boron) boric 

acid in the boric acid storage system is specified to maintain solution 

solubility at the specified low temperature limit of 1450 F. One of two 

channels of heat tracing is sufficient.to maintain the-.specified low
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temperature limit. ',Since both channels "obut, of service could' result in boron 
precipitation, it is necessary to show that the required flow path'is cl ar of 
blockage following operation in this condition...

Reference 

FSAR.- Section 9.2 
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3.3 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

Applicability.  

Applies to the operating status o the Engineered Safety Features.  

Objective 

To define those; limiting' conditions-for operation that are necessary: (1) to 
remove decay heat: from 'the core ,in emergency or normal. shutdown situations, 
(2) to remove% heat from containment! in normal Operating and emergency 
situations, (3) to remove airborne iodine from the containment atmosphere 

following a Design Basis 'Accident, (4) to. minimize containment leakage to the 
environment subsequent to a Design Basis ;Accident.  

Specification 

The following specifications apply except during low temperature physics tests.  

A. Safety Injection and Residual Heat :Removal Systems 

1. The reactor shall not' be made critical, except for low. temperature 
physics tests, unless .the following conditions are met: 

a. The refueling water storage tank contains not less than 345,000 
gallons of water with a boron concentration of at least 2000 ppm.  

b. The: boron injection tank contains not less than 1000 gallons of 
a 11 1/2% to 13% by weight (20,000 ppm to 22,500 ppm of boron) 
boric acid solution'at a temperature of- at least 1450 F. Two 
channels of heat 'trading shall be available for the flow path.  
Valves- 1821 .and 1831 shall be open and valves 1822A and 1822B 
shall be closed, except during short periods of time when they 
can-. be cycled to demonstrate their operability.  

c. The, four accumulators are pressurized to, at least 600 psig and 
each contains a minimum of 716 ft 3 and- a maximum of 731- ft3 

of! water with a *boron concentration of at least 2000 ppm. None 
of these four accumulators may be isolated.  

d. Three safety injection, pumps together with their associated 
piping and valves are operable.  

e. Wo, residual heat' removal pumps and heat exchangers together 
wfth their associated piping and valves are operable.  

f. T.o. recirculationi pumps' together with the associated piping .and 
valves are operable.
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* g. Valves 842 and 843 in the minL-flow return line -from the 

discharge of the safety ,injection pumps.. to the RWST are 

de-energized in the open position.-" 

h. Valves 856A, C, D and E, in the discharge header of the safety 

injection header are in the open" position. Valves 856B and F, 

in the discharge header of the safety injection header are in 

the closed position. The hoteleg. valves (856B and"F) shall be 

closed with:- their motor operators -de-energized by, locking out 

the circuit breakers at the Motor-Control Centers.  

i. The .f our accumulator isolation valves shall be open. with their 

motor operators de-energized by locking .out the circuit breakers 

at the Motor Control Centers.  

j. Valve 1810 on the suction line of the high-head SI pumps and 

valves 882 and 744, respectively on the suction and discharge:

line of the residual heat removal. pumps, shall be blocked open 

by de-energizing.the valve-motor operators., 

k. The refueling water storage tank. low level alarms are. operable 

and set to alarm between 92,.800 gallons and 99,000 gallons of 

water in the tank..' 

2. During power operation, the requirements of 3.3.A.I may be modified, 

to allow any one of the following components to be inoperable at any 

one time. If the system is not restored, to -meet the requirements of.  

3.3.A.1 within the time period specified, the reactor shall be placed 

in the hot shutdown condition utilizing normal operating procedures.  

If the requirements of 3.3.A.1 are not satisfied within an additional 

48 hours the reactor shall be placed in, the cold shutdown condition.  
utilizing normal operating procedures.  

a. One safety injection pump may be out of service, provided the 

pump is restored to operable status within 24 hours and the 

remaining two pumps are demonstrated to'be operable.  

b. One residual heat removal pump may be out of service, provided 

the pump is restored to operable status within 24 hours and the 

other residual heat removal pump is demonstrated to be operable.  

c. One residual heat removal exchanger .may be out of service 

provided that it is restored to operable status within 48-hours.  

d. Any valve required for the functioning of the system during and 

following accident conditions may be inoperable provided that it 

is restored to operable status within- 24 hours and all valves in 

the system that provide the duplicate function, are demonstrated 

to be. operable.  

t .I 
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e. One channel of heat tracing, may. be .out of service for 48 hours.  

f. One -refueling water: storage- tank low level alarm may be 
inoperable for up to 7 days provided the-. other-,.low level alarm 
is operable.,, 

3. When RCS-, temperature is less, than'-.. or, equal" to 3100 F, the 
requirements : of Table 3.l._-2 regarding *the number: of safety 
injection (SI) pumps allowed: to,-beenergizedshal" be adhered to.  

B. Containment Cooling and Iodine Removal Systems, 

1. The reactor shall not be made.critcal .unless the following 
conditions are met: 

a. The spray additive'tank contains not less than 4000 gallons of 
solution with a sodium hydroxide .concentration of not less than 
30% by weight., 

b. The five fan cooler-charcoal filter units and the two spray 

pumps, with their associated valves and piping, are operable.  

2. During power operation, the requirements of 3.3.B.1 may be modified 
to allow any one of the following components to be inoperable. If 
the system is not restored:,to meet the requirements of 3.3.B.l within 
the time period specified',- the reactor shall .be placed in the hot.  
shutdown condition utilizing normal operating procedures. If the 
requirements of 3.3.B.l are not satisfied within an additional 48 
hours, the reactor shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition 
utilizing normal operating procedures.

a. Fan cooler unit 23, 24,!_ or 25 may be, inoperable during normal 
reactor operation for a period not, to exceed 24 hours, provided 
both containment spray pumps are demonstrated to be operable.  

OR, 

Fan cooler unit 21 or 22 may be inoperable during normal reactor 
operation for a period not :to exceed 7 days provided both 
containment spray pumps are demonstrated daily to be operable.  

b. One containment spray pump may be out of service during normal 
reactor operation, for a period not to exceed 24 hours, provided 
the five fan cooler, units -are. operable and the remaining 
containment spray pump is demonstrated to be operable.  

Co 'Any valve required for: the. functioning of the system during and 
following accident conditions may be inoperable provided it is 
restored to operable- status within 24 hours and all valves in 
the system that provide- the q-duplicate function are -demonstrated 
to be operable.  
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C. Isolation Valve, Seal Water System, (IVSWS)

1. The reactor Shall. i not be brought - above cold shutdown unless the 
Sfollowing reqirements -are met: 

a..., The IVSW s hall be operable.  

b.,;_ The- IV tank.. shall be maintained at a minimum pressure of 52 
psig and contain a minimum 'of-144 gallons of water.  

2.' The' requiremints of .3.C.l may be modified to allow any one of the 
following cqmponents :to. be .inoperable at any one time: 

a... Any one header. of the IVSWS may be inoperable for. a period not 
to: exceed ,seven consecutive days.  

b. -Any, valve required for the functioning of the system during and 
followng accident conditions provided it is restored to an 

operable status within seven days and all valves in the system 
that provide a duplicate function have been demonstrated to be 
operable..  

3. If- the IVSWS., System is not restored to an operable :status within the 
time, period specified,. then: 

a.. If' the reactor is critical,: it shall be brought to the hot 
shutdown condition utilizing normal operating procedures. The 
shutdown shall start not later than at the end of the specified 
time period

b. If the: -reactor is subcritical, the reactor coolant. system 
temperature and pressure shall not be increased more than 250F 
and.i00.. psi, respectively, over existing values.  

c'. In either case, if', the IVSW System is not restored to an 
operable status.within an additional; 48 hours, the reactor shall 
be brought to the cold shutdown condition utilizing normal 
operating procedures. The shutdown shall start no later than 
the- end of the 48 hour period.  

D. Weld Channel and Penetration Pressurizaton System (WC & PPS) 

1. The. reactor shall not be brought above cold shutdown unless: 

(a.1) All required portions of the four. WC & PPS zones are pressurized 
at or above 47 psig.  

yi() The uncorrected air. consumptions for the WC & PPS is less than 
or equal to 0.2% of. the 'containment volume per day.
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2. ".The. requirements of 3.3.D. I. may be modified as follows: 

a. - -- Any one zone of the WC & PPS .may be inoperable.for a period not 4 'to exceed seven consecutive days*.  

b.' -_.The uncorrected air consumption 6 forthe, WC & PPS -may be in 
excess: of 0-2% of the. containment volume -per .day for a period.  

not to exceed seven consecutive days..: 

3. Ifthe WC & PP System is not restored to:an operable status within 

the time period specified, then: 

a. If the reactor. ;is critical, it . shall be brought to the hot 
.shutdown condition utilizing normal operating procedures. The 
shutdown shall start no later than .at the end- of the specified 
time period.  

b. If the reactor is subcritical, the reactor coolant system.  
temperature and pressure. shall not be -increased more than 250F 
and 100 psi, respectively, over existing values.  

c. In either case, if the WC & PP System is not restored to an 
operable status within an additional 48 hours, the reactor shall 
be brought to the cold shutdown condition utilizing normal 
operating procedures. The shutdown shall, start no later than 
the end of the 48 hour period...  

E. Component Cooling System 

. The reactor shall not be,. made critical. unless the following 
conditions are met: 

a. Two component cooling pumps on busses supplied by different 
diesels- together with" their associated piping and valves are 
operable.  

b. Two auxiliary component cooling pumps' together with their 
associated piping and valves are operable.  

c. Two component cooling heat exchangers together with their 
associated piping and valves are-operable.  

2. During power operation, the requirements of 3,3.E.I may be modified 
to allow one of the following components to' be inoperable at any one 
time. If the system is not restored 'to meet the conditions of 
3.3.E.l within the time periodispecified, the reactor shall be placed, 
in the hot shutdown condition utilizing normal operating procedures.  
If the requirements of 3.3.E.i are not satisfied within an additional j 
48 hours, the reactor shall be placed in the cold shutdown condition 
utilizing normal operating procedures.  
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a. One of the two operable component cooling pumps may be out of 

service provided the pump is restored to'operable status fithin 
24 hours.  

b. One auxiliary component- cooling pump, may 'be out of service 
provided the pump is restored to operable status within 24 hours 
and the other pump is demonstrated to-ibe operable..  

c. One component cooling heat exchanger. or other passive component 

may 'be out of service. for a, period.. not to exceed 48 hours, 

provided the system may still operateat design accident 
capability..  

F. Service Water System 

1. The reactor shall not be made critical unless the following condition 

is met: 

Three service water pumps on the designated essential header together 
with their associated piping and:valves areoperable.  

2. If during power operation one of the, three service water pumps on the 
designated essential header or any of- their associated piping or 

valves is found inoperable, theoperator shall immediately proceed to 

place in service an essential service water system which meets the 
requirements of 3.3.F.l. If an essential service water system cannot 
be restored within eight hours, the reactor shall be placed in cold 
shutdown condition.  

G. Hydrogen Recombiner System and Post Accident Containment Venting System 

1. The reactor shall not be made critical, unless the following 
conditions are met: 

a) Both hydrogen recombiner units -together with. their associated 
piping, valves, oxygen: supply! system and control system are 

operable, with the exception of one.. recombiner unit's equipment 
located outside of the containment. which may be inoperable, 
provided it is under repair and canbe made operable if needed.  

b) The post accident containmentventing'system is operable.  

c) The containment atmosphere. samplings/ system -including the 
sampling pump, piping and valves is operable. , 

d) Hydrogen and oxygen -supplies-shalllnot be connected to the' 
hydrogen recombiner units except under conditions of an accident.  
or those specified in specification 4.5.C.l.
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. 2. During-.power oratpion, .-the requirements of: 33.G.I1: may be modified 
to allow. any ome ,of -_he .following components to be inoperable., .If 
the system is- not restored .tomeet- the requirements of 3.3.G.1 within 
the, time.:specifi-ed, the- reactor shall be placed- in: the hot. shutdown 
conditi n util'irag normal operating procedures.  

a): . e hydroq recomhiner unit or :.its associated flow -path,. or 
oxygen, sply:. .system ; or control . system may ,be. inoperable for a 
period nct t-.exceed thiry days, -provided the other recombiner 
unit. and Ihe.post .accident containment venting system are 
!operable.  

b). The post CAcident containment, i venting,. system may be inoperable 
for. a. -peridd'" not' 'to _exceed thirty days provided that both 

-hy drogen ecombinersare operable.  

c) One • Containment atmosphere, sampling line may be inoperable for a 
Period not_ to- exceed seven days i provided the other sampling 
l-nes are'operable...  

d) The', contalment atmosphere sampling pump may be inoperable for a.  
period mot to exceed seven days,. provided a spare pump is 
available at the site for service if required.  

H. Control IRom Air Filtration System 

1. The control room :air filtration system shall be operable at all times 
whem. containment .integrity :.is-required. 

2. From the date& t the control room air filtration system becomes and 
remains inoperable- for 'any reason, operations requiring containment 
inteity are :permissible- only during the.. succeeding 3.5 days. At 

the end: of this -3.-5, day' period if the conditions' for the control room 
air, uxtratian :"system cannot be met, the reactor shall be placed in 
the hot- shutdown condition- utilizing normal operating procedures. If 
the conditions are not satisfied within an additional 48 hours, the 
reactor. shall be placed, in, the cold shutdown condition utilizing 
normal. operatin g -procedures. ...  

Io- Cable Tumnel. Ventilati on Fans .  

1. The reactor "shall not be made critical unless the two cable tunnel 
ventilation, fans are operable.  

2. Durinq! power operation, "-the requirement of 3.3.1.1 may- be modified to' 
allw one, cable tunne'i'%,ventilation fan to be inoperable for seven 
days, provided -the other fan -is operable.',-
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Basis 

The normal proceure ,for sitarting the,, reactor is,-: first, to heat the .reactor 
- coolantto, near. operating, temperature, ' by running: the. reactor coolant pumps.  

The reactor -is then- made .- irticatl..by- withdrawingz control rods and/or diluting 
boron in the coolant.(1) Wth this- mode of. start-up, the energy stored in 
the reactor- coolant during the :-approach. to:- criticality. is substantially equal-., 
to that during power operation, Zand. therefore the -minimum required engineered 
safeguards and. auxiliary cnoling Systems' are required' to,, be operable,. During 
low temperaturet physics tests -there is a ,negligibleo..amount of stored energy in 
the 'reactor '-oolant, the,efore --an; accident comparable, in severity, to the 
Design Basis; Accident is.. .not .possible, and the' engineered safeguards systems 
are not required..  

When the reactor is critical, the probability:' of- sustaining both a major 
accident and'a simultanecras failure .of a safeguards component to operate- as 
designed is necessarily, very small. Thus, operation, with the reactor critical 
with minimum safeguards, erable for a limited period: does not significantly 
increase the probability eof -an accident -having consequences which are more 
severe than. the- Design Basis Accident.  

The operable-, status of ,, the various systems. and components is, to be 
demonstrated -.by periodic ' tests,' defined by Specification 4.5. A large.  
fraction of. these tests w.i'.lbe .:performed while the reactor is operating in 
the power range._--. If a :component is. found to be inoperable, it -will be 
possible in'. most cases,' to effect repairs- and restore the system to full 
operability within -a relatively short time.-:. For._ a single component to. be 
inoperable does:-not negate the ability of the system% to perfprm its 
function, (2), but it re&uces :'the, redundancy.provided in the reactor design 
and thereby: limits thea-ility to tolerate. additional equipment failures. To 
provide maximum. assurance that the redundant component(s) will operate if 
required to, do. so, .the redundant.. component(s), are- to be tested prior to 
initiating, repa of' the :inoperable component. If. it develops that (a) the 
inoperable component -is 5not repaired- within the: specified allowable time 
period, or .b) a second cnmponent -in the same or related system is found to be 
inoperable.. the. reactor wri'll initially be put in the hot shutdown condition to 
provide for reduction. of. - , ,the ' decay:, heat, from, the fuel, and consequent 
reduction of' cooling " ..requirements. . after a ' postulated loss-of-coolant 
accident. This; will alsao permit improved,- access- for repairs in some cases.  
After a limited-.-time in b.hrt.-. shutdown,: if. the- malfunction (s) are..not corrected, 
the reactor w-ll be placed-"in the.. cold shutdown condition, utilizing normal 
shutdown and' coldown procedures. .'In* the cold shutdown condition there is no 
possiblity of an- accident that would; release fission products or damage the 
fuel elements.., 

The plant operating procadures require .immediate action :to effect repairs of 
an inoperable: component, and therefore in most cases repairs will be completed 
in less than the- specified allowable repair times. The specified repair times 
do not apply -to_ regularl 'scheduled maintenance of the engineered safeguards 
systems, which is normall-ly to be: -performed during refueling shutdowns. The, 
limiting times to. repair are based on two considerations: 
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) Assuring with high reliability that the safeguard system will 
function properly if required to do so.  

2) Allowances-of sufficient time to effect repairs using safe and proper 

procedures.  

Assuming. the reactor has been operating at full rated power for at least '100 

days, the magnitude of the decay heat decreases after initiating, hot, 

shutdown. Thus the requirement for core cooling in case of a postulated 

loss-of-coolant accident while in the hot shutdown condition is significantly 

reduced below the requirements for a postulated loss-of-coolant accident 

during power operation.:. Putting the reactor in the hot' shutdown condition 

significantly reduces the potential consequences of a loss-of-coolant 

accident, and also allows more free access to- some of the engineered 

safeguards components in order to effect repairs.  

Failure to complete repairs within 48 hours of going :to the hot shutdown 

condition is considered indicative of a requirement for major maintenance and 
therefore in such a case the reactor is to be put into the cold shutdown 
condition.  

The line from the Boron Injection Tank to the high head pump suction piping is 

provided with four motorized valves; two valves in series with each other and 
two valves in parallel with each other.. Valves 1821 and 1831 are in series 

and are redundant to each other to assure tank -isolation after boron 
injection, i.e., at least one valve must close. Valves 1822 A and B are in 

parallel and are redundant to each other, .to assure an open path for. boron 
injection following a safety injection signal.  

Valves 1810, 744 and 882 are kept in the open position during plant operation'J 

to assure that flow passage from the refueling water storage tank will be 

available during the injection phase of a loss-of-coolant accident. As an 

additional assurance of flow passage availability, the valve motor operators.

are de-energized to prevent an extremely unlikely spurious closure of these 
valves to take place. This additional precaution- is acceptable since failure 

to manually re-establish power to close valves. 1810 and 882, following the 

injection phase , is tolerable as a single failure. Valve 744 will not need to 

be closed following the injection phase. The accumulator isolation valve 
motor operators are de-energized to prevent an extremely unlikely: spurious 

closure of these valves from occuring when accumulator core cooling flow is 
required.  

With respect to the core cooling function, there is some functional redundancy 
for certain ranges. of break sizes.( 3 ) The measure of effectiveness of the 

Safety Injection System is the ability of the pumps and accumulators to keep 

the core flooded or to ref lood the core rapidly where the core has been 
uncovered for postulated large area ruptures. The result of the performance 

is to sufficiently limit any increase in clad temperature below a value where 
emergency core cooling objectives are met.(1 0, 11) The range of core 

protection as a function of break diameter provided by the various components 

of the Safety Injection System is presented in Figure 6.2-6 of the FSAR.
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The requirement regarding the maximum number of SI pumps that can be enerized I 
when RCS temperature is less than or equal --to 310°F_ is discussed under 

specification 3.l.A.  

The containment cooling and iodine removal functionsare .provided by- two 

independent systems: (a) fan-coolers. plus charcoal filters and (b) 

containment sprayl with sodium hydroxide addition.., During normal power 

operation, the five fan-coolers are _-required. to remove heat lost from 

equipment and piping within containment ,at design conditions (with a cooling 

water temperature of 850F).( 4 ) In the event of a' Design Basis Accident, 

any one of the following combinations will provide sufficient cooling to 

reduce containment pressure at a rate consistent with limiting off-site doses 

to acceptable values: (M) five fan-coolerf units, (2) two containment spray 

pumps, (3) three fan-cooler units and one spray pump. Also" in the event of a 

Design Basis Accident, three charcoal filters -(and: their associated 

.recirculation fans) in operation, along with one containment spray pump and 

sodium hydroxide addition, will reduce airborne organic and molecular iodine 

activities sufficiently to limit off-site doses to acceptable values. These 

constitute the minimum safeguards for iodine removal, and are capable of being 

operated on emergency power with one diesel generator inoperable.  

If off-site power is available or all diesel generators are operating to 

provide emergency power, the remaining installed iodine removal equipment (two 

charcoal filters and their associated fans, and one containment spray pump and 

sodium hydroxide addition) can be operated to provide iodine removal in excess 

of the minimum requirements. Adequate power for operation of the redundant 

containment heat removal systems (i.e.,' five fan-cooler units or two 

containment spray pumps) is assured' by the availability of off-site power or 

operation of all emergency diesel generators.  

One of the five fan cooler units is permitted to be inoperable during power 

operation. This is an abnormal operating situation,,in that the normal plant 

operating procedures require that an inoperable fan-cooler be repaired as soon 

as practical.  

However, because of the difficulty of access to make repairs, it is important 

on occasion to be able to operate temporarily without at least one 

fan-cooler. Compensation for this mode of operation, -is provided by the high 

degree of redundancy of containment cooling systems during a Design Basis 

Accident.  

The Component Cooling System is different from the system discussed above in 

that the pumps are so located in the Auxiliary Building as to be accessible
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for repair after, a,.,; loss-of-coolant accident. (6) uring the recirculation 
phase following- a .loss-of-coolant. accident,, .only one of the three component 
cooling pumps is: required for iinimum safeguards.( 7 ) 

A total of six: service water umps..Iare, installed, only two of, the set of three 
service water pumps on, the 'header designated.the essential, header are required 
immediately following-a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.(8 ) 

During the sec-ond.phase of:the :,-accidentr, one,. additional service water pump on 
the non-essential header will be manually -1started to supply the minimum 
cooling water- requirements forrthe 'component cooling loop..  

The limits for the accumulators, and'ttheir pressure and volume assure the 
required amount of water injection following ,a loss-of-coolant accident, and 
are based on the: values'-used 'for the accident; analysis' (9, 10, 11) 

Two independent. :'diverse -. systems are -provided .-for removal of combustible .  

hydrogen from- the containment 'building, atmosphere: (a-) the hydrogen 
recombiners,' •and (b) the post accident containment venting system. Either of 
the two (2) hydrogen, recombiners or. the post accident containment venting 
system are capable of wholly providing this function in the event of a-design 
basis accident-..  

Two full rated; hydrogen. recombination systems, are provided in order to control 
the hydrogen evolved in the containment following a loss-of-coolant accident.  
Either system;.. is capable of 'preventing the -hydrogen concentration from 
exceeding 2% by volume within the- containment. Each of the systems is 

* separate from- the- other and. is provided :.with redundant features. Power 
supplies for the- blowers -and ignitors. are separate, so that loss of one power 
supply will 'not affect the .remaining system. Hydrogen gas is used as the 
externally supplied fuel. Oxygen gas is added' to the containment atmosphere 

through a separate containment feed to prevent depletion of oxygen in the air 
below the concentration required for stable operation of the combustor (.12%).  

.The containment atmosphere sampling - system- consists- of a sample line which 
originates in each of the containment ,fan cooler units. The fan and sampling 
pump head together are sufficient to pump containment air in a loop from the 

fan cooler through a containment penetration to a sample vessel outside the 
containment, and then through-a second penetration to the sample termination 
inside the containment. :The design hydrogen-concentration for operating the 
recombiner is: established at "2% by volume. Conservative calculations indicate 
that the hydrogen content within the containment will not reach 2% by volume 
until 13 days after a loss-of-coolant, accident. There is therefore no need 
for immediate. operation of 'the recombiner .following- an accident, and the 
quantity of hydrogen fuel-stored at-.the site will be only for periodic testing 
of the recombiners.  

The Post Accident Containment Venting System consists of a common penetration 
line which acts. as a. supply' line through 'which hydrogen free air can be 
admitted to the: containment, and -an exhaust line, with parallel valving-and 
piping, through which hydrogen bearing gases from containment may be vented 
through-a filtration system. -
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The supply flow path makes use of instrument air to feed containment. The 
nominal flow rate from either of the two instrument air compressors 74is 200 

. scfm. If the instrument air system'is not available, the station air -system 
is available as :a back up.' 

The exhaust line penetrates the' containment and, then is divided into two 
.. .Parallel lines. Each, parallel line -contains a pressure sensor and all the 
valves necessary for controlling the',venting operation. The two lines then 
rejoin and the exhaust passes through a flow- sensor and a temperature sensor 
before passing through roughing,- HEPA and charcoal f ilters. The exhaust is 
then directed to the plant vent..  

The post accident containment venting" system is a passive system in the sense 
that a differential pressure between the containment and the outside 
atmosphere provides the driving force .for the venting, process to take place.  
.The system is designed such that a minimum internal containment pressure of 
2.14 psig is required for the system to operate properly.  

The flow rate and the duration of venting' required to maintain the -hydrogen 
,concentration at or below 3 percent of the containment volume are determined 
'from the containment hydrogen concentration ,measurements and the hydrogen 
generation -rate. The containment pressure, necessary ,to obtain the required 
vent flow is then determined. Using one of the air compressors, hydrogen free 
air is pumped into the, containment until the required containment pressure is
reached. The air supply is then stopped and the s upply/exhaust line is 
isolated by valves outside the containment. The addition of air to pressurize 
the containment dilutes the hydrogen,- therefore the cwntainment will remain 
isolated until analysis of samples indicates that the concentration is again 
approaching. 3% by volume. Venting will then be started. This process of 
containment pressurization followed by venting is repeated as may be. necessary 
to maintain the hydrogen concentration at or below.3 voimme percent.  

The post accident venting system is used only in the absence of hydrogen 
recombiners and only when absolutely necessary.,, From the standpoint of 
minimizing offsite radiation doses, the optimum starting time for the venting 
system, if needed, is the latest possible time after the accident. Consistent 
with this philosophy, the selected venting initiation point of 3 percent 
hydrogen maximizes the time period before venting is required while at the 
same time allows a sufficient margin: of safety below the lower flammability 
limit of hydrogen.  

The control room air filtration system is designed to .filter the control room 
atmosphere for intake air and/or for recirculation during control room 
isolation conditions. The control room system is designed to automatically 
start upon control room isolation. Control'room isolation is initiated either 
by a safety injection. signal or by.detection of -high radioactivity in the 
control room.: If the control room air filtration system is found to be 

inoperable, there is no immediate- threat to the cortrol room and reactor 
operation may continue for a limited period of time while repairs are being 
made. If the system cannot be repaired within 3.5 days, the reactor is placed 
in the cold shutdown condition..
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*The cable :.' tunnel: is- -equipped-- with' two-. temperature controlled ventilation 
fans. Each, fan has a capacity of.21,,000 cfm and:: -is/ connected to a 480v bus'.  
One- fan will start automatically .when '.thetemperature ii, the. tunnel re'aches.
950 F. The- second. fan ..will start'.-if the. temperature, in the. "tunnel reaches 
100 0F. -Under the...worst conditions, i.e. l0s of outside.'power and all the 
Engineered Safety Features in operation one -ventilation fan is capable ..of 
maintaining the tunnel temperature, below .104°F. Under the same,. worst 
conditions, if no ventilation fans were-. operating, --the natural air circulation 
through, the tunnel' would be, sufficient: to limit the gross--tunnel temperature 
below. : a -tolerable value 0f 140F. However, --in o: Order--.t0 . provide for ample 
tunnel .ventilation.. capacity, the. two :ventilation ,i fans,.are.'. requried. :-to -be,,': 
operable when the reactor. 'is made .critical.. If:one..,ventilation fan is found' 
inoperable,, the other fan will:, ensure --that cable. tunnel.. ventilation is 
available.

Valves- 856A, C,.. D and E are maintained in. the'. open, position', during plant 
operation- to assure. a- flow path for .:,high-head safety injection during the 
injection phase of a loss-of-coolant: .accident. ' Valves- 856B and F are 
maintained -in the :closed position during plant operation. to prevent, hot leg.  
injection during the injection phase of'a.. loss-of-coolant accident. As. an' 
additional assurance of preventing hot-- leg i injection,- the valve. motor.  
operators are de-energized to prevent spurious opening of.these valves... Power 
will ,be restored to these- valves at.. an appropriate. tme in accordance with' 
plant operating procedures after a loss-of-coolant accident in order to 
establish hot leg-recirculation.  

* Valves 842 and 843 in the mini-flow return line- from the discharge of the 
safety injection pumps.to the refueling water storage. tank are de-energized in 
the open position to prevent an extremely unlikely 'spurious closure which 
would cause, the safety injection pumps to overheat if: the reactor coolant 
system pressure is. above the shutoff head- of the .pumps.  

-The specified quantities of water for the RWST include unavilable -water (4687 
gals) in the tank bottom, inaccuracies (6200 gals) -in the alarm setpoints, and.  
minimum quantities required during injection (246,000 gals)(.1 2 ) and 
recirculation phases (80,000 gals). (1 2 ) - The minimum -:.- RWST (i.e., 345",000 
gals) provides approximately 8,100 gallons: margin.  

The, seven day out of service period .for, the .Weld Channel and' Penetration 
Pressurization -System and the Isolation Valve Seal 'Water System is allowed 
because no credit has been taken for operation -of' these systems in thei 
calculation -of off-site accident, doses should an accident occur. No other 
safeguards systems are dependent on operation of these. systems.(1 3 ) The 
minimum pressure settings for the IVSWS and WC & PPS'. during, operation assures 
effective performance of these systems for- the maximum containment calculated 
peak accident pressure of-47 psig..  
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(11) Letter from William J. Cahill, Jr.. of Consolidated Edison' Company of New 
York, to Robert W. Reid of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated July 
13, 1976. Indian Point Unit No. 2 Small Break LOCA Analysis.  

(12) Indian Point Unit No. 3 FSAR Sections 6.2 and 6.3 and the Safety 
Evaluation accompanying "Application for Amendment to Operating License" 
sworn to by Mr. William J. Cahill, Jr. on March 28, 1977.  

(13) FSAR Sections 6.5 and 6.6. -
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3.4 STEAM AND 'POWER -CONVERSION SYSTEM

Applicability'.  

Applies. to the,.operating 'status: of the Steam and Power Conversion System.  

Objective-

To'define conditions of :the turbine cycle steam-relieving capacity.  
Feedwater System-'and -City Water System* operation is necessary to.  
capability to remove decay :heat from the core.

Auxiliary 
ensure the

Specification.

A. The reactor shall .. :not be heated above 350OF unless 
condition are met:

the following

1. A minimum ASME code approved- steam-relieving capability of twenty 
(2). main. steam safety valves shall be operable :(except for testing).  

2. Three- auxiliary ,.feedwater ,pumps shall be operable.  

3. A minimum of 360,000 gallons of.water in the condensate storage tank 
and:. backup supply from the'city water supply.  

4. The main steam isolation valves are. operable and capable of closing 
in five. seconds.:or less.  

5. The specific iodine activity of the secondary coolant system shall be 
less than or equal to 0.1 microcuries per gram of dose equivalent 
1-131, 

B. Except as- modified by 3.4.C below, if any of the conditions of 
specification 3.4.A cannot -be met, then :the following action shall be 
taken: 

I. With. one or -more main: steam line code -safety valves inoperable, 
either restore the inoperable valve(s) to operable status within 4 
hours; or reduce the high flux, power range setpoint as follows:

Maxilmum Number 
of' Inoperable 
Safety Valves on 
Any Steam 
Generator 

1~ 

2 
3

Allowable High 
Flux, Power 
Range Setpoint 
,(Percent of rated 
thermal power) 

87 
- 64 

- 42:

Otherwise immediately' initiate action' to bring. the plant to hot 
shntdbwn. and cool".the reactor coolant. system-. below 350OF within the 
next 16 hours.::,
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2. With one or: more auxiliary feedwater pump(s) inoperable take the 

following actions:
a. With one auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable:, :restore the. pump 

to operable status within 72' hours.' or. placei 'the reactor in%, the

hot shutdown condition within the next 12 hours. and ,subsequently 

cool the RCS to below 3500F using normal* operating procedures.

b.- With two.auxiliary feedwater pumps"inoperable, place the reactor 

in hot shutdown within '12 hours ,,and 'subsequently cool. the' RCS 

below-350°F using normal ,operating procedures.t~z: ..  

c. With three auxiliary feedwater pumps, inoperable, immediately 

initiate corrective action,:to restore at least one auxiliary 

feedwater pump train to operable,. status.

3. With the condensate storage tank inoperable, either: 

a. Restore the condensate storage tank to operable status within 

six (:6) hours; or 

b. Assure the availability-of the supply from the city water system 
within six (6) hours and restore the condensate storage tank to 

operable status within the next seven-'(7) days; or 

c. Bring the reactor to hot shutdown within the next six hours and 

subsequently cool the RCS below 350°F using normal operating-.  
procedures.  

4. With one main steam isolation valve inoperable, either: 

a. restore the inoperable valve to operable status within six (6) 

hours; or 

b. Bring the reactor to hot shutdown within the next six hours and 

subsequently cool the -RCS below 350 0F using normal operating 

procedures.  

5. With the specific activity of. the. secondary coolant system greater 
than 0.1 microcuries/gram of dose equivalent 1-131, either restore 

the value to acceptable limits within six (6) hours or place the 

reactor in hot shutdown in the.' next twelve (12) hours and 

subsequently cool the plant to cold shutdown using normal operating 
procedures.  

C. If when the RCS is above" 3500F one or both of the series valves (CT-6 
and/or CT-64) in the condensate storage tank.'discharge line is closed, 

then:.  

1. Immediately place the auxiliary feedwater pump controls in the manual 
mode, and
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2. Within one (1) hour, either -the. valve(s) ' shall. be reopened or the 

valves.. from the alternate city water supply shall be opened and the 

auxiliary feedwater pump controls restored to the automatic mode.  

.f these requirements cannot be met, then: 

-.. .maintain. the plant in a,' safe stable ;mode which minimizes the 
potential for a reactor trip,, and 

, 2..continue. efforts to restorer water- supply"- to, the auxiliary feedwater 
"system, .and, 

3.. notify the NRC within 24 hours'. regarding • the planned corrective
act-ion.* 

-. A- reactor shutdown, from power. requires removal of* core decay heat. Immediate 

decay heat. removal requirements are normally satisfied by the steam bypass to 
the. condensers. Thereafter,_ core decay heat, can be continuously dissipated 
vi'-.the steam bypass to the condenser as feedwater in -the steam generator is 

.converted to steam by heat absorption. Normally, the capability to feed the 
steam-- generators is provided by operation:' of the turbine cycle feedwater 
system..  

The twenty-main steam safety valves have a total combined rated capability of 
15,1081000 TIbs/hr.- The total full power steam flow is 13,283,000 lbs/hr, 

therefore twenty (20) main-steam safety valves will be able to relieve the 

total -steam flow if necessary.  

Startup and/or power operation is allowable with -safety valves inoperable.  
provided the maximum thermal power is limited 'by a' reduction in the high flux, 

power range trip setpoints. The reactor trip setpoint reductions are derived 
on the following basis-: 

Setpoint= (X)-(Y)(V) x (109) 

X 

Where:r. V = number of inoperable: valves per steam line 

X'-Total relieving capacity of all safety valves per steam 
line'(lb/hr)' 

-i- Maximum relieving capacity of. any one safety valve 
(lbs/hr) 

IIn the unlikely event' of complete loss of offsite electrical power to the 

station, decay?,heat removal would continue. to be assured by the availability
of,' either the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater' pump or one of the two 

motor-,driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, 'and steam discharge to the atmosphere 
via the main rsteam safety valves and atmospheric relief valves. Each 

.ntiliary feedwater pump is ,capable of providing sufficient feedwater:- (400
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gpi) for. removalofdcay 'heat from the Plant. The minimum- amount of water in 
-the -condensate , ,storage tank--6iss the amount, needed ,for 24 hours "at hot 
shutdown. When ,.the, .condemsate .torage. tank supply . is- ,..exhausted , city , water 
will, be used.  

The,- operability, of" ithe. in steamisoldation valves.%- ensures that- no more than..  
one. steam, generator .wilX,1l blowdowia .In .the event- :of" a- steam :-line .rupture-i. The 
operability of. the. main, steam'-islation valves, within:- the - closure:times of the 
surveillance requirements .are coonsistent -withthe"- assumptions used in ,the 
,accident analysis.,,

Reference

FSAR - Section I.O,4 and 141 1.9. 9

Amendment~~ No -4-Amendment*No.



3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

Operational Safety Instrumentation 

Applicability: 

Appliesito plant: instrumentation systems.  

Objectives:.  

To provide for'- automatic initiation of the Engineered Safety Features in the 
event that.- principal, process variable limits, are exceeded- and to delineate 
the conditions of the plant instrumentation and safety circuits necessary to 
ensure reactor safety.  

Specification: 

3.5.1 When the plant is not in the cold shutdown condition, "the Engineered 
Safety Features initiation instrumentation setting limits shall be as 
atated:in Table 3. 5-l.;,, 

3.5.21 For on-line testing or instrumentation channel failure, plant 
operation at rated power shall be permitted .to .continue in accordance 
with Tables 3.5-2 through 3.5-4. No more than one channel of a 
particular- protection channel set shall be tested at the same time.  
By definition, an instrumentation channel failure shall not be 
regarded as a channel being tested.  

3.5.3 In the event the number of channels of. a particular function in 
service falls below the limits given in the column entitled Minimum 
Operable Channels,. or Minimum Degree of.'- e-dundancy cannot be 

-achieved, operation shall be limited accordig: to the requirement 
shown in Column 5 of Tables 3.5-2 through: 3.5-4.  

3.5.4 In the event of. sub-system instrumentation channel failure permitted 
by specification 3.5.2, Tables 3.5-2 throug 3.5-4 need not be 
observed during the short .,period of time tihe operable sub-system 
channels are tested where the failed channel must be blocked to 
prevent unnecessary reactor trip.  

3.5-.5 The cover plate on the rear of the safeguards panel, in the control 
room, shall not be removed without authorization 'from the Watch 
Supervisor...  

3.5.6 When the reactor coolant system 1 is above 3500F, the instrumentation 
requirements as stated, in Table, 3.5-5 shall be met.

3.567 When , the reactor coolant system is .: above -3500 F, the following 

remote instrumentation shall be operable: ng 1
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a. Two,: level indications" for- two different steam' gen 'rators 
located either at -the auxiliary feedwater pump room or at 
the main feedwater. control valves:.  

b. Pressure indicationm located ,at the auxiliary feedwater' pump 
room for- the same.., two .steam, generators having level 
indication .specified- in:.,3.5.7.a,.-,above...  

co- Pressurizer,.,.level and pressure indication at the'.-auxiliary
feedwater.-pump.,room or! nearthe charging pumps.  

3.5.8 With. the .: number " of' opeable instrumentation channels". less than the 
minimum number of channels, required ,by Specification 3.5.6 or 3.5.7, 
either,: .  

a. Restore the inoperable- system(s).t0, operable status, Within; 

seven '(7) days; or-.  

b.r Bring Ithe .reactor to, hot .,-shutdown '-,within the following 12 
hourxs.- and: subsequently cool . the RCS below 350°F -using 

normal operating procedures." 

BASIS 

Instrumentation has: been provided .to sense., accident conditions and toinitiate 
ope.ation:of the Engineered Safety Features.(

1 )(4 .) 

Safety Injection System Actuation 

Protection against a,:Loss- of Coolant or Steam Break accident is brought about 
by automatic actuation of the Safety Injection, System which provides emergency 

cooling and reduction of reactivity..  

The Loss -of -Coolant Accident.- is characterized_. by depressurization of the 
Reactor Coolant System and. rapid loss -of reactor coolant, to the containment.  
The Engineered Safety Features have been. designed-to sense the- effects of the 

Loss of Coolant. accident by . detecting low -'pressure. and .,generator signals 
actuating the SIS' active phase.  

The SIS active phase: is. also actuated by a :high containment pressure signal 
(Li-Level) brought about': by loss of high-. enthalpy- coolant to the containment.  

This actuation signal acts as a backup. to" the low pressurizer pressure signal 

actuation -of. the - SIS :and also. adds divers-ty -to: protection against loss of
coolant. . - , :" _:.- •.-- -.  

Signals are; also provided: to actuate ,'the SIS: upon sensing:- ,the effects of a.  

steam.: line ,.break accident. Therefore, SIS actuation following a steam line 

break is designed to occur upon sensing"'-high' differential steam pressure 

between' any _two steam generators or- upon "sensing high steam line flow in 
-coincidence'-, with "low:, reactor coolant: average. temperature. or- low: steam, line 

pressure.
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The Increase: -in..the .extraction ofRCSi'heat following: a steam. line break 
* results -in reactor' coolant: temperature: and pressure reduction. For this 

-reason protection 'against -a steam ,line break.,accident is also provided by low 
pressurizer pressure signals .actuat2:ng 'safety injection.  

Protection is also proided;for a steam line break in the containment by 
actuation of SIS.: upon sensingthigh.: :containment pressure.  

8IS actuation injects highly .,-borated : ' fluid into 'the Reactor Coolant System in 
order to .counter the. reactivity -iInsertion brought about by cooldown of the 

-. ,reactor coolant:which. occurs during a steam -line break accident.  

Containment Spray..  

The Engineered Safety: Features" actuation. system also initiates containment 
spray upon sensing , a; high ontanent, pressure,i signal "(Hi-Hi Level). ,:TThe 
containment spray lacts to: reduce:.containment: pressure in the event of a loss 
of coolant or: steam 'line break accident inside the containment. The spray 
cools the containment directly ,and :limits the :release , of fission products by 
&aorbing iodine.bshouldit:.be released to the containment".  

containment spray is designed , ,to be actuated :at a higher containment pressure 
(approximately 50% of design containment- pressure) than the SIS :(2.0 psig).  
Since -spurious actuation i:.of containment spray is to be- avoided, it is 
automatically initiated only_ on ' coincidence of Hi-Hi Level containment 
pressure- sensed. by both sets of 'two-out-of-three containment pressure signals.  

. Steam Line. Isolationi..  

Steam line isolation signals: are initiated by the Engineered Safety Features 
closing all steam line. stop valves. '"t -the event of a' steam line break, this 
action prevents continuous, uncontrolled steam realease from more than 
one steam: generator by isolating -the steam lines on high containment pressure 
(Hi-Hi Level) or high steam ine flow.' . Protection is afforded for breaks 
inside or outside the contaimment even when it is assumed. that there is a 
Wmnle failu e in the. steam: line isolation system.  

Peedwater Line- Isolation 

The- ftedwater lines are isolated upon actuation of the Safety Injection System 
in order to prevent excessive cooldown of the reactor coolant system. This 
mtigates the effect: of an .accident. such. as steam break which' in, itself causes 

..Ce.sive coolant, temperature l C, .o• n.  

Neadater lixe isolation also reduces the consequences of., a steam line break 
Inside the contairmnt. . s toWing the entry of feedwater.  

I., fe nl-LewIr contaiMet*.pressure limit: is set at 2.0 psig containment 
pWiaur, Initiation: of Safety Injection projects against loss of



coolant( 2 ) (4 ) or steam line break(3 )(4 ) accidentsf as discussed in the 

safety: analysis., 

2. The Hi-Hi Level containment pressure limit.is set, at about 50% of design 
containment pressure. Initiation of Containment Spray and Steam Line 

Isolation. protects, 6against large loss of -coolant. 2- or steam line break 

accidents (3 )as ,discussed in the) safety analysis.:_ 

3. The, pressurizer low pressure limit is set substantially below system 

operating pressure limits. However,- it is sufficiently high to protect 

against a loss of coolant accident as shown in _the-.safety analysis( 2 ).  

4A The steam line high differential pressure:_ limit -is: set well below the 

differential pressure expected in the :event of *a arge steam line break 

accident as shown in the safetyanalysis( 3).  

5 The high- steam line flow limit is: set at; approximately 40% of. the full 
steam flow at the no load to 20% load. Between 20% and 100% (full) load, 

tho,trip set point is ramped linearly with respect to first stage turbine 

pressure-t-from 40% of the .full steam flow to 110% of r the full steam flow.  
These setpoints will initiate safety injection in the case of a large 

etam line break accident. Coincident low, Tavg setting limit for SIS and 

steam line isolation initiation is set below, its hot. shutdown: value. The 

coincident, steam line pressure setting limit is.:set-. below the full load 
-operating pressure.- The safety analyses 'show that these settings provide 
protection in the event of a large steam line break. (3) 

Instrwent Operating Conditions 

During plant operation, the complete instrumentation systems will normally be 
.in service. Reactor safety is provided :by the Reactor: .Protecticn System, 

which automatically initiates appropriate action .to prevent exceeding 

established limits. Safety is not compromised, however, by continuing 
operation with certain instrumentation channels out of service. since 

provisions were made for - this in -the plant' design. This specification 

outlines : limiting conditions for operation, inecessary to preserve the 

effectiveness of the Reactor Control and Protection, System when any one or 

moe of the channels is out of service.

Almost all reactor. protection channels are supplied with sufficient redundancy 
to provide the capability for channel calibration-, and test at power.  

Exceptions, are backup channels such as reactor. coolant pump breakers. The 

removal of -one trip channel on process !control'.equipment, is, accomplished by 
plac i" that channel bistable 'in a tripped mode;c eg., -a two-out-of-three 
circut becomes-a one-out-of-two circuit.. The' nuclear: instrumentaton system 

channels are not intentionally placed in."a tripped mode since the test signal 

is- superimosed on-, the normal detector signal to test at power. Testing of 
the , , power range channel - , requires: (a) .bypassing the Dropped Rod 
protection from NIS, for the channel being tested; and (b) defeating the T
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protection CHANNEL SET that is being fed.fam the NIS channel and (c) -def iating
the power mismatch section of Tavg control channels when the appropriate NIS.  
channel is being tested. However, the Rod- Position System ..and remaining NIS
channels still provide the dropped-rod :protection Testing -does not trip the 
system unless:a'trip condition exists in a concurrent channel.  

The operability of the" accident monitoring,; instrumentation ensures that 
sufficient information is - available on. selected -Plant parameters to monitor: 
and assess these variables followin: an-:,-,accident. 'The. operability of the' 
remote shutdown instrumentation ensures", that:- suffeicient capability . is 
available to maintain the plant in. a hot" shutdown' condition 'from facilities 
outside of the control room.,-.  

Reference 

(1) FSAR-Section 7.5 

(2) FSAR-Section 14.3 

(3) FSAR-Section -14.2.5 

(4) Safety Evaluation accompanying the Indian, Point Unit No. 2 ."Application 
for Amendment -to Operating Licensing,," sworn to on May 29,, 1979 by Mr.  

Will Ia J. Cahill, Jr. of Consolidated Edison.
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Table 3.5-1 (1 of 

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES INITIATION INSTRUMENT SETTING LIMITS

No• FUNCTIONAL UNIT 

1. High Containment Pressure 
(Hi.level) 

2, High Containment Pressure 
(Hi-Hi, level) 

3.' Pressurizer Low Pressure 

. High Differential Pressure.  
Between Steam Lines 

5..igh SteaM. low! n 2/4 Steam=, 
Lines Coincident, with Low 
Tavg. or Low Steam Line.  
Pressurep

6. Steam Generator Water Level 
(low-low) 

7. Station Blackout 
(Undervoltage) 

Ba.' 480v Emergency Bus 
Undervoltage (Loss of 
Voltage) 

8b. 480v Emergency Bus 
Undervoltage (Degraded 
voltage) 

Amendment No.

CHANNEL

Safety Injqection 

a. Containment Spray 
b. Steam Line Isolation 

Safety Injection 

Safety-Injection 

a Safety Injectio .  

b. 'Steam Line Isolation

Auxiliary Feedwater 

Auxiliary Feedwater

SETTING LIMITS 

2.0 Psig 

30 psig 

l1700 psig

. 150 psi 

4-40t of ful st'eaM 
flow at zero load 
440% :of full steam
flow at 20% load.  
41I0% of full steam 
at full load 
-540°F Tavg 
V600 psig steam 
line pressure

w5% of narrow range 
instrument span each 
steam generator 

a40% nominal vol
tage

220V + 10V, -.20V 
3 sec + 1 sec 

403V + 5V 
180 sec + 30 sec



Table 3.5-2 (1 of 3) 
REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION LIMITING OPERATING CONDITIONS

NO. FUNCTIONAL UNIT 

1. Manual

NO. OF 
CHANNELS

NO. OF 
CHANNELS 
TO 
TRIP

Nuclear Flow Power Range

2.a NuclearFlux Power Range 

3. Nuclear, Flux Intermediate 
Range 

4. Nuclear Flux Source Range

5. Overtemperature ' T

MIN.  
OPERABLE 
CHANNELS 

3 

2 

i* 

1** 

3

MIN.  
DEGREE 

O6F.  
REDUN
DANCY 

0 

2 

1

6.. Overpower AT 

7. Low Pressurizer Pressure 

8. Hi Pressurizer Pressure 

9. Pressurizer-Hi Water Level

•OPERATOR ACTION 
IF CONDITIONS OF 
COLUMN: 3 or 4 
CANNOT BE MET

Maintain hot 
..shutdown 

Maintain hot 
shutdown 

For zero power 
..physics tests only 

Maintain hot 
shutdown 

Maintain hot 
shutdown 

Maintain hot 
shutdown 

Maintain hot 
shutdown 

Maintain hot 

shutdown 

Maintain hot 

shutdown 

Maintain hot 

shutdown
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Table 3.5-2 (2 of 3) 
REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION LIMITING OPERATING CONDITIONS

NO* FUNCTIONAL UNIT

10. Low Flow Loop ; 75% F.P.  

LoW Flow Two Loops 
10-75% FoP.  

11. Lo.:L Steam Generator 
Water Level 

12. Undervoltage '6.9 Kv
', Busl' 

13. Low• fequency 6.9 KV Bus.

NO. OF 
CHANNELS 

3/loop 

3/loop 

3/loop 

1/bus" 

1/bus, .

NO. OF 
CHANNELS 
TO 
TRIP

2/loop 
(any loop) 

2/loop 
(any two 
loops).  

2/loop

2* 

2

MIN.  
OPERABLE 
CHANNELS

2/operable 
loop 

2/operable 
loop 

2/loop 

3: 

3

4 
MIN.  
DEGREE 
OF 
REDUN
DANCY

1/operable 
loop 

1/operable 
loop., 

1/loop

.5 

OPERATOR ACTION 
IF CONDITIONS OF 
COLUMN 3 or 4 
CANNOT BE MET 

Maintain 
hot shutdown 

Maintain 
-hot shutdown.  

Maintain hot 

shutdown 

Mai nta in .hois 
shutdown'' 

Maintain hot.  
shutdown*..

14. Quadrant power tilt 
monitors 

15. Turbine trip (overspeed 
-protection)

0 

1

Log individual 
upper and. lower 
ion chamber,-. ' 

currentsonce/ 
shift and after 
load changel0% 

Maintain hot 
shutdown
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TABLE 3.5-2 (3 of 3) 
REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION LIMITING OPERATING CONDITIONS

2 "

FUNCTIONAL UNIT 

Control: Rod Protection .*

NP q OF* 
CHANNELS 

3

NO OF 
CHANNELS 
To 
TRIP

3 .4 5 

DEGREE OPERATOR, ACT IO1': 
~~4IN..C OfI )DTIOM5 OF 

OPERABL IRUN COLUM 3.9o 4 
CHANNETA DANCY CANNOT HE MET 

21During RCs cool!-,
down# manwilly.  
open reactor. trip 
brokr prior to.  
Tcoia d ecreasin 

beloiw 3S00 to 

trip breakers open 
'during ROS: cool 
down wh en Tol 
is, le.s than' 
:350 0F.'

* If two of four power channels greater than 10% F.P., channels are not required.  

* If onb of two intermediate range channels greater than 10"10 amps, channels are not required.  

** 2/4 trips all four reactor coolant pumps.  

**** Required only when control rods are positioned in core locations containing LOPAR fuel.  

F.P.- Rated Power 

Amendment No.
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Table 3.5-3 (1 of 3) 
INSTRUMENTATION OPERATING CONDITION FOR ENGINEERED

SE SAFETY FEATURES

NO- FUNCTIONAL UW!T 

1 SAFETY INJECTION

NO. OF 
CHANNELS

NO. OF 
CHANNELS 
TO 
TRIP

a. Manual

b. High Containment Pressure 
(Hi Level)

c. High Differential Pressure 3/steam 
Between steam Lines line' 

d . Pressurizer'Low Pressure* 3

e, Bigh Steam Flow, n 2/4 
steam Line' . oniiidpht 
With Low Tavg or Low 
S tea Ine: PressuYe 

2 CONTAINMENT 'SPRAY'-

4Tavg Signals, 
4S ' Prssir Iia

2/steam 
line

2 

1/2 in any 
2 liien 
2 .

MIN.  
OPERABLE 
CHANNELS

MIN.  
DEGREE 
OF 
REDUN
DANCY

1 

2

2/steam 
line

1/steam 
line

21 

1/Uin. ~ *och 2 
of 3 1ies6 
32 
A3

OPERATOR ACTION: 
IF CONDITIONS OF 
COLUMN 3 or 4 
CANNOT BE MET 

Cold Shutdown 

Cold ,Shutdown 

Cold Shutdown 

Cold Shutdown 

'CoIA Shutdown

a. - Manual

b. High Containment Pressure 
-(Hi Hi Level)

2 sets 
of 3

2 of 3 
in each set

* Permissible.-bypass if reactor coolant pressure less than

2 per set 

2000 psig.

1/set

-Cold Shutdown 

Cold Shutdown

Amendment No.
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TABLE 3.5-3 (2 of 3) 

INSTRUMENTATION OPERATING CONDITION FOR ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES 

1 2 3 4

NO. FUNCTIONAL UNIT 

3. LOSS OF POWER 

a. 480v Emergency Bus 
Undervoltage (Loss 
of Voltage) 

b. 480v Emergency Bus 
Undervoltage (De
graded Voltage) 

4. AUXILIARY-FEEDWATER

NO. OF 
CHANNELS

2/bus 

2/bus

NO. OF 

CHANNELS 

TO 

TRIP

1/bus 

2/bus

MIN.  

OPERABLE 

CHANNELS

MIN.  
DEGREE 

OF 

REDUN

DANCY

OPERATOR ACTION 
IF CONDITIONS OF, 

COLUMN 3 or 4 
CANNOT BE MET

Cold Shutdown1/bus 

l/bus Cold Shutdown

a. Steam Gen. Water 
Leve 1-Low-Low, 

1. Start Motor, 
:.Driven Pumps 

ii. Start Turbine
Driven Pump

3/stmgen.

3/stm gen.

.2 in any 
stm gen.

2/3 in each 
of two stm 
gen.

-2 chan.  
in each 
stm gen0 

2 chan.  
in each 
stm gen*

Reduce RCS 
-temperature 
such that 
T 350°F 

T 'C 3500F

b. S.I. Start Motor
Driven Pumps 

c. Station Blackout 
Start Motor-Driven 
and Turbine-Driven 
Pumps

(All safety injection initiating functions and requirements)

T< 3500F
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TABLE 3.5-3 (3 of3) 
INSTRUMENTATION OPERATING CONDITION-FOR ENGINEERED 

1 Z 3

NO. FUNCTIONAL UNIT
NO. OF 
CHANNELS

NO. OF 
CHANNELS 
TO 
TRIP

MIN.  
OPERABLE 
CHANNELS

SAFETY FEATURES 

MIN.  

DEGREE 
OF 
RJEDUN
DANCY

OPERATOR ACTION , 
IF CONDITIONS OF 
COLUMN 3 or 4.  

CANNOT BE MET

d. Trip of Main Feed
water Pumps start 
Motor-Driven Pumps 

5. OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION 
SYSTEM (OPS)

Hot shutdown

Refer to Specifi
cation 3.1.A.4

Amendment No.

SA. 'A ,..'~.
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TABLE 3.5-4 (1 of 1) 

INSTRUMENTATION OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR ISOLATION FUNCTIONS

. " . : • -0No OF" 

1. I C.ONTAINNM NT ISOLATION .. ; ...:,: .;; ...  

a° Automatic Safety Injeotion See Item No.  

- . Con ta i'ent Prsuee It6m No,.
(Phase 9) 

a.!: Manual 
Phase A one out of tWo 
Phase B one out of two 

2. STEAM LINE I SOLATION 

a. High Steam Flow in 2/4 
Steam:: Lines Coincident 
with Low Tavg or Low 
Steam Line Pressure

-21 
2

See Item

NO. OF 
CIANNELS 
TO 
TRIP

MIN.

I. of Table 3.5--3 

2 of Table 3. 5-4 
*.

1'

No. 1 (e) of Table

4• 
MIN
DEGREE 

EDUN-

5 

OPERATOR ACTION 
IF CONDITIONS OF 
COLUMN 3 or 4 
CANNOT BE MET

Cold Shutdown. ' 

Cold Slhdf 464h 

-Cold Shutdown 
o -Cold Shutdown

3.5-L3

-I /: .: -, 

I-
Cold Shutdown

High Containment Pressure 
(Hi-Hi Level)

c. Manual

See Item No., 2(b) of Table 305-3

I/loop l/loop

Cold

i/loop Cold Shutdown

3. FEEDWATER LINE ISOLATION 

a. Safety Injection 

.4. . CONTAINMENT PURGE AND 
PRESSURE RELIEF ISOLATION 

a. Containment Radioactivity
High (R-lI/R-12) 

'!See Specification 3.1.F.

See Item No. 1 of Table 3.5-3

0

'Shutdown



Table 3.5-5 (Ilof<2)-

•_LE ?OF -INDICATIONS AVAILABLE TO THE. CONTROL' .ROOM, OPERATOR

Number of Indications 
Available*~ru~Went

Minimum .No.. of Indicationss 
Required to be Operable

h e pnitainment 
reaasure 

M, *fueling; Waterr 
torage Tank 

Leve l 

1, Steam Generator 
iWater Level.: 

'(Narrow, Range)

2_ 

3 per steam 
generator-

1/generator

4, Steam, Line, 
Pres sure.,.  

,, Pressurizer 
Level (narrow 
range)

3 per : steam 
line..

G. Pressurizer Pressure 
(narrow range) 

7. Reactor Coolant 
Pressure (wide 
range) 

8- Cold Leg Tempera
ture (Wide ,Range) 

9. ~Cntainment Sump 
Tavel 

10. Recirculation 
smp Level

U., RCS Subcooling 
MarginMonitor 

12. IPRV Position 
In&icator 

13. -PORV Block, 
Valve- Position 
Indicator

1 

1

.. . ,, 1

3

i(11 

1 per: valve ( 2 )" 

1 per valve (3 )..

1(i) 

1 per valve(2 ) 

1 per valve( 3)

Amendment No.

1/line



Table 3.5-5 (2 of 2) 

Number of Indications
.  

Available *Instrument
Minimum-No. of Indications 

Required to be Operable

-15. Safety Valve Position 
Indicator (Acoustic 
Monitor) 

16. Auxiliary Feedwater 

Flow Rate

1, per-,valve 

1 per steam.,:, 
generator

1 per valve-:1 

I per steam 
generator

17. RHR Flow

*Either an indicator-or alarm is acceptable

Footnotes: 

(i) If the subcooling margin monitor is inoperable for more than seven 
(7) days, plant operation may continue for an additional thirty 
(30) days provided that, steam-tables are continuously maintained 
in the control room and the subcooling margin is determined and 
recorded once a shift.  

(2) Except at times when- the associated block .valve is closed and 
de-energized., 

(3) Except at times when the block-valve is closed and de-energized.

Amendment.No.



3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEM..  

O Applicability 
Applies to the. integrity of reactor containment.

. Objective 

To define the operating status "of the reactor ocontainment for plant operation ,.  

Spe ification 

:A. Containment 'Integrity 

1. The containment integrity (as defined in 1.7) shall not be violated..  
unless the reactor is in the cold shutdown condition. However, those 
non-automatic valves, listed,. in Table 3.6-1. and any test, connection 
valves-which are located between containment isolation valves and 
which are normally closed with threaded .,caps or blind flanges 
installed, may be opened if necessarytfor' plant operation or for 

testing and only as long as necessary to perform the- intended
function.

2. Non-automatic containment isolation valves may be added to plant 
systems without prior license amendment to Table 3.6-1 provided that 
a revision to- this Table is included - in a subsequent license 
amendment application.  

3. The containment integrity shall not be violated when the reactor 

vessel head is removed unless the boron concentration is sufficient 
to .maintain the shutdown margin >10%.Ak.  

4. Except as 'specified in 3.6.A.5 belowi if containment integrity 

requirements are not met when the reactor is above cold shutdown, 
containment integrity shall be restored within four hours or the 
reactor shall be brought to a cold shutdown camdition within the next 
36 hours, utilizing normal operating procedures.  

5. With one or more isolation valve(s) inoperable, maintain at: least one 
isolation valve operable in each affected penetration*.and either: 

a. Restore the inoperable valve(s) to operable status within 4 
hours, or 

b. Isolate each affectedi- penetration within 4 hours by use of at 
least one deactivated automatic -isolatiom valve secured in the 

isolation position, or.  

c., ;Isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at 
least one closed manual valve* or blind flange that. meets the 
design criteria for an isolation valve; or..  

Amendment No. 3.6-1:



d,. Be in cold shutdown within the following 36, hours, uti1izing 
normal operating ,procedure~s.,.  

-B. Inteinal, Pressure.  

1. Whenever the reactor is,, above Acold shutdownii the, containment pressure 
shall be maintained'between -2: psig and,. 2 pSi. " 

2.. If' the above requirement isnot met, the contaient pressure shall 
be_ restored to within the, specified', limits~ within.n1One hour or., the
reactor shall be brought -:to" the cold, shutdown condition, within the 
following 36 hours.  

C. Containment Temperature 

1.. The:, reactor:,.;shall. not: be-above,:icold. ShUtdown- inless,_ the containment..: 
ambient temperature is greater 'than 50 0 F.If this condition is not 
met, . the containment -ambient temperature shall be- restored :to greater 
than 50°F within eight (8) hours ,or the reactor 'shall be brought to 
cold shutdown, within the followingo- 36 _hours..  

2. The reactor -, shall not be critical -when the containment ambient 
temperature is less. than 90°F or !- greater:- than: 120 0 F. If the 
reactor is critical • and the containment ambient temperature falls 
outside of the above limits, either restore:- -containment: - -ambient 
temperature to within the allowable' limits within eight (8) hours. or 
place the reactor in hot shutdown utilizing,:% normal operating 
procedures..  

Basis.  

The Reactor Coolant System' conditions' of cold' shutdown assure that no steam 
will be formed and ,hence there would be no pressure buildup in the containment' 
if a Reactor Coolant System rupture were to occur:..  

The',shutdown margins are tselected based. on .the type ofl activities that are 
being carried 'out. The :10% k/k, shutdown- "margin w--when the head is off 
precludes criticality under any circumstances,-, even :.though fuel is being 
moved. When the reactor head is not, to be' iremoved;, • the specified cold 
shutdown-margin of 1%- k/k precludes criticality in any,,occurrence.  

Regarding internal pressure limitations,, ,the:' containment calculated peak 
accident pressure 47 psig would: not 'be exceededt if :the internal pressure 
before a major loss-of-coolant accident were.- as, much as 8 psig.(I ) Th e'
containment can withstand an: internal -vacuum ;of 2.5, psig. ( 2 )  The 2.0 psig 
vacut& specified as an operating limit avoids -any. difficulties with motor 
cooling.

Amendment No.3- 306-2..:



A: .5 '5-F: minimum- vcorr4inment ' -amhient temperature - assures that: the., mimum-11
serviCe, meta"L. .temperature: .of the- containment. liner is, ,.well above. th e NDT 

-+30°F criterion:. for Liner -aterial..,.- Maintaining. the containment temperature 
betwgeen 900 Fand 1 2 0".'-when the,.reactor is critical not, only - assures that 
,the mnimut .liner temierature ..criteria,: is met,. but also: that the internal'
containment, temperatuxres.:-are 'in the range?.assumed, in the-.-accident analyses.  

.Table T.6-1-_ lists non-automatic ..valves-that' are. designated as ' part. of the 
containment, isolation -.function. . During:. periods of .,normal:: operations requiring 
containment integrity:, valves on this Table wiIl be, open,:, either continuously 

or intermittently',- depending !on, requirements of the ."particular protection, 
safeguardas-< or: .', ,essential :. ''service, system.. valves to 'be open 
intermittently are underadmnistrative control and. are open, only as long as 
necessary-, to perform: their :intended-function. In:all cases, however, the 
valves listed in Table .36-1:. are closed during the: post :accident -period in 
accordancewith plant procedures. and. consistent . with: requirements .-of the 
relate.: protection, -safeguards or., essential :service.! sy.stems.  

REFERENCES

(3) FSAR-_.: Section 5. 1.1. 1'.

;...,. . ..o3.. 6-3 .Xnendment -NO .:'.%,.



REFUELING, FUEL STORAGE AND" OPERATIONS WITH THE- RACTOR VESSEL HEAD 
-BOLTS-iLESS THAN RFJLLY TENSIONED 

gpmif iciation -. he f-. I . in th _c o ,.  

A The- following c'onditions shall be satisfiedwhen fuel is inthe reactor.  
vessel and!the reactor vessel head is less .than fully tensioned: 

1. Prior to. initial.,'moVement- of the reactor ..vesse: head, the-, containment 
purge,-supply, exhaust,,and pressure relief: isolation valves, including 

* the!:radiation monitors which initiate isolativa,, shall. be tested and 
verified to be: operable or the inoperable isolation valves. locked 
closed in accordance with Specification 3. 8. B.V.

2. The core subcritical neutron flux shall be cmtinuously monitored by 
two source range monitors, each with continuoms Visual indication in': 
the control room. and one with -audible indication :in.: the containment

--.. available whenever .core. geometry is being, ianged .-(excluding the: 
movement of. neutron source. bearing, assemblies)). When core geometry 
is not being changed,, at least, one source ranse, neutron flux -monitor' 
shall be in. service.  

3*. At least, one residual heat removal (RHR) punp and heat exchanger 
shall be in operation when water level,-is greater than or equal to 23 
feet (EL"92' 0") .'above thetop of the reactor vessel flange.  

4. When. water level. is less -than,. 23 feet above the top of. the reactor 

vessel flange, both RHR pumps and RHR heat exchangers shall. be.  
operable with one' of each in operation.' 

5. If the requirements of Specification 3-8.A.3 r3.8.A. 4 cannot be 
satisfied, suspend all operations involving a reduction in boron 
concentration of the Reactor Coolant.'System a.ff immediately initiate 
corrective action to return the required- RHRR pump(s) and heat 
exchanger(s) to operable status.  

6. The requirements ' for RHR pump "an heat exchanger 
operability/operation.in Specification 3.8.A.3 '.and 3.8,A.4 may be 
suspended during maintenance, modificationj,:, testing,- inspection, 
repair or the performance of core component mmnement in the vicinity 
of the reactor pressure vessel hot legs. During.operation under the 
provisions of this: specification, an alternate' means of decay heat
removal shall be available and' RCS. temperatur' and'. the source range' 
detectors shall be ,monitored hourly..  

3. 'The following conditions shall- be. satisfied during the period* of time when 
fuel is in -the reactor vessel,' the reactor vessedl' head is being moved, 
during movement. of the upper internals, while loaifng and unloading fuel 
from the-reactor, or when moving heavy loads grater than 2300 pounds 

-(except for installed crane, systems) over the' rem tor: with the reactor 
-vessel :head removed:.  

1- The reactor Tavg shall be less; than or equa ml 140OF.  

.&i. & tt No. 3.8-1 
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2., T heiniM boron- concentration-shall be sufficient to maintain the 
eator "subcria cl by-.ia .-east .I0% , Ak/k. The required %oron 

concentrationq..,hal be verified by •chemical .analysis daily.  

30 Direct -commutication' between- :thel -:.control room and the refueling 
cavity manipulator,_crane' shall..: be available whenever- changes- in; "-core-.  
geometry are takingplace . • 

4. No-.movement, of the reactor 'shall be made. until :the ;,reactor 
has, been, subcritical.%..for at :.least 131:. hours.' In 'the event 1- that more.  
than- one <region of .fuel(72 assembliesor.-less) is to be discharged.  
from, ,the reactor, those asse mblies::in excess of one.- region shall..,not .  e'- discharged ,before-a- continuous_ interval. of. 400 .. hours has elapsed 

after. shutdown 

5. A dead-load test shall be successfully performed on the fuel storage 
bUilding refueling.. -crane, before fuel -movement begins.. The' load 
assumed. by the.. refuelingr:.crane -for this event 'must be-equal to or 
-geater thana the& madm 'lad to be, -assutmedL by. the refueling crane 
during the refueling operation. A- thorough -.visual Linspection of the
refteling -crane . shall 'be, made:after the"dead load test, and prior, to 
fuel handling..  

6._ The fuel storage --building,.: .charcoal/ filtration system must., be 
operating i whenever spent, fue Imovement,. is -being.made within the spent.  
fel. storage -areas unles s thespent.fuel has "had:.- a<continuous 35-day.  
decay.period. -  Z 

7. Radiation levels inthe -spent: fuel storage area shall be monitored 
continuously wheneverspent fuel movement is being made in that area.  

8.. The.- equipment. door andvat least one door in'. each .personnel air -lock 
shall-, be. properly -closed.. In addition, at -least -one isolation valve 
shall be operable, or> locked- closed 'in each line 'penetrating the 
cmtainment and which provides' La direct path- from containment 

..atmosphere to- the outside. 

9.-.. Radiation.levels in the containment,. shall be-monitored continuously.  

10. A licensed .seior .,reactor' -operator shall, be at the, . site and 
designated-: in charge, of -theoperation'whenever' changes in core 

emetry are taking place.  

.hr tNo. 3.



11. The%. minimum water level above the :top of reactori, pressure vessel 
flange shall be at least 23 feet (El. 92'O") whenever movement of 
spent fuel is being made.  

12. If any of the conditions specified abovecannot be met, suspend all 
operations under this specification (3.8.B.). Suspension of 
operations shall not preclude completion of movement of the above 
components to a safe conservative position.L 

C. The following conditions are applicable to the spent, fuel pit any time it 
contains irradiated fuel: 

1. The spent fuel cask shall not be moved: over any region of the spent 
fuel pit until the cask.handling:~system has been reviewed by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ahd found to be acceptable.  
Furthermore, any load in excess of the nominal weight of a spent fuel 
storage-rack and associated handling tool shall not be moved on or 
above .El.-95' in the Fuel Storage Building.-- Additionally, loads in 
excess of the nominal weight of a fuel and control rod assembly and" 
associated handling tool: shall not be moved :over spent' fuel in the 
spent fuel pit. The weight of installed crane systems shall not be 
considered part of-these loads.-' 

2. At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of the 
irradiated fuel seated in the storage racks. With less than 23 feet 
(El.92'-7,) of water over the top of the irradiated fuel seated in 

the storage racks, return any 'suspended irradiated fuel: to the 
storage rack, suspend any further movement_ of irradiated fuel: and 
initiate action to restore the water level to its required minimum 
level., 

Basis 

The equipment and general procedures to be utilized during refueling are 
discussed in the FSAR. Detailed instructions, the above-specified 
precautions, and the design of the fuel-handling equipment incorporating 
built-in interlocks and safety features, provide assurance that no incident 
could occur during the refueling operations that would result in hazard to 
public health and safety. (.) Whenever changes are not being made in Core 
geometry, one flux monitor is sufficient. This permits maintenance of the 
instrumentation. Continuous monitoring of radiation- levels and neutron flux 
provides immediate indication of an unsafe condition. The residual heat 
removal pump is-used to maintain a uniform:boron concentration.  

The shutdown margin requirements will keep the core subcritical, even if all 
control rods were withdrawn from the core. During refueling, the reactor 
refueling cavity is filled with, borated water, The minimum boron 
concentration of this water will be sufficient to maintain the reactor 
subcritical by at least 10%:,Ak/k in the cold shutdown condition with all rods 
inserted, and will also maintain the core subcritical even if no control:;rods 
were inserted into the reactor.(2 ) Periodic checks of refueling water boron 
concentration insure the proper shutdown margin. The specifications allow the 

* control room operator to inform the manipulator operator of any impending 
unsafe condition detected from the main control board" indicators during fuel 

movement.-

Amendment No. -3 • 8-1



In -addition: -to. -the above safeguards, interlocks are utilized dtring refueling 
,to ensure safe handling,. -An' excess,.,weight interlock is 'provided on the 

* lifting hoist- to prevent-movement of more.*than one fuel assembly at a time.  
The spent fuel_ transfer mechanism can accommodate only one fuel assembly at a 

-ime.  

'The 131 hour- decay time. following plant shutdown- and the 23 feet of water
abovd, the topr of' 'the reactor - esse'.flanges. are consistent with the' 
assumptions- used in-..the dose calculations . for.u el-handling. accidents both 
inside and outside iof .'the'i! .c0ntainment.. The !analysis of. the -fuel handling 
accident. inside-. of' .the, containment"i-sbased on an atmospheric dispersion 

factor X/Q) 5 .of-.1 x -,isec/m 3. and takes, no.'credit for removal of 
radioactive iodine by,_charCoa f filters..' The requirement for -the fuel storage 
building, charcoal. filtration system: -to be - operatingz when spent fuel movement.  
is being made- provides added' assurance,. that the' offsite doses will be Within 
acceptable limits',:in.:the event- of a '..fuel-handling accident. The additional 
month- of'- spent: fuel- decay ,"tine will , provide the same assurance that the 
off4ste doses are '_.within acceptable,, limits .and :.therefore the charcoal 
filtration system would&not.,be required to, be operating," 

The waiting: time. of 400, hours, .'required' following .plant shutdown before 
unloading.%the entire, reactor core, assures that 'maximum pool water temperature 
will be withi" design objectives. : 

The requirement. that at-. least onei RHR' pump and ,heat exchanger be- in operation 
ensures that- !sufficient :cooling capacity.- is available to maintain reactor" . coolant temperature7 below.-- 1400 F,? -and sufficient coolant..: circulation -is 
maintained through the -reactor core to-minimize the effect of a boron dilution 
incident and. prevent -boron stratification ,.  

The requirement-.to ,have twoRHR pumps and heat exchangers operable when there 
s' less than 23 feet of Iwater..'above the vessel flange ensures that a single 

failure will. not--: result. in - a complete. loss' of residual heat removal 
capability. With the head removed and at least 23 feet of water above the 
flange,: a 1 large 'heat' , sink .is -available' for - . core cooling, thus allowing 
adequate.., time ' to initiate ',actions to' cool. the core. in the event of a single 
failure.  

The-presence, of 'a :licensed •senior reactor-.operator at .the site and designated 
in -charge provides qualified supervision of .the. refueling operation during 
Changes' in core geometry.. -

References ' "- ' .  

T)I. FSAR-Section o9-5.2, 

Puei<Fil Densif ication-Indian. Point: Nuclear G0enerating 'Station Unit.No., 2, 
zz~daed- Jnuary-193.Table- 3.3.;i-- .

imsndment: No-.~ 3.8-4

4,
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3.0 CONTROL ROD AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

Applicability: 

Applies: to the limits on- core fission -power distribution and to the limits-on 
control"rod operations.  

Objectives:., 

Mx ensure.-.  

i1.: 'Core, subcriticality after reactor trip, 

2. Acceptable core :power distribution, during.: power. operation in order to 
maintain fuel integrity in normal. operation and transients associated with 
faults of moderate frequency, supplemented by, automatic ;protection and by 
administrative procedures, and to. maintain" the\%' design basis initial 
conditions- for. limiting faults, and 

3.. Limi t potential, reactivity. insertions caused _by, hypothetical control rod 
ejection. " 

Specifications::..  

3.10.11 Shutdown Reactivity 

The shutdown margin shall be at least as great ias shown in Figure 
3.10-1.  

3.10.2 Power Distribution Limits, 

3.10.2.1 At all times,. exceptA. during, low power physics,' test, the hot channel 
factors defined in the-,basis must, meet, the following- limits.: 

(a) jFN .55 [1 + 0. (-P .  

(b) For . 6%, steam generator tube -plugging: 

. Q (Z)4-:(2.31/P) x K(Z) for P >-.5 

FQ (Z) g.(4.62) x-K(Z). for P .5 

(c) For - 6% but e 12%,; steam generator tube plugging: 

FQ (Z) 4- (2.25/P) x K(Z) for P a-.5.  

FQ (Z). ,,(,50) xK(Z) for P % .5

Amendment No. 3. 10-1



3.10.2.2 

3.10.2.2.1 

3.10.2. 2.2 

3.10.2.3 

3.10.2.4 

3.10.2.5 

3.10. 2.5.1

where P is the 'fraction of full power at, which the core, is 
,operating; K(Z) is the fraction given in Figure 3.10-2a kfor 
6% tube plugging) or Figure 3.10-2b (for ,1 6% but <12% tube 
plugging); a'nd.Z is the core height location of FQ.  

Following initial core loading, subsequent- reloading and at 
regular effective full power monthly intervals- thereafter, power 
distribution maps, using the.movable-detector system, shall be 
made to, confirm '? that the hot channel: factor' limits of this 
specification are satisfied., For the purpose of this comparison: 
The measurement of total peaking factor, F. Ma sha be 

increased by three 'percent to account for manufacturing 
tolerances and further increased by five percent to account for 
measurement error.  

The measurement of enthalpy' rise hot channel factor, FNAH 

shall be increasedby four percent to account for measurement 
error. If either measured hot channel factor exceeds its limit 
specified under Item' 3.10.2.1, the reactor power and high 
neutron flux trip setpoint shall be reduced so as not to exceed 
a fraction of rated value equal to the ratio of the FQ or 
FNH limit to measured 'value, ' whichever is less. If 
subsequent in-core mapping cannot, within' a 24 hour period, 
demonstrate that the hot channel factors are met, the reactor 
shall be brought to a hot shutdown: condition with return to 
power authorized only for the purpose of physics testing.  

The reference equilibrium indicated axial flux, difference as a 
function of power level (called the target flux difference) 
shall be measured at least once per effective full power 
quarter. The target flux difference must be updated each: 
effective full power month by linear interpolation using the 
most recent measured value and a value of approximately zero 
percent at the end of' the cycle life.  

Except during physics tests, during excore calibration 
procedures and except as modified by. Items 3.10.2.5 through 
3.10.2.7 below, the indicated axial flux difference shall be 
maintained within a + 5% band about the target flux difference 
(defines the band on axial flux difference).  

At a power level greater than 90% of rated power:

If the indicated axial flux difference deviates':from its target 
band, the flux difference: shall be'returned- to its target band 
immediately or the •reactor power shall :be reduced to a level no 
greater than 90 percent of rated.power.

Amendment No. 3.10-2



-3:.10.2. 6 

3 * 10 *2. 6.1 • 

3.10.2..  

3.10.2.6'.  

3.10 * 2.7T 

3.10.2.8 

3.10.2.9 

30103 

3.10.3.1

At- a, power level no greater. than .* 90. percent: of. :rated power:

The. indicated axial flux difference, may.. deviate from its+' 5% 
target band'.for a mAximumb-of' one hour: (cumulative) in any 24 
hour .period provided,, the . flux, difference,_ does , not, exceed,' an 
envelope ,bounded by, -11 percent- and .+11- :percent at '90% power: and 
increasing by -1 percentand+l -percent.f or each 2 percent' of 
rated power below 90.%power-.

If Item 3.10.2.6.l is violated"tthen the reactor,,.-power :shaill be 
reduced immediately to no. greater than,50%power and the, high,' 
neutron flux setpoint' reduced;, .to no.greaterthan 55 percent of.  
rated values..  

A power increase to.• a level greater -than- .-90 percent of rated 
power is contingent' upon the. indicated, axial: flux difference 
being, within its 'target. band-..  

Att a. power level no :greater, -than 50 percent;l; of rated.-power: 

The indicated axial, flux difference may deviate from its target 
band.  

A power increase- to', a - level greater than:::.50 percent of rated 
power is. contingent upon 'the indicated axial flux' difference not 
being. outside its- target . band: for more than: two -hours, 
(cumulative) out 'of the, preceding, 24 hour period.. One half the 
time, the indicated axial flux- difference: is out of its target 
band up to 50% of rated power is to 'be'-counted as contributing 
to .the one hour- cumulative ;maximum [the flux difference imay 
deviate ;from its target .band power level 490% of rated power.  

Alarms arei provided . to .:indicate' non-conformance: with,. the flux 
difference. requiremehts of 3.10 .2.5.1 and the flux 
difference-time requirements: of 3.10.2.6.1. 'If. the alarms are 
temporarily out, of service, conformance with, the' applicable 
limit shall- be demonstrated ':by klogging -,the flux difference at 
hourly intervals .for!.-- thei first: 24-,: hours and half-hourly 
thereafter..  

If the core-is operating above 75%;:'power-.twith one excore nuclear 
channel out of service, .then core' quandrant power balance shall 
be determined once .a day using movable: incore- detectors (at 
least' two ; thimbles per-quadrant,)...  

Quadrant .Power Tilt Limits, 

Whenever: the -indicated .quadrant.;- power.--itlt ratio exceeds .1.02, 
except- for, physics: testsU within .two~v hours- the tilt condition' 
shall be eliminated or the, following actionssh'all betaken:

Amendment No.



a-) Restrict ..core. power level and reset-the power range 

"d-h .f flux 'setpoint three percent of rated values-,. for 

every percenti-ofo. indicated power tilt .ratio exceeding 
'La0, and .  

b) If the tilt, condition is- not eliminated' after 24 
hours, the power range .. nuclear ..instrumentation 

stpont.'shall 'be , reset to 55% of allowed power.., 

.ibsequent :-,reactor ,.operation is permitted upto, 50%.'' 
for.-the-purpiose of-measurement, testing and corrective 

3.10.3.2 Ekcept for-..physics tests., if the. indicated quadrant power tilt' 

ratio. exceeds-1.09 and there is. a.. simultaneous '.indication of a 

mialigne -dcontrol 'rod, restrict core power- level three percent 

of: rated.. -value 'for every: percent, of indicated I-power tilt ratio 

exceeding. .I- and realign"'the rod within two hours.. If the rod 

iw- not realigned 'within two'hours or if -there is: no simultaneous 

indication' of a-...,misaligned control rod,:' the reactor shall be 
brought to the-.6hot shutdown condition within 4 hours. If the 

reactor is shut down, subsequent testing up to 50%. of rated, 

power shal, .be permitted.:to determine the cause of the tilt.  

3.10.3.3 The:rod position:,, indicators: shall be monitored and logged .once 

eacbh-shift to verify "rod position within each-bank assignment.  

3.10.3.4 The tilt*:.deviati6n alarm shall: be -set.- to annunciate whenever the.  
emore tilt .ratio" -exceeds 1.02 except as modified: in 

specification 3.10.10.  

3.10.4 Rod' Insertion :imits 

3.10.4.1 The. shutdown., rods- shall be fully withdrawn when the reactor is 
crLtical:: or approaching criticality (i.e., the .reactor is no 
longer subcriticaL by an ,amount equal to or greater than the 
shutdown mRAgin in Figure 3. 10-1),.  

3.10.4.2 When the reactor-is critical,, _the control banks'shall be limited 
in physical :insertion." to the, insertion limits shown in Figure 

33-10-3 or Figure,'3. 10-4.  

3.10.4.3 Control bank insertion shall be further restricted if-; 

a The: measured control rod worth 'of all rods, less the worth 
-of the .most reactive-rod (worst case ..stuck rod), is less 

than the ..reactivity- required to providei the design value of 

available. :shutdown , 

b., -"'A rod 'is inoperable (Specification 3.10.7).  
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3.1004.4 

3.10.5.1-1 

3.10o5.1 .  

3.10.5.1.2.  

..3.10,.5.2 

3.10.5.3 

3.10.6

3.10.6.1

3-.10.6.2

Insertion limits do not apply!% during physics tests ordirifng
per3iodic exercise of individual. rods. However, . the, shujtdown 
margin indicated in Figure , 3.10-1.must. be.maintained except". for 
the low power physics test -to: measure control. rod worth. and 
shutdown margin.. For this test. the- reactor may be critical with:...  
all but.one control rod inserted..  

-Rod MisalignmentiLimitations: 

If a. 'control rod is-, misaligned from itsbank.demand position' by.  
more than + 12 steps when indicated- control rod position is less;" 
than,. or, equal ..to 210:steps .',:.withdrawn,,.. then -realign the rod .or 
determine the, core 'peaking ::factors ¢:within 2 hours and apply
Specification 3.l0 2.  

-If .a control rod is; misaligned 'from.z.its bank, demand -position, by' 
more-than + 17, --. 12'steps -when .indicated-control rod position 
is greater, than or equal,, t 6.21li .. steps..'withdrawn, then realign 
the rod or determine.:the .core peaking :.factors within 2 hours and 
apply Specification 310,.2,.  

If'. the,,restrictionso.. of .Specification 3.1,0.3 are,, determined not 
to apply and. the, core peaking factors have not been- determined - : 
within two 'hours: and. the rodremains misaligned, the.high 
reactor flux setpoint. shall be .reduced to 85%- of its rated value.  

If the misaligned control rod-is -not realigned -within: 8 hours, 
the, rod shall be declaredinoperable.  

Inoperable Rod. Position :Indicat6r. Channels -4" 

A rod position indicator channel shall1 -be capable of .determining 
controlrod position within :+ 12 steps for indicated control rod 
position less-than or equal to '210 steps withdrawn and + 17, 
12 steps for indicated control 'rod position greater than. or 
equal to 211 steps withdrawn-.or:" 

a. Jbr operation, between 50.percent.anbd : 100 percent rof rating, 
the position of the -control rod: shall _be checked-indirectly 

by core instrumenta-tion,: .('excore: .!-detectors and/or -movable' 
incore -detectors), every "shift,. or -subsequent to rod motion 
exceeding 24 stepsf, 'whichever occurs. first.  

b.'. _ During operation below. ,:50 " percent of rating, no. special 
Monitorlng.: is required.: 

Not' nadre, than one rod.position: i"ndicator -channel per group nor 

two rod position indicator :channels i.per, -ibank shall- be- permitted 
to ke.inopeiable, at any. timee.
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3-..10.6.3 If a control rodhaving a rod: position indicator, channel out of 
...service is fcuid to!:be :9misaligned from 3. 0.6.la, above, then 
Specification 3.1O.5 will be applied.  

3.10.7 - -Inoperable Rod Limitations 
3410.7.1 An-: inoperable:. rod is a .- rod whiqh does, not . trip or which is 

declared i-Anoperable unde r::Specification 3.10.5 or fails to meet 
the, xequIrezkmentS-, Qf 3. 10 -8.  

1.10'. 7W2 Not :more 'than. one inoperable control.. rod,: shall : be allowed any..  
time .the. reactor is --critical. -except .,during physics test-s 
equiring intentional &rod, misalignment. Otherwise, the plant 

l be brought.,&to 'the_ hot shutdown condition.  

3.0.7.3 If' any 'rod has, been,,declared inoperable, and, the :shutdown margin 
requirement t. of ' Specification. 3.10.1 -is satisfied, power 
operation may then ! 4continue provided: (1) the power is reduced 
to, 75% within,, one ,hour, (2),the high flux, power range trip 
setpoint :isd reduced to. -85%: .within, five, hours, (3) the shutdown 
margi ,requirement of:; Specification -, 3.10.1: is determined at 
Ieast-.. .once per .,12. hours;- (4) 'a power: --distribution map is 
obtained from the movable incore detectors within 72 hours and 
FQ(Z) and,. N&H are. ,,verified to be within :their limits, and 
(5) an evaluation 'of. each accident. listed in Table 3.10-1 is
performed within; five': days to confirm that' previously analyzed 
results: remain ;valid.:for:the duration of operation under these 
c.onditions.  

3.10.B: Rod Drop Time' '.  

At-operating .temperatureand 'full flow ,.the drop time of each 
control rod shall be no greater than 1.8 Seconds from loss of 

stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry.  
3.10.9 Rod, Position- Monitor 

If the rod position deviation ,monitor s I noperable, individual 
rod positions' shall be: logged, once per shift and after a load 
c=hange greater than 10 percent of rated poer..  

3.10.10 Quadrant, PowerTi Monitor 

i. one ..or-, bothv of f'the ,quadrant -power. tilt monitors is 
inoperable, individual . .iupper and .. .l er excore detector 
calibrated outputs shall,: be, logged' once per shift, and after a 
load change greater than: 10 percent', of rated power.  
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.3. 10.11 Notification 
Any- event requiring plant. shutdown- or trip setpoint redction 

because ,of Specification ."3.l10, shall be-reported to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission within 30 days.. . .  

-Basis.  

Design: criteriahavebeen chosen for normaloperations, operational transients, 
&andthose events analyzed.in PSAR Section ,1,4. 1 which 'areconsistent with the fuel integrity analyses.__ These ,'relatei< to fisdsion gaS-* release, pellet 

temperature-and cladding mechanical. properties.. Also .the" minimum DNBR in the
core- must not .be less than'. 1.301. in -normal ::::operation or .in ,short term% 
transients.  
In- addition to the above. onditions, 'the peak linear power, density must not 

exceed the-limiting Kw/ft values which result from the large break loss of.  
coolant accident analysis _based on the ECCS§ -acceptance, 'criteria limit. of 
2200°YF.,, This is required to meet theinitial conditions assumed for: loss of 
coolant accident. To aid in specifying the_ limits7, on power distribution the 
following,.hot channel-factors are defined..  

FQCZ), Height Dependent- Heat Flux Hot:-channel Factor,,is defined as the 
maximum local heat flux on the surface of a,. fuel 'rod at core elevation- Z 
divided. by. the' average fuel. rod-heat flux, allowing for manufacturing 

-tolerances on fuel pellets, and. rods.  

FE , Engineering Heat Flux Hot: Channel Factor,. is defined as- the 
allowance on heat flux required for, manufacturing tolerances.,. The engineering 
factor allows for local - variations in enrichment,,pelletdensity and diameter, 

surface area of the fuel rod and- eccentricity of- the'-gap between. pellet ,and 
clad. Combined statistically the net effect- is a factor of 1.03 to be applied 
to fuel,,rod surface .heat flux.  

FH, Nuclear. Enthaipy Rise Hot Channel Factor, :is defined; as the ratio of 
the integral of linear power along .the:rod- with ithe- highest --integrated power 
to the average rod power.  

It should be noted that FNdH ."is based ;on.an integral, and is used as such 
in the DNB calculations. Local heat fluxes are 'obtained- by. using hot :channel' 
and .adjacent channel explicit power shapes which take into account' variations 
in horizontal (x-y) power shapes throughout the -core. Thus the horizontal 
power shape- at the point of minimum fluxI is not necessarily directly related 
to F~ 

The_,,"upper bound envelope- of the total 'peaking f!i factor (FQ) of specification' 
3.10.201.: times .'the normalized '.peaking factor -axial dependence of Figures 
3'.I0--2a and b has -,been determined. from extensive analyses considering all 
operating- maneuvers consistent :with: the-. technical -specif*iations on power 
distribution control as .given- in. Section ,.3 . The. results of the loss of 
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coolant accident. analyses. based- on. the specified FQ times the normalized 
* envelope of.Figu-re .l0-2a, and .b.indicate a' peak clad temperature of fess than 

22000° for the- dcuble-ended cold legg "uillotine break with CD=O. 6 , the 

.worst-case break. 
. (2). " .  

When an FQ measurement is taken, both experimental error and manufacturing 
tolerance must be allowed .for.- ive percent is. the .-appropriatezallowance for 
a full core map taken, withthemoveable ,ncore detector flux mapping system 
andthree percent :.s - the, appropriate allowance- for manufacturing tolerance.  
In the specified imiitof FN AB there is an 8. percent allowance for 

uncertainties, which means ithat ,:normal -operation of the core is expected to 
0result in 8F'H.. 1.55/1.08. The logic behind the larger uncertainty -in 

this case is that. (a) normal perturbations-. in the- radial power shape (e.g. rod 
misalignment) affect FNz -in. most cases .without necessarily affecting, 
FQ, (b) the operator., has. a direct.. influence: , on FQ through movement of 
rods, and can limit'. it- to' the -desired value, he has no direct control over 
FN.., and (c') an error -in,, the predictions for radial -::power shape, which may 
'be detected during, -startup physics tests' can.'be compensated for in 'FQ by 
tighter axial. control, but.- compensation- for- FN AH is less readily'
available .When a measurement of. iFN is taken, experimental error must 
be allowed -for and,'4 percent is the-, appropriate allowance for a full core map 
taken with. the: moveable incore detector: flux mapping system.  

Measurements- of the hot channel -%factors. ,are required -as part of startup 
physics tests,. at'least each effective full _power month of operation, and 

. _ •whenever abnormal power. distribution. conditions require a reduction of -core 
power to a. level based on measured"hot channel ..factorsi,., ,The incore map taken 
following initial loading provides confirmation, of the. basic nuclear 'design 
basis inc'luding proper fuel' loading! tpatterns.,-4; Theperiodic monthly, incore 
mapping provides additional assurance "that the nuclear, -design basis remain 
inviolate and. identify operational: anomolies .-which would, otherwise,- affect 
these bases..  

For normal :operation, ,it is not., necessary to measure these quantities.  
.,Instead it. has been -determined that, provided certain: conditions are 
observed, the hot channel ':factor limits will be met; these, conditions are. as 

follows: 

1. Control rods in -a single bank.-move, together with no individual rod 
insertion differing by more than 15 inches from the _bank ,demand position.  
An indicated misalignment limit of 12 steps precludes a rod misalignment 
no greaterf than 15 inches with ",consideration. of: maximum instrumentation 
error fzr indicated rod position less, than or equal.:to 210. :steps withdrawn., 

For indicated control rod positions greater, than or equal to 211 steps.  
withdrawn,, an indicated misalignment of +17 steps does not exceed the 
power peaking factor limits. :The :-reactivity worth of.a rod at this core
height ('211 + steps),iS -not sufficient to perturb power shapes to .the 
extent that. peaking factors are affected.  
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J2 .Cnto r d., n • 

.2 ntrol-.rod banks ,are sequenced:. with,, dverlapping ,-banks as describedin 
Ve-d7 a a :jSpecification 3.:i0.4 

3. The control rod bank insertion limitsi-aren' violated..

4. Axial power distribution-',&.ontrol. :procedures, which, are..given in terms of
flux difference -control and ,'jcontrol --bank'insertion limits. are observed.  
Flux,,. difference refers t thedifference in: signals between the top and 
bottom -halves of. two-section".+ excore 4 t"" • neutron ,:;- detectors.I- The: flux difference is .a measure of the axi'al1,offset +hich is.defined as the 

difference in: normalized power between., the top' and. bottom halves of the 
core.i 

The: permitted relaxation 'in _YMH&r-allows;_ radial, 'power, shape changes with
rod insertion to the insertion- limits. --, It has been determined that -provided.  
the, above ,conditions 1 thrbugh,-4 are observed, -these hot channel factors 
limits are met. In: Specification--3.10.2,,FQ.is arbitrarily limited for P 
0.5 (except:. for low power physics 'tests).  

The: -procedures for axial p6wer.- distribution c.:€ontrol' -referred to above are 
designed to minimize the effects,ofrxenon redistribution on the axial, power 
distribution during load-follow:., maneuvers. -,Basically, control of' flux 
difference is -required, to limit the difference. between: the current value of 
Flux Difference ( &I) and a reference value which- corresponds to the full' 
power equilibrium value of Axial Offset -(Axial Offset - .I/fractional 
power) The reference, value of'.::flux . difference varies with power, level. and 
h-rp but expressed as axial offset it. varies only with. burnup.  

The-,, technical, specifications, on .1power distribUtion control :,assure that' the 
total. peaking factor upper bound envelope.- of.., :specified FQ times Figures 
3.10-2a an- b is not exceeded and. xenon distributions. are.;not, developed which 
at a later time, would cause: greater local power .peaking' even though flux 
difference is then within the limits,:specified by the. procedure.  

The:- target (or reference)' value, of flux' difference' is' determihed as follows.  
At any time".: that equilibrium xenon,- conditions have.., been: established, the 
indicated flux difference is noted with the control rod bank more -than 190 
steps withdrawn (i.e. normal full .:power-operating position appropriate for the 
time. in life, usually withdrawn,; fartheri: as '. burnup proceeds). This value, 
divided by the fraction of full power,,' at-which the core was: operating is the 
full power -value of. the target flux .difference.... :Values for all other core
power levels are obtained. by, multiplying, , the :full power value by the 
fractional power.' Since the- .indicated " equilibrium.' value. was noted, no 
allowances for excore detector error;- are necessary and , indicated deviation of
+ 5' percent . A I are permitted ir fromi: the indicatedLr.-'eference. value., ':.During 
periods where extensive -load- following', is irequired-,it.may be impractical. to 
establish the.. required core'"',. c:onditions ,,.-for +.-:measuring.+i the target flux 
difference every. month. For this reason,, .the speification provides. two, 
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methods for updating te target flux. difference. Figure '-3.10-5 -,shows 'a

t-pica.l construction -of the target, flux, difference band at BOL and Figure 

-3.10-6 shows -the- typical, .variation of- the full power value with burnup..  

:Strict control. of the flux-difference (and rod,'position). is not- as necessary 
during part power operation.. Tis is, because xenon distribution control, at'.  
part power .is' not as si ificant as the control at, full power and allowance' 

has been made in predicting,.the heat flux peaking factors for less strict 
control at part power.. Strict cont rol of the flux :difference is not 'possible 
during certain physics tests or, during,, required, periodic, excore calibrations
which require- larger. flux differences than permitted. Therefore, the 
specifications: on power distribution .control are' not--applied during physics' 
tests or excore calibrations; this 'is acceptable due to the low probability of 
a significant. accident, occuring ,-during these operations..  

In some instances of rapid plant 'power: "reduction, automatic rod motion will 
cause the flux.' difference to ]deviate. from the target bank when the reduced 
power level is reached. ' -This does :.-not necessarily- affect the xenon 
distribution sufficiently to change, the envelope of peaking factors which can 

.'be. reached on' a subsequent return to:-,full power within- the target band, J 
however to simplifythe specification, a limitation of one hour in any period 
of 24 hours is placed on operation outside the band.' This ensures that the 
resulting xenont distributions, .are not significantly different resulting from 
operation within the target '.band. -The instantaneous consequences of being 
outside the band, provided.rod: insertion limits are observed, is not worse 
than a 10 percent increment :.in -peaking. factor for flux,-difference in the range., 
+14 to - 14, percent (+11,percent to -11 percent indicated) increasing by +1 

percent for each 2"' percent: decrease in rated- power. Therefore, while- the 
deviation exists the power:. level is limited to 90 percent or lower depending 
on the indicated flux difference.  

If, for any :reason, flux difference is not- controlled ,within .the + 5, percent 
band for as; long -a period as -one hour, then xenon distributions may be 
significantly' changed .-and operation at :50 percent- is, required to protect 
against potentially more severe consequences of some.accidents.  

As- discussed: above, the: essence of the procedure is to maintain the xenon 
distribution in the core as close to-:' the equilibrium full power condition as 
Possible. This. is accomplished by using -the boron system to position the 
control rods- to. produce the required indicated flux difference.  

For Conditionw. II,. events--.the core-is';protected :from overpower and a minimum 
DNBR, of 1.30: by an automatic .protection system. Compliance with operating 
-procedures is assumed as a -precondition for condition II transients, however, 
operator error- and equipment malfunctions, are separately assumed to lead to 
the cause of. the transients 'considered. 

Quadrant power., tilt limits are, based.- .on the - following+ considerations.  
Frequent power tilts are -not anticipated. during normal operation. as this 
phenomenon is caused k.;some asymmetric perturbation,, e.g., rod misalignment, 
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or inlet 1temperature mismatch. A dropped or misaligned- rod will easily be 
-detected by the Rod Position Indication System' or core instrumentation per 
Specification 3.10.6, and core limits are .protected per Specification 3.10.5.  
A quadrant tilt by some other means would not, .appear i,-nstantaneously, but 

pwould build UP over several hours and- the quadrant tilt limits are met to 
protect against- this situation . . They also serve as a backup protection 
against the dropped. or_--misaligned rod. Operational experience shows that 
-normal power tilts are less than 1.01.- %Thus, sufficient time is available to 
S : recognize the presence of ,,,a tilt and correct the cause before%-a severe tit 

could: buildup. During- startup and power escalation, however, a large .tilt 
_ could be initiated. Therefore, the Technical Specification has been written 

J so .as 'to prevent escalation above 50 percent power if a large tilt. is 
-present. The numerical limits* are set to be' commensurate with design and 
safety limits for DNB protection and linear heat generation rate as described 
below.: 

The radial power distribution within the,-core must satisfy the design values 
assumed for calculation of power capability. Radial power-distributions-are 

measured, as part of the startup physics testing and are periodically measured: 
at a monthly or greater frequency. These measurement: are taken to assure
that- the _ radial power distribution with any. quarter, core radial:' power 
asymmetry conditions are, consistent with . the, assumptions used in power 
'capability analyses. It is not .intended -that reactor operation would continue.  

-,with a power 'tilt condition which exceeds the radial power- asymmetry 
considered in the power capability analysis._ 

The quadrant tilt power deviation alarm is used to indicate a sudden or 
unexpected change from the radial power distribution mentioned above. The, two 
-percent tilt alarm setpoint represents a minimum practical value consistent 
with instrumentation errors and operating procedures. tis asymmetry level is 
sufficient to detect significant misalignment, of contrOl rods. Misalignment 
of control .rods is considered to be the most likely. cause of radial power 
asymmetry. The requirement for verifying rod position once each shift is 
imposed to -preclude rod misalignment which would cause ra tilt condition less 
than .the 2% alarm level.  

The two hour time interval in this specification is_ considered ample'. to 
identify a dropped or misaligned rod and complete realignment procedures to 
eliminate the tilt. In the event that the tilt condition cannot be eliminated 
within the two hour time allowance, additional time would be needed to 
investigate the cause of the tilt condition. The measurements would include a 
full core physics map utilizing the moveable detector system. For a tilt 
condition of 1.09, an additional 22 hours time interval is authorized to 
accomplish these measurements., However, to assure ;that the peak core power is 

.:maintained below limiting values, a- reduction of reactor power of three, 
percent for each one percent of indicated tilt _is required. Physics 

-measurements have indicated zthat- the core radial' poser peaking would not 
exceed- a two to one relationship with the indicated tilt from the excore 
nuclear detector system for the worst rod misalignment.  

In the :event a tilt condition of 1.09 cannot be eliminated after 24 hours, 
:,the reactor power level will be reduced to the range. requ red for low power
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O physics ,testing. To-;avoid reset of a large :number of protection setpin4s.  
the. power range nuclear instrumentation would be reset to cause an -auto6atic 
reactor. trip at 55% of allowed.-p6wer. A reactor trip at this power has been 
selected to ,prevent, with margin ,exceeding core :safety, limits even with-, a 
nine percent tilt condition. .._...  

If tilt ratio greater than 1.09. occurs which: is..'not .;due.to a misaligned rod,"
the -?reactor shall be brought toa,.hot- shutdown condition. for investigation.! 
However, if the tilt condition, can be%, .identified as. due ,to rodt misalignment,, 
operation ! can continue at a., reduced: power'(3%for each one-percent the ilt 

ratio exceeds 1.0) for:two hours to correct the'rod misalignment.  

Trip shutdown reactivity is provided oconsistent: with, plant safety -analysis' 
assumptions. One percent .shutdownm is: adequate except' for steam break..  
analysis,. which- requires more shutdown if thet boron- concentration, is low.  
Figure 3.10-1 is drawn accordingly.,:: 

Rod insertion limits- are used to assure:adeqate trip reactivity, to assure 

meeting,:. power distribution limits, and to lim t the consequence 'of a 
hypothetical rod ejection accident. The available :control rod reactivity: or 
excess- beyond needs, -decreases with decreasing :boron concentration. because- the 
negative reactivity required'to reduce the core, power- level from ful -power to 
zero power is largest when the boron concentration-is low.  

The. intent of the test to measure control: rod worth and shutdown margin 
(Specification 3.10.4):.is to measure the worth .ofl allIrods:less the worth of,, 
the worst case for an assumed stuck rod, that is,, the ;most reactive rod. The 
measurement: would: be anticipated: as, part of the initial . startup program and 
infrequently over the life of the plant, to ;. be associated, primarily .with 
determinations of special interest such as end of life 'cooldown, or startup of.  
fuel cycles which: deviate from normal :equilibrium conditions in terms of fuel 
loading patterns and anticipated Control bank worths. These measurements-'will 
augment the normal fuel. cycle design calculations and place the knowledge of 
shutdown capability on a firm 'experimental as well as analytical basis.  

Operation with abnormal rod configuration: during low:power and zero power...  
testing, is permitted because of the brief period of the test and because 
special precautions -are taken during thqse tests.  

The rod position indicator channel is sufficiently accurate to detect a rod 
+7.5 inches away from its demand position for indicated control rod position 
less than or. equal to }210 steps withdrawn. An indicated misalignment S -12 
ateps does not.: exceed the power: peaking factor limits. A misaligned rod of ! 
+17 steps allows for an instrumentation error of 12 ;steps plus 5 steps that 
are noteindicated due to• the location relationship of- the RPI coil stack and 
the control rod drive rod for indicated 'rod position greater than or ,equal to 
211 steps withdrawn. The last five steps.. of4 rd'travel are not indicated 'by:: 

the. RPI ;because the drive rod and spiderl assembly have -been raised three
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'pnches ( 5 -steps), from r-,' bottom. The reactivity worth of ,a rod"it this 
.core height (211 ' steps!i is not-sufficient to perturb: power, shapes to the 
-cxtent :that. peaking -facJ-rs--.are .,:affected.: If the rod position indicator 
channel is .not-- operable,. te 10oerator will be fully aware.,-of the inoperability 
of the channel, and speciau,-srvil.ance of core poweri lt indications, using' 
established. procedure, s and ,reljing on-. excore nuclear;* detectors, and/orr movable
incore detectors,- l be-.use. to verify power- distribxtion symmetry . These 
indirect! measurements. -do. t'at- :have .the ,same resolution if- the-. bank: is near 
either-end of the core, bcausea 12 step misalignment, would have no effect on ' 

power distribution,. ..'Thereforeit .is onecessary to apply, the indirect. checks 
following: significantromoin 

One inoperable control, rod is;, -acceptable °provided- that : the: power distribution: 
limits are- met, trip shitdown .capability - is ava1ilable, and provided., that 
potential acci'dents.- do not -result in Worse-consequence than those analyzed, in 

the safety, analysis reporzt . Restrictions provide, assurance of fuel rod integrity during, continued: operation. "In addition those safety analyses 

affected by a misalgned -rodare evaluated to, confirm that the results remain 
-ad during. f.ture:O'perziton.  

The.required ,drop !time to 'ashpot entry 'is. consistent- with Safety analysis.  

I. Indian: Point- Unit-.,No. , 2, ,a-.Analysis: of the• Emergency:Core-Cooling System in 
ordance.: with ;the ceptancelCriteria of"10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K of 

10 CFR -50^."' See alsr-consoldated Edison Company's letter to NRC dated 
January- 5, 1979' -which -submitted- the results.of -tkbis-reanalysis- based on 
the Westinghouse- EGGS- B -Evaluation Model approved- by , NRC letter. -to 
Westinghouse dated,'Agustr 29, 197..  

2. Indian- Point Unit No.;'2, "Analysis of the: Emergency 'Core Cooling System in 
accordance- with-the .acceptance criteria. of. 10 CFR 50.46 and 10 CFR Part 
50, Appendix: K, dated April 1980.  
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Table 3,10-1 

Analyses Requiring Evaluation
in the Event of - an 

Inoperable Rod

Control _Rod Insertion Characteristics 
Control Rod Misalignment 
SmallBreak LOCA 
Large Break LOCA 
Major Secondary System Pipe Rupture 
Rupture of a Control Rod Drive.  
Mechanism Housing (Control Rod Ejection)
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3.11 MOVABLE IN-CORE INSTRUMENTATION 

Applicability.  

Applies to the operability of the movable' detector.instrumentation system..  

Objective.  

To specify functional .requirements on the uset of the in-core instrumentation 
system, ifor the recalibration of the -excore! axial off-set! detection system.  

:'Specification.  

A.- -During the, in-core recalibration, of the excore axial off-set detection 
systems, 75% of .the ;movable detector guide thimbles , shall be :operable when 
performing full. core flux. maps. ..  

B. Power shall be limited to:, 90%. of rated . power. .if re-calibration 
requirements. for excore axial'-. off-set :detection -- system;' - identified in 
Ta4le4.-l, are not met.  

Basis 

The- Movable In-core Instrumentation System has six drives, six detectors, and 
50 thimbles in the core. Each detector can,.be routed to sixteen or more 

thimbles. Consequently, the full system has a. great deal more capability than 
would be needed for the calibration of the ex-core detectors.  

To calibrate the excore detector system, it is only- necessary that the Movable 
In-core System be used to determine the gross power, distribution in, the core 
as indicated by the. power balance -between the top and bottom halves of the 

-core.

After the excore system is calibrated initially,: recalibration is needed only 
infrequently to compensate for changes in,. the ,core, due for example to fuel 

..depletion, and for changes :in the detectors.,,"-', 

If, the recalibration is not:, performed, the 'mandated. power reduction assures 
safe operation of the reactor since it wil"i"compensate for an error of 10%-in 
ther excore protection system. Experience., atBeznau.No. 1 and R. E. Ginna 

-plants has shown that drift-due to changes in the core-. or instrument" channels 
is. very slight*. Thus the 10% reduction- .isc'nsidered to be very conservative.  

Reference.  

(1) FSAR - Section 7.•4.

Amendment No.1



Table 4.1-1 (Continued)

Channel.  
'escrlgtpton 

b. Low-Low Level 
AFWS Automatic 
Actuation .Logic

Check 

N.A,.

Calibrate 

N.A.

Test 

H4 Test one logic channelper 
month on an"alternating basis.

..c. Station Blackout N.A.  
(Undervoltage) 

d. Trip of Main Feed- N.A.  
water Pumps 

Reactor Coolant 
System Subcooling 
Margin Monitor M

PORV Position 
Indicator (Limit 
Switch),-

PRV Block Ialve 
Positio Indicator 

(Limit, Switch) 

Safety, Valve. Pos
ition Indicator., 

(Acoustic Monitor) 

Auxiliary Feedwater 
Flow Rate 

PORV Actuation/ 
Reclosure Setpoints.

J4* 

M

R 

N.A.

R

N.A*

R 

R A

I.

R

*Except when block valve operator is deenergized.

Amendment No.

31.

32.
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N.A.

Remarks:
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Table 4.1-1 (Continued)

Channel 
Description 

47. Qverpres . , 

protectiO 
System (OPS)

38. Steam Line 
Pressure 

39'. Instrumentation 

'-at auxiliary fe 
.,water pump room 

o Steam Generat 

:o Steam Generat 
Pressure 

o Pres sur iz er P 
sure

40.

o Pressurizer L 

Pressurizer Pre 
sure/Level near 
charging pumps

Check 

N.A.

Calibrate

R

R

ord

or .  

or- " 

res- 14 '.  

evel M 

- H" M

" R 

R 

R

* 41. Steam Generator 
Level at main 
feedwater control 
valves "

Test Remarks

R

R 

R

R

Within 31 days prior to entering a condition in which OPS is required to be operable and at 
monthly intervals thereafter when OPS is required to be operable.  

Amendment No.



- ITEM 6.6 (CATEGORY K-I) -- .Itergra1ly-Welded- Supports 

.There are no integrally-welded' supports on the valves subject to this 

examination... ...  

ITEM,6.7 -(CATEGORY K-2) - Supp6rts and Hangers .  

- The supports and hangers of-.the .alves subject to this examination 

shall be visually examined in- accordance with Section.,XI of the code, 
as shown, 'in Table 4.2-1.  

G. Miscellaneous Inspections ' 

ITEM 7.1. - Primary Pump Flywheels 

The flywheels shall be visually examined.at the first-refueling. At 

each subsequent refueling, one different flywheel shall be examined 
.by ultrasonic methods.. The,;examinations scheduled-are shown in Table 
4.2-1.1 

-,-d 

d. .. ' ':

Amendment No. 4,2-15



Examination 
Category

G-1 

G-2

Item 
No.  

6.4 

6.5 

6.6 

6.7

Components and 
Parts to 

be Examined

TABLE 4.2-1 (Sheet 11 of 11) 

Extent of 
Examination 
(Percent in 

10 year 
Method Interval)

Pressure-retaining bolting 

Pressure-retaining bolting 

Integrally-welded supports

Supports and hangers

Remarks

Not applicable

100% Exception is taken for valves 
which are not accessible..

Not applicable

100%

MISCELLANEOUS INSPECTIONS

Primary pump flywheel V & UT See Remarks

Exception is taken for sup
ports and hangers which are 
not accessible.  

The flywheels shall be visu
ally examined at the first' 

refueling. 'At each subsequent 
refueling, one different fly
wheel shall be examined by 
ultrasonic methods.

Amendment No.
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4 .3.REACTOR -COOLANT SYSTEM INTEGRITY TESTING '' 

Applicability' 

-Applies to test requirements for Reactor-Coolant: System integrity....  

Objective..  

To specify tests for Reactor Coolant System integrity after the system is 
-,closed following normal opening, modification or repair.  

Specification 

'a) When the Reactor Coolant System is closed after it has; been 
opened, the system will be leak tested at'. not less than 2335 
psig at NDT requirements for temperature.  

b) :;When Reactor Coolant System modifications or repairs have been 
made which involve new strength welds on, components, the new 
welds shall meet the- requirements of the applicable version of 
ASME Section XI as: specified in the Con Edison Inservice 
Inspection and Testing.Program in effect at the time.  

.c) The Reactor Coolant System leak ',test temperature-pressure 
relationship shall be in accordance with the limits' of Figure 
4.3-1 for heatup for the first seven .(7) effective full-power 
yrs. of operation. Figure 4.3-1" will be recalculated 
periodically. Allowable pressures. during cooldown for the leak 
test temperature shall be in accordance with Figure 3.1.B-2.  

Basis 

For normal opening, the integrity of the system, in terms of strength, is 
unchanged. If the system does not leak-at 2335 psig (Operating pressure + 100 
psi: + 100 psi is normal system pressure fluctuation), it will be leak tight 
during normal operation.  

For repairs on components, the thorough non-destructive testing gives a very 
high degree of confidence in the integrity of the system, and will detect any 
significant defects in and near the new welds. In all cases, the leak test 
will assure leak tightness during normal operation.

Amendment No. 4.3"i1



The inservice leak temperatures ,are "shown,- on Figure 4.3-1. The 
temperatures are calculated in accordance .with ASME Code Section III, 
197,4 Edition, Appendix G. This" .,Code requires. that safety factor of 
1.5 times the stress intensity: factor.caused by pressure be applied 

to the calculation..  

For the -first seven (7) effective full-power years,, it is predicted 

that the highest RTNDTin.the core-region taken at the 1/4.  

thickness will be 190°F...: The-:minimum inservice leak ..test 
temperature requirements for periods- up to",, seven (7) effective 
full-power years are shown on Figure.14.3-1.  

The heatup limits specified.on the. heatup curve., Figure 4.3-1, must 
not be exceeded while the- reactor- coolant, "is being heated to the 
inservice leak test temperature.' For.. cooldown from the leak test 

temperature, the limitations of Figure 3.1.B"2,must not be exceeded...  
Figures 4.,3-1 and 3. l.B-2 are: recalculated periodically, using 

methods discussed, in WCAP 7924A and 'results.of surveillance, specimen 
testing, as covered- in WCAP-7323.

Reference 

1. FSAR, Section 4 

Amendment No,. 4.3-2 .



.p" . to,: tEn gofE the.-"ety .hjection System,"' the Containment Spray 
S. tera;,j tdi Hy, n !orne-Systent, and. the Air Filtration System.  

M VM"±jffr. tha t -h s1m...: 1r. y. i wil1 respond, promptly. and perform their 

L. . . . .. .  

as.hal t / se performed -:at each reactor, refueling 
.ftlm !.. Vf te:Reactor, Coolant System pressure less than or.  

,tMM 3t. pia4 'and temperature less than or equal to 350°F, 
at" tomtt sZty injectaon , signal, will ,be applied to initiate 
agemo m a. th"-e: systmm.. The safety injec&tion and residual heat 
.ia M mmnpm r: mafde: inoperable for this test.  

BD.... T . t w. <l e considered satisfactory if -control:: board 
" - visuL observations indicate that. all components O e mimwod w ,tibim sa- injection h 

injecto signal in the proper sequence 
asE. tiom ,,. thiat:, is- the appropriate pump breakers shall have 

as- c ,, iand the appropriate valves shall have 

ctf. m ,(-.dh a IA. a of the high head sfety injection system 
anTmad tior is made to either,, ts piping and/or ,valve 

dL. 11hat the:mechanical stops on Valvs. 856A, C, D & -E are 
sm : a.t~he pnt .me asured and recorded during,.the most recent 

.:f~ -testor flow tests performed in accordance 
h. (( )) . . Th surveillance procedure shall .be performed 

an- m am itenac-'e on these valves or their :associated 
aRuEME t F;"-a 'alT& &t A .convenient outage if it he position of 

'unat-.. have not. been verified in the preceding

S, M m tafi2IL N pf rd at each reactor refueling interval.  
hem: ishaflJ b.! :.pbxMed- with -the isolatiox,?valves in the spray 
-hi aft t ... -- .F M- ment and the- spray additive tank isolation 
"m his, i s c12 L ,Operation of the system is. initiated7 by 
- ppin ther.,nornria ta ionu r instrumentation., 
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2. The spray nozzles shall be tested for proper functioning at least 
every ,five years.  

3. The test will be considered satisfactory ;ifvisual observations 
indicate all compbnents have operated.satisfactorily.  

Ci. Hydrogen.Recombiner System .  

1.. A complete recombiner; system test 'shall be. performed at each normal 
reactor: refueling ..on • each .unit. The test shall.. include verification.  
of ignition and attainment of normal operating temperature.  

2.' A complete control system test" shall be performed at intervals not 
greater than six months on each unit. The test shall consist of a 
complete dry-run startup using- artificially generated signals to 
simulate light off..  

3. Containment. atmosphere sampling system tests shall be performed at 
intervals, no greater than six months. -The test shall include drawing 
a sample from the fancooler units and purging the sampling line.  

4. The above tests will. be- :considered - satisfactory iff visual 
observations and control - panel -indication indicate that all .  
components have operated satisfactorily .

5. Each recombiner air-supply blower shall be; started at least .at 
two-month intervals. Acceptable levels of performance shall be that.  
the blowers start, deliver flow, and operatel for at least 15 minutes.  

D. Containment Air Filtration System, 

Each air_ filtration unit specified in Specification 3.3.B shall be 
demonstrated operable: 

1. At least once,per 31 days by initiating, from the control room, flow 
through the HEPA filters 'and charcoal :absorbers and verifying that 
the unit operates for at least .15 minutes.  

2. At least once per 18 months or" (1) " after. any structural maintenance 
on the HEPA filter or charcoal absorber housings, or (2) at any time 
painting, fire or chemical releases could alter filter integrity by: 

a) Verifying a system flow rate at ambient conditions, 'of 65'600 
cfm' + 10% during .'filtration unit operation when. tested in 
accordance with ANSI N510-1975.. -'Verify that the. flow rate 
through the charcoal absorbers is 8,,000, cfm.  

h) Verifying that the HEPA:, filters -,and/or charcoal adsorbers 
satisfy -the in-place testing acceptance< criteria and uses the 
test procedures of Regulatory Positions C. 5.a and. C5. c of 

e@ndment No. 4.5-2



Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, at ambient 
conditions and at. a flow. rate of i65,600;_cfm +:10% for. the HEPA 

filters.  

c) Verifying within 31 days,: after removal that -a laboratory 

analysis of a representative, carbon sample obtained in 
accordance with Regulatory. Position_ C..6.b of, Regulatory. Guide 

1.52, Revision 2, March 1978; meets the laboratory 'testing 
criteria of. Regulatory POsition. C.6.a (except, for Position 

C.6.a(l)) of.Regulatory Guide ' .52, Revision '2, March: 1978-.  

3. After every 720 hours of charcoal. adsorber operation by 'verifying.: 
within 31 'days after removal •.that a laboratory analysis of a 
representative carbon sample obtained, in. accordance with Regulatory 
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,' .Revision 2, March. 1978, 

meets the laboratory testing criteria. of Regulatory Position, C.6.a
(except for Position. C.6.a(l)) of Regulatory. Guide 1.52, Revision 2, 
March 1978..  

4. At least once per.18 months by: 

a) : Verifying that the pressure.: drop across the moisture separator.-' 

and HEPA filters is less than: .. 6 inches Water Gauge while 
operating the filtration, unit at. ambient- conditions and 'at a 

flow rate of 65,600.cfm + 10%.

b) Verifying that the unit starts automatically on a Safety' 
Injection Test Signal.  

5. After each complete, or partial replacement of a HEPAfilter bank by 
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to 
99% of the DOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI 
N510-1975 while operating the unit at ambient conditions and at a 
flow rate of 65,600 cfm + 10%.' 

6. After each complete. or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber 
bank verify that the flow rate through, the charcoal adsorbers is > 
8,000 cfm when the system is operating at ambient conditions and a 
flow rate of 65,600 cfm + 10% when tested .in accordance with ANSI 
N510-1975.  

E. Control Room Air Filtration System 

The control room air filtration system specified in Specification 3.3.H 
shall be demonstrated operable: ' 

1. At least once per 31' days by initiating,, from the control-room, flow 
through the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbeis and verifying that 
the system operates for at least. 15 minutes., .

Amendment No. 4.5-3.



2~. At 1east 'once e 18 monts orM (i)' after any structural maintenance 

on the 'HEPA-filter: or:_ charcoal:'adsorber housings-, or (2) ,at 'any time 
,ainmgfire or chemcal releases !could alter. filter, integrity by: 

a) ,Verifying.a systenw' i rate, at ambient conditions, of 1840 cfm 

+' 10% <durig'" system .operation when tested in accordance with 

b) verifying tha-.T with ..,-the iLsystemI operating. at: ambient- conditions

and_, a! fIlowv rate .1840,CFM + ,:10% and exhausting through the, HERA 
filters.,.,and :charcoal adsorbers , the,- total bypass flow of the, 
system- '-to- the fac ty vent, including leakage through- the 
system:diverting v alves, is. less than .or equal to 1% when "the 
system: is .tested -by admitting cold, DOP at the' system, intake.  

c) Verifying ..,,-that'," ::the ,.system .. satisfies.- the in-place testing 
Sacceptance riteria :and ~ses the- test- procedures: of, Regulatory 

Positions' :C.5.a, : : - C.5.c and C.5.d :of'"Regulatory Guide 1.52, 

Rvision 2,;'March 1978, at! ambient conditions and at a flow rate 

8fl40 cfrx + ;10%.j, 

d) Verifying, withi 31 ,days after- removal, 'that a laboratory 
analysis ,.o :o a_ <representative 'carbon: sample obtained in 
accordance w, +ith, i;Regulatory"I Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 
1-.2, Revision 2, March '1978,1 meets- the laboratory testing., 
criteria of o::Regulatory; Position C. 6.a of Regulatory Guide-1.52, 
Retv,.ision'2, a r ,.1978.  

3. After', every 720 hours of. charcoal adsorber : operation by verifying 
with-in 31 -days- after i: removal, that a' laboratory analysis of a 
representative carbon .sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory 
Posltlon,- ,C.6.b.'of Regulatory Guide 1.52, .Revision 2, March 1978, 

meets! the laboratory testing criteria of"Regulatory Position C.6.a of 
Regplatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978..  

4. At. Teast once per,.. 18 months by: 

a) Verifying-, that, : ,-the .:pressure --drop across, the- combined HEPA
filters :and- charcoal adsorber banks is ,less ,, the 6: inches Water 
Gauqe while "operating the system- at ;ambient conditions and at a 

flow.. rate -o-f.84cf+ 10%.  
b) Verif ying' that -on: -al Safety Injection Test Signal or a. high 

diatin sign~al~ inthe control .room,t~he,: system automatically 

sitches' :into a recirculation,'mode Do operation with f low 
tjr=o h'the .HEPA. filters and charcoal adsorber banks.  

c), Verilying .-that-the system maintains, the, control room at- a 
neutral or -positive pressure relative, to- the outside atmosphere 
dnring System ,peration.' 

Amendment No'. , .- I



t5. Afer each complete or- partial replacement :of a HEPA ffilter bankl' by 

verif ying that the HEPA filter banks: remove greater than o'i 

99% 'of the DOP when they -are tested in-place in accordance with ANSI 

N510.1975 while. operat1"g -the system at ambient conditionsand at a 
.flwrate.of 1840,:cfm + -I0%., 

6o:. :After each.!: complete.: or ,!,partial, replacement:,, of a charcoal adsorber 
bankby -verifying' that the charcoal.adsirbers, remove greater. than or 

equal. to• 99.95% of a halogenated .hydrocarbon refrigerant test ..gas 

when ;they are tested -in-place in accordance with.ANSI 'N510-l975 while 

operating the systemat ambient. conditions and at a flow.rate.of '1840 

cfm-+, 10%.!.°.  

IF. Fuel Storage Building Air Filtration System 

The fuel storage building air filtration system specified in Specification 

3.8 shall be demonstrated operable: 

1" At least !once ::per. 31 days by initiatinq,- from the control room, flow 

through, "the HEPA..; filters and: charcoal adsorbers.-and verifying that 

the- system operates for at least. "15 minutes..  

S "2. At each refueling shutdown prior to refueling-operations. or(1) -after 

any structural."maintenance on the HEPA filter- or charcoal adsorber 

housings, or (2) at any time painting, fire.or chemical releases.  
could alter.filter integrity by: 

a).. Verifying ,a system flow rate: at ambient conditions of 20,000 cfm S a -+ 10% during system- operation when--tested in accordance with 

ANSI. N510-1975..  
b) Verifying that the system satisfies the in-place -testing 

acceptance criteria and: uses 'the test procedures of Regulatory 
-Positions C.5.a, C.5.c. and C.5.d *of 'Regulatory Guide 1.52, 

Revision 2, March 1978, at ambient conditions and at. a flow-, rate.  
of 20,O0 cfm-+10%. • I 

c) Verifying within 31 days after -removal that a laboratory 
analysis of a representative, carbon: sample obtained in 

accordance :with -Regulatory Position, 'C.6.b of .-Regulatory Guide 

1.52,. Revision 2, March 1978, . meets 'the laboratory- testing 

criteria of Regulatory, Position ,C.6,a of Regulatory :Guide 1.52, 
Revision .2, March 1978.. 

3W Prior- tohandling spent fuel- which -has 'decayed. for less than 35 days, 
verify within .31-days after removal that ..a laboratory anoalyais of. a.' 

representative, carbon sample obtained in accordnce with Regulatory 
Position C.6.b. of Regulatory Guide -1.52, Revision., 2,t--_ March .1978., 
meets.the laboratory'testing.'criteria, of Regulatory Position C.6.a

Amendment. No. 40 5-5,



-of ,Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,' March!: 1978. Such an analysis 
Is' good for 720 hours of charcoal adsorber -operation.. 9ft6r 720 
hours~of .operation, if spent fuel:.. vith a- decay -time.:of %less than 35 
days is still-being handled, a new sample. is required along with a 
new.analysis.  

4.- At each refueling shutdown prior .'to. refueling operations by: 

a) Verifying that the. pressure- dop -across the combined HEPA 
filters and charcoal: -adsorber: banks is less- than'- 65 inches 
Water Gauge while operating the. system at ambient 
conditions and..at a flow-rate.,of -20,000 cfm +10%,.  

b) Verifying that the systema maintains the spent fuel storage 
pool area at a pressure- -less than that of the outside 
atmosphere during system operation..;.  

5., After each complete or partial .replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank -by verifying that the charcol :adsorbers, remove. greater than or 
equal. to 99.95% of a halogenatedii hydrocarbon refrigerant, test gas.  
when, they 'are tested',in-place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 while 
operating the isystem at ambient. conditions ,and at a flow rate of 
20,000 cfm,+ 10%.  

G.- Post Accident Containment- Venting- System

The post .accident containment venting., system shall be demonstrated 
operable: 

1. At least once per 18 months or (1) after zany structual maintenance on 
the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2). at any time 
painting, fire or chemical releases, ould alter filter integrity by: 

a) Verifying no flow. blockage by,.passing flow through the filter 
system.  

b) Verifying that, the system satisfies the in-place testing 
acceptance criteria and -uses the test .procedures of Regulatory 
Positions C.5oa, C.5.c and."C.5.d. and' Regulatory Guide 1.52, 
Revision 2, March 1978, at ambient -conditions and at a flow rate 
200 cfm + 10%.  

c) Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory 
analysis: of,. a representative carbon :sample iobtained in 
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b- of Regulatory.. Guide 
I 1.52, Revision 2, March .1978, meets the laboratory testing 
criteria of Regulatory Posit on C.6.a-of Regulatory Guide 1.52, 
Revision 2, March 1978., ' 

Amendment No. 4.5-6 , .. .



:2. After every 720 hours of charcoal..adsorber operation by verifying 
within 31 .days after removal . that a laboratory analysis of a 
representative- carbon :sample obtained,-lin accordance with Regilatory 
Position C.6.b, of Regulatory Guide. 1.52, Revision 2, Mar(h: 1978, 
meets :the laboratory testing: criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a of 
Regulatory Guide l.52,,...Revision 2, March-l978.  

3. At least once-per 18 months by: 

a) Verifying that the- pressure drop across the combined HEPA 

filters and charcoal adsorber bankso.-:is,, less than 6 inches Water 
Gauge while operating-the system at ambient: conditions: and at a.  

flow rate of 200 cfm + 10%. : 

b) Verifying that the system valves can be manually opened.  

4. After each complete or partial replacement; of a HEPA, filter bank by 
verifying that the HEPA filter 'banks remove :'greater than or equal to 
99% of the DOP when they are., tested; in-place in accordance with ANSI 
N510-1975 while operating the system: at, ambient- conditions and at a 
flow rate of 200 cfm +10%. 1 

5. After each complete or partial ,replacement of a charcoal adsorber 
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or.  
equal to 99.95% of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas 
when they are tested in-place in accordances with ANSI N510-1975 while 
..operating the system at ambient :conditions, and at a flow rate of 200.1 
cfm + 10%.  

Basis 

The Safety Injection System and the Containment. "Spray System are principal 
plant safeguards that are normally inoperative during- reactor operation.  
Complete systems tests cannot be performed when' the reactor is .operating 
because a safety injection signal, causes reactor trip, main feedwater 
isolation and containment isolation, and a Containment Spray System test 
requires the system to be temporarily disabled.. The method of assuring 

operability of these systems is therefore. to combine systems tests to be 
performed during plant refueling, shutdowns, with .more frequent component 
tests, which can be performed during reactor operation.  

The refueling systems tests demonstrate: proper automatic operation of the 
Safety. Injection and Containment Spray Systems. :With the pumps blocked from 
starting a test signal is applied to, initiate automatic action' and 
verification made that the components receive. the safety- injection signal, in 
the proper sequence. The test demonstrates 'the operation of the. valves, pump 
circuit breakers, and automatic circuitry. (1) 

During reactor operation, the instrumentation: which Is .depended on to. initiate 
safety injection and containment spray is generally checked daily and the

Amendment No. ,4.5-7,



44ItiA g ircuits are .'tested ',monnhly: - (in accordance with Specification 
T.e:4.;), ,thetesting .of the -analogK :; channel' inputs is accomplished in the same 

* -a n S .for 'the.reactor protecticn system. The engineered safety features 

logic system is: tested by means of,* test switches to simulate inputs from the 
An4 .q h4nnes. The .test switches;. interrupt--the logic matrix output to the 

a~r reJay "to -prevent. actuation. Verification that . 'the - logic is 
" " .o miAhe4 is indicated oby the .matrix- test: light-. .pon completion- of the 

, qg' che~ekso verification .,that.thecircuit from:the logic matrices to the 
S:eJ.ay-S :scomplete isi acomplished' by use- of an ohmmeter to , check 

Qt , y@ms rthat :are -also imp ant :to- 'the emergency cooling function' are 

th'4-'ccumulators, the, Component. Cooling: System, the Service Water System and 
t-hq c.w tinment, fan coolers. The ,a. mulators are, a: passive .safeguard. In 
4ctre_%@ with ,:Specification 4*1, .the ,water: volume and pressure in the 

l-t.s are .checked periodically. The other systems mentioned operate 
vh .h@ t eacor is in operation and by]:'these means are continuously monitored 
for -oU.ltt qtory performance., 

F -tb sour f ow distribution valvs', (856A,'C, D. & -E) verification of the 
.Q.: . k stop adjus ents 'is .. performed periodically to provide 

that the high .thead safety .:injection ;flow distribution is: in 
Ae 44,ie wih. flow: values assumed' in the core cooling analysis.  

T, bdrQgAn -_ecombiner system is .aengineered: safety feature which would be 
Qnly o~owing a loss-of -colant accident to control the hydrogen evolved 

* , tl: - ntaitnment. The: system i, s ,,not expected to be started until 
. W i ..teVly 13 days have elapsed';following the accident. At this time the' 

n conentration in the containment. will have reached 2% by volume, 

which 14-, the. design concentration .for starting the recombiner system. Actual 
otr'-_ng .of the system will be based. upon containnent atmosphere sample 
a %b%%,. The complete;"functinal. tests'-'of 'each unit:.at refueling ;shutdown-" 
will. depftnetrate the proper operatian .of the recombiner system. More- frequent 
t.ta O., the- recombiner.- control-, system and, air-supply. blowers will. assure 
Q wb-A _ty' of: the system.(. - The. biaxnnual.testing of the contanment atmosphere 

~ing:., ayetm. will demonstrate t e availability of this system.  

T ..&,; portion of the in-c tainment air .recirculation system is a 
"%%iv_ $4e9ax_ which is isal tadT fm ' the cooling air flow during normal 

A 'Qpce=6ith. Hence..th a rca3 should have a- long useful lifetime..  
T fiaues that house thee hcamcnal, are stainless steel and should also 

][% Ji'_ ty. However 'h.e rt dired periodic .,visual:* inspections will 
wAE t1m. ..i is the C'as . : lT iodine removal efficiency cannot be 
qvmg .wh-he. filter c-,.l. tihe, fIt. .r Therefore,% at periodic intervals a 

ta i..s ample of--charCL ii.L tbe removed.and tested to verify that
i jien~y f'r' removal 'of . methi idide: is obtaired.( 2 ) Such laboratory 

..~j m ttesting..o t0 he wifr.. the. specified in-place testing of the 

Ig igz-% . provide. assance that: the criteria of 10CFRl00 
. Me _~ : - - . : . .. ..-- : -:



-The control -room air. filtration: system- is designed - to filter the control,,. room O atmosphere: for ntake air and/or.- for, .-recirculation:- during control room 
isolation conditions',' -The control room' air' filtration systemI is desied'. to 
automatically start upon, control room isolatin.' High efficiency particulate 

absolute (HEPA) filters -are, installed, upstream', of'. the charcoal adsorbers ,to.  

prevent clogging of these adsorbers. The charcoal, adsorbers:are installed -to 
reduce ,the ptential" intake of radiojodine by,, control. room personnel... The" 

required in-place, testing'l andthe laboratory ',charcoal, sample testing ofthe 

HEPA filters -andi' charcoal adsorbers will ,pro6vde, assurance that -Criterion 19 

of the. General Design.Criteriafor NuclOear-Power :PlantS',i Appendix A, to l0CFR. -

PartL.50, continues to be met.: ......  

The" fuel storage building air filtration system , is: designed to filter- the.  

discharge of .the fuel storage- building; .atmosphre to ,the; plant vent.'. This air 
filtration system is designed to; start automatically, upon a high radiation 
signal., Upon initiation, isolation- dampers',_ in the: -ventilation system are,, 

designed to close: to redirect 'air flow through the .air treatment system. HEPA 
filters and charcoal adsorbers are installed- toitreduce potential releases of 

radioactive -material to the atmosphere. Nevertheless, as required by 
specification 3.8.B.6, the fuel storage building airf; filtration system must be

operating. whenever spent fuel'.is being. moved' unles the .spent fuel .has had a 
continuous .35 .day decay. period. The required in-place testing and the 
laboratory charcoal , sample testing of the 'REPA, filters and charcoal adsorbers 

Will provide.4dded assurance that the- criteria of lOCFRIOO 'continue to be met.  

The'post accident containment venting, systemmay be, used in lieu of'hydrogen 
recombiners for removal of combustible hydrogen:from the containment building 
atmosphere following a design,.basis accident. "'As 'was the case for: hydrogen 
recombiner use, this system is not, expected to be needed until approximately 

13 dayshave elapsed following theaccident.- Useof, the system will be based 
upon, containment atmosphere sample analysis andl availability of the hydrogen 

orecombiners. When in use,. HEPA filters and :charcoal adsorbers will filter the 
containment atmosphere dischargef prior .to' release, to the plant vent. The 

required -in-place: testing- and laboratory charcoal.sample testing will verify.  
'operability of this venting system and. provide , further assurance that releases 
.to the environment will be minimized.e. 

As- indicated for all four (4) of the .previously-: mentioned engineered safety 
feature (ESF) air filtration systems, j high, efficiency particulate absolute 
(HEPA) filters are installed upstream-of , the charcoal adsorbers to prevent 
clogging of these adsorbers. The- charcoai &adsorbers ,,are installed to reduce 
the potential release of radiciodine to the.,, environment. The laboratory 
charcoal sample testing periodically verifies ' that '. the charcoal meets the 
iodine: removal-::efficiency ,requrementsof Regulatory :Qide- 1-.52, Revision 2.  
Should the charcoal of',"any of-these filtration !systens fail to satisfy the 
specified test acceptance criteria,:th"charcoal. wi-lbe replaced with new 
charcoal[ which -satisfies - the requirements' for new.' -charcoal outlined in 
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Re'ision- 2. ' 

Reerences 

(1) FSAR Section 6.2 

(2) SAR Section 6.4 

Amendment Noe. 45



. -4.9 REACTIVITY ANOMALIES 

Applicability 

Applies to potential reactivity anomalies.  

Objective 

To require evaluation of reactivity anomalies withih the: reactor.  

Specification 

Following a normalization of the computed boron concentration as a function of 
burn-up, actual boron concentration: of the coolant- shall be periodically 
compared with the predicted value. If the. difference. between the observed and 
predicted steady-state concentrations reaches the equivalent of one percent in.  
reactivity, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 'shall be- notified within 24 
hours and an: evaluation as to the cause of the. discrepancy shall be made to, 
the Nuclear Regulatory",Commission within 10 days.. " 

Basis, 

To eliminate possible errors in the calculations of'the initial reactivity of.  
the core and the reactivity depletion rate, the . predicted relation between, 
fuel burn-up and the boron , concentration,, necessary-, to maintain adequate 
control characteristics, must be adjusted (normalized):' to accurately reflect 
actual core conditions. When full_ power is reached initially, and with the 
control rod groups in the desired positions, ,the' boron concentration -is 
measured *and the predicted curve: is .adjusted .' to" this point. As power 
operation proceeds, the measured boron concentration-, is compared with the 
predicted concentration and the slope- of -the curve relating :burn-up and 
reactivity is compared with that predicted. This 'process of normalization 
shall be completed early in core life. "Thereafter,. actual boron concentration 
can be compared with prediction, and the reactivity status of the core can be 
continuously evaluated. Any reactivity .-anomaly greater mthan 1% would be 
unexpected, and its occurrence would .'be .thoroughly investigated and 
evaluated. The value of 1% is considered a safe .limit since a shutdown margin 
of at least 1% with the most reactive rod in the fully withdrawn position is 
always maintained..

Amendment No. .4..9-1



4..18 Overpressire -Protection System- " 

. Applicability 

-This specification applies to, the- surveillance requirements for the OPS 
provided for-prevention;:of; RCS:.overpressurization.  

.Obj ective 

To verify the operability'lof ' OPS'.  

Specification, 

A.- When the OPS PORV:s .are being used for overpressure protection as 
required:, .by 'specification 3.1.A.4,: their associated series MOV's 

shall be. verified, to be open, ate least twice weekly with a maximum 
time- between checks of 5 -days.  

B. When RCS.- venting .is being. used for - overpressure protection as 
permitted by Specification -3.l.A.4,... the vent(s) shall be verified to 
be. open, at, least daily.. When the venting pathway is provided with a 
valve: which is ."locked,: 'sealed,; or otherwise secured in the open 
position, then only these. valves need be verified to be open at 
monthly- intervals. ,:, 

C. When- pressurizer- pressure and level control :"is being used for 
overpressure protection, as .permitted by Specification 3.1.A.4, then 
these parameters shall be verified -to be within their limits at least 
once! per- shift.  

D. When. saf.ety injection pumps Lnd/or charging pumps are required* to be 
de-energized per-% Specification' , 3.1.A.4, the pumps shall be 
demonstrated to be. inoperable at monthly intervals by verifying 
lockout' of -the pump. circuit, breakers at the 480 volt .switchgear, or 
once-. per- .shift .if other ,means of de-energizing.the.pumps are used.  

Basis 

These- specifications establish the surveillance program for the Overpressure 
Protection System (OPS):. This surveillance program is intended to verify the 
operability' of the 'system and '.;:will identify for corrective action any 
conditions which could prevent any portion of the system' from performing its 
intended function:.  

The PORV's and , MOV's-- associated with' the OPS are not included in this 

specification since the .valve cycling and,.operabilitytests for these valves 
are performed in: accordance ,with applicable testing requirements of the ASME 

Code:Section; XI. and 10 CFR 50.55a.  

Amendment No-.. 4.18-I



. -. 3 Reacor

App-icability

Applies..,4to the reactor core, reactor ' coolant. system , and- emergency- core 

coal ing.,:systems., 

Qbjetive 

To define those design features which. are-essential in. providing. for safe 
. system-. operations., 

A.. Reactor Core 

1.- The reactor core contains approximately 87"metric tons of uranium in 

the-form of slightly enriched uranium dioxide' pellets. The pellets 

are.,encapsulated in Zircaloy-4 tubing to-form'fuel rods. The reactor 
core-is made up of 193 fuel assemblies." "Each fuel assembly contains 

*12O4.fuel rods.(1 )

2., 

3.  

.4.

The average .enrichment of the initial,- coreis a-nominal 2.8 weight 
per cent of U-235. Three fuel enrichments :are. used in the initial 
core. The -highest. enrichment is a. nominal. ,3.3 weight per cent of: 
U-235.(2 ) 

The enrichment of -reload fuel will be no' more:: than 3.5 weight per 
cent U-235.  

Burnable poison rods arle.-incorporated in the, initial core. There.are 
1412 poison rods in the form of 7,8,9,12,16 and 20-rod :clusters, 
which are located in vacant rod: cluster control guide tubes. (3 ) 

'The burnable poison rods consist of borated, pyrex glass cladd with 
stainless-steel.(4)

5.. There are 53 control rods in .the reactor core. -The control rods 
contain 142 inch lengths of silver-indium-cadmium alloy cladwith the 
-stalnless steel. (5)

-B. Reactor Coolant-System

The-. design -of. the reactor coolant" system' ,:complies with the code 
requirements. (6 )- Design values' for system temperature and. pressure 

are. 650°F and -2485 psig, respectively. 

All piping, components and supporting.-- structures of the reactor 
coolant: system are designed to Class .I. -requirements,' and, have been.  
designed to.- withstan'd- the maximums, . potential " seismic ground 
acceleration,_ 0.15g,-acting in the horizontal. and 0.-10g acting in 'he, 
vertical planes simultaneously: with no loss..of function.

Amendment No.

Aeactor
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3. The total liqud volume. of the reactor coolant system, rated 
operating conditions, is.,l,350. cubic feet-., 

Reference

FSAR Section 3.2.2 

FSAR Section 3.2.1 

FSAR Section 3.2.1

& Sec. 3,of Fuel Densification Indian Point Nuclear 
Generating Station Unit o. 2, Dated January, 
1973 ' • 

& Sec. 3 of Fuel Densification Indian Point Nuclear 
Generating Station Unit No.; 2, Dated January 
1973 

& Figure 3.3.of Fuel Densification Indian Point 
Nuclear Generating Station Unit No. 2, Dated 
January, 1973

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) FSAR Table 4.1-9

Amendment No.

FSAR Section 3.2.3 

FSAR Sections 3.2.1 & 3.2.3
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SPECIAL.REPORTS 

6.9.2 Special reports shall be submitted to the Regional. Administrator, Region 

I,, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission within the timei period specified for 
each report. These, reports shall 0 be submitted covering the- :activities 
-identified below *pursuant to- the requirements of_-th' applicable reference 
specificaton: 

a. Each containment integrated leak 'rate -test shall be the subject 
of a summary technical report including- results of the local 
leak rate tests since the last report. he report shall include 

analyses and interpretations of .the rem.-1ts which demonstrate 
compliance in. meeting the leak rate lmits specified in the 
" Technical Specifications. - . .  

b. A report covering the X-Y xenon stability tests within three 
months up6n completion of the tests.  

c. -To provide the Commission-with added verifications of the safety 

and reliability of the. pre-pressurized Zircaloy-clad nuclear 

-. fuel, a limited program of non-destructive fuel inspections will,.  
be conducted. The program shall consist-of a visual inspection 
(e.g., underwater TV, periscope, or otier) of the", two lead 

burnup assemblies in each .region during the first, second, and, 

third refueling shutdowns. Any conditlon observed by this 

..inspection which would lead to unacceptaIle fuel performance may 

be the object of an expanded surveillame effort. If another 
domestic plant which contains pre-pressurized fuel of a similar 

design reaches fuel exposures. equal to or greater than at Indian 
Point Unit No. 2, .and if a limited inspertion program is or has 

been performed there, then the program may not have to be 
performed at Indian Point Unit No., 2.- However, such action 

requires approval of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The 
results of these inspections will be z~ported to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.  

d. Inoperable fire protection and detection equipment 
(Specification.3.13)..  

e. Sealed source leakage in excess of limits ( Specification 4.15.).  

f. Operation of the Overpressure Protectiom System (Specification 

3.1.A.4.)..

Amendment No. 6-19



ATTACHMENT B 

Safety Assessment, :.

Consolidated Edison Company of, New York, :Inc.  
Indian Point'. Unit No. 2.  

Docket No, 50247 .  
February, "1983



.. Safety Assessment 

The-proposed technical specification .modiffications, ' contained in Attachment. A 
t thIs Application, .are- responsive to a number, of NRC requests for--changes in 
a variety: of areas. The NRC Standard Technical- Specifications. (STS) for 
Westinghouse.", PWRs . were used, for guidance and .were- applied in a manner 
.consistent with-•the specific Indian Point Unit No... p2'Plant . design and ,the' 
safety or risk significance of the items . The prpposes changes-are describedi 
in further detail' below.  

By. letter dated February 27, 1980 (Schwencer to Cahiu1)7, the- ,,NRC, -in part, 
requested changes in the areas pf _overpressure Prdtect- n.and control of, .heavy 
loads over reactor fuel., Changes, responsive_ to this 'request are contained: in 
proposed sections, 3.l.A, 3.3, 3.5,:3.8, 4.1/and 4.18 ' Consolidated Edison's 
response to NRC's September 7, 1982: letter requesting. further information 
regarding., overpressure protection ,,is under -preparation and wiil be provided 
shortly ,under separate cover. ".  

NRC's-generic April 10, 1980 letter requestedL.- further,,definition regarding use 
of terms operable/operability :and their .-relationship -to the application, of, 

Sidtng conditions • forr, operation . (LCOs) .. The proposed changes to, 
specification.. 1. 3, the addition. of: specification" 3".0. and -requirements.  
containedin present specification -3.7 satisfy, the intent: of that request..  

NRC's. generic June.. 11, 1980'< letter requested an : amendnuent, to the -technical 
specifications to incorporate requirements for redundant decay heat removal 
capability duringt all modes ..of operation. The- proposed :changes to -sections 
.l.A and 3.8 are responsive to this request.  

By letters dated.July 7, 1980 and. June 1, 1982, the MRC requested upgrading 
certain. of the Indian Point Unit No. 2 -.technical specifications in light of 
the requirements Contained in the NRC's STS for .,Westinghouse PWRs. As 

.... - -- discussed in Consolidated Edison's July 14, 198241 submital, a number of items 
...originally requested in the July 7, 1980 letter ',have a1zeady been incorporated 
into the technical specifications by subsequent'iIndepedent .-amendments. .Two 
of the other areas addressed, 'namely, chloride detection requirements and 
u upgraded electrical system- specifications. (i.e., sectimns 3.7 and 4.6), are 

* still under development ..and are scheduled for submittal by ,Juljy, 1983. Also, 
. the July 7, 1980 letter requested that Consolidated Edison verify the validity 
of" Figure 3.10-1 of the technical- specifications. Based on, our review and 

* discussions with Westinghouse, this figure is valid and' is utilized in each 
*// . reload safety analysis for 'reactor refuelings., All otheritems of the July 7, 

1980 letter are addressed by the proposed. changes to-the. -various sections of 
the technical specifications contained in this application.  

The JUne 1,' 1982 NRC followup letter "to the July 7, 1982 letter also addressed 
the STS requirements, for external flooding" conditions. The: Indian Point Unit 

'!No. -. 2 FSAR analyzes a number of'. different hypotheticAI I"worst case" floods.  
In particular, FSAR section 2.5 notes. that even: with the'incredible 

simultaneous occurrence of !the Standard -Project Flocd, a failure of the O Ashokan Dam, and a storm :surge in New. York Harbor at -tie. mouth of the Hudson 
River resulting from a Standard Project Hurricane,. no: safeguards equipment at



Idian Poi nt Unit No.. .2 .will, be affected by flooding..In.,addition, the Indian 
Point Probabilistic.Safety Study (IPPSS'), .submittdon March 5. 1982, examined
external 'flooding as a severe accident initiator. The-.IPPSS conclusion was 

that -the external -flooding contribution . to .core 'imelt- frequency is extk'emely 
small (i.e.,, less than. 10 8). and,* as,.."such, has -,essentially, no impact on 
either core melt frequency'- 'or plantrisk. ,Nevertheless, plant. abnormal 
-operating. procedures do exist for, -,initiating action .for' various conditions of 
bi dson, River water.v,,.level and , the', Emergency. Plan contains emergency action 

levels for declaring either a Notification.of Unusual Event, an Alert, ..or'a 
Site Area Emergency based on river/flod:level. V: light.-of the above and the'.  
fact.: that the STS notes that. external- flooding .-:specifications are optional 
depending on site/plant specific .-considerations, 7 .Consolidated Edison believes 
that such technical specifications .are .:unwarranted' and unnecessary and has not 
:proposed such changes in this Application...  

By letter dated July 28, .1980,. :.th. ,-NRC- requeste. that- Consolidated Edison 
propose technical specifcations for ,:the Containment Purge:System as a means of 
gaining further -reduction in the- consequences 3.f oa- fuel: handling: accident 
inside containment, (FHAIC). Based. on. .subsequent- discussions- with the.  
Regulatory- Staff, it was. concluded ::.,that ,. ?an. equiValent -'. reduction could be 
realized by.-increasing the minimum required waiting-time after shutdown before 
reactor fuel could be moved. ..Accordingly, j' the ;Staff. informed- Consolidated 
Edison that based on X/Q of -5.lx10 4 sec/m 3, an increase in. the minimum 
waiting time -.to greater- than, 130- hours (present otechnical specifications 
require 90 hours) would be acceptable., Thus, the proposed changes to section S 3.8 contained in this Application require that no movement of reactor fuel be 
made unless the reactor has been, subcritical for.at: least 131 hours.  

NRC's generic August .15, 1980 -letter requested -that", technical specification 
changes be made. to require at 'least -23 feet of water above the reactor 

pressure vessel. flange during -movement -of control rods or. fuel,'assemblies with 
the reactor vessel head removed. ::.The changes, proposed- to Specification-3.8 
address :this ,.request." 

Inaddition -to responding to, the -above: requests, :Consolidated. Edison has also 
included the following proposedchanges in this. request:

1) Modifications to-specification1. 3 2 to. conform the Indian Point 
:Unit 2 specifications more closely with--the STS regarding boric 
acid addition capabilities. Suchl changes would obviate the need 
for. unnecessary and unwarranted-initiations of plant shutdown. as 

have occurred in the past...  

2).. Modifi'cations to specification 3.-1. and 4.2" to relocate 
requirements for the::, reactor vessel surveillance capsule 

programs. No-changes '.to.,the program-. itself are .proposed.

3-2



3), ModificPations; to .secification-4.5 to 'satisfy" the technical 
.Specifiaiab i ncluding -,a-- low rate. for testing. the post 

accident: co nriient. -:venting systemi This flow was- determined 
duriLng, -the -recently' completed- Cycle .5/-: 1ref ueling./maintenanpe't 
outage.' InaditIonbased on. other te ~ performed durin 

th otae,'te eqird ,_Fuel SbSorage --BuiJldng Air. Filtration.  
SysteM-tstng flaW rate is also proposed: to'ibe, modified.  

Since, A large- numaber of -s-e ctions of ,the -. technical. specifications. have been 
mdfe in- thiiAppliato'',.2a sificant amount of :retyping of the 

technical specifications as n-!ncssary. In many wcases, smple changes to bOth 
page numbers and seciain section ".snumbers Th were necessary , tprper-y 
incorporate,:. the - requested..,revisio. eThus, many, technical specification pages 
are t included; in thi APP or. - -solely eeasons.. While many 
sections of the- technical -specfifcations "appear difhfterent., only. thioe sections 
marked with. changes, bars contain,. sording changes.

The- proposed.chages hav!pnF ..been.'eviewed' by the. Stetion Nu.cear Safety, 
Cagmittee- and the' Cawlidated- io Nuclear:% Facilitiewe es Safety tommittee 
Both committees' concur'tat these.hanges, do not represent a significant 
hazards. consideration Aid il.not;f- cause any- change, in the t s or an 
increase in cthe' amournts a of effluents orh any. change in the authorized p9wr 
level of 'the.- facility.. . .  

't-


